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1. Introduction

In the last few decades, vector autoregressive (VAR) models have gained tremendous

popularity as an all-purpose tool in econometrics and other disciplines. Some of their

most prominent uses are for forecasting, causality tests, tests of economic theories,

hypothesis-seeking, data characterisation, innovation accounting, policy analysis, and

cointegration analysis (Cooley and LeRoy 1985). Their popularity appears to be

attributable to their flexibility relative to other models rather than to their virtues per

see In addition, analysts often use VAR models as benchmark models.

Not surprisingly, numerous comparisons have been made between VAR

models and their competitors (notably structural models) on simulated as well as real

data. Examples include McKnees (1986), Litterman (1986b), Boero (1990) and

Sarantis and Stewart (1995). Stephen McKnees compared the forecasting accuracy of

seventeen different predictors using a real US data set of seven macroeconomic series.

So did Robert Litterman, but for four predictors and four economic variables only.

Gianna Boero did essentially the same thing for the Italian GDP growth rate, and

Nicholas Sarantis and Chris Stewart compared exchange rate forecasts generated by a

wide range of different models. The general conclusion appears to be that if there is

such a thing as an "ideal" model in a specific situation and that model can be made

operational, it is likely to outperform VAR models. In many cases it is necessary to

resort to less-than-ideal models, and then it is often better to select VAR models before

other compromise solutions. Another general finding seems to be that VAR models

may often outperform structural models in the short run but not in the long run.



VAR modelling llas not gone uncriticised, though. A list of relevant

arguments against VAR modelling can be found in Section 2.3 of this thesis. There is

one additional problem which is rarely mentioned though, namely the often heavily

biased estimates in VAR models. Although methods to reduce this bias have been

available for quite some time, it has probably not been done before, at least not in any

systematic way. The present thesis attempts to systematically examine the

performance of bias-reduced VAR estimates relative to unadjusted estimates, using

two existing and one newly derived approximation to the bias.

The thesis is organised as follows. A brief history of VAR modelling

can be found in Chapter 2 together with a review of different representations and a

compilation of criticisms against VAR models. Chapter 3 reports the results of very

extensive Monte Carlo experiments serving dual purposes: Firstly, the simulations will

reveal whether or not bias really poses a serious problem, because if it turns out that

biases appear only by exception or are mainly insignificant, there would be little need

to reduce the bias. Secondly, the same data as in Chapter 3 will be used in Chapter 4 to

evaluate the bias approximations, allowing for direct comparison between bias

reduced and original estimates0 Though Monte Carlo methods have been (rightfully)

criticised for being too specific to allow for any generalisation, there seems to be no

good alternative to analyse small-sample properties of complicated estimators such as

these.

Chapter 4 is in a sense the core of the thesis, containing evaluations of

three bias approximations. The performance of the bias approximations is evaluated

chiefly using single regression equations and 3D surfaces. The only truly new research

result in this thesis can also be found in Chapter 4; a second-order approximation to

the bias of the parameter matrix in a VAR(P) modeL Its performance is compared with

the performance of two existing first-order approximations, and all three are used to

construct bias-reduced estimators, which are then evaluated.

Chapter 5 holds an application of US money supply and inflation in

order to find out whether the results in Chapter 4 can have any real impacto

Unfortunately though, bias reduction appears not to make any difference in this

particular caseo Chapter 6 concludes.
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2. Vector Autoregressive Models

2.1 A BriefHistorical Background

The close resemblance between VAR models and reduced form equation systems is no

coincidence. In fact, the reason VAR models emerged as a serious alternative to

simultaneous equation models in the first place was the growing scepticism toward the

latter from the 1950's and on, particularly following the failure of large-scale

econometric models to predict the economic consequences of the price shocks in the

1970's. Several scholars concluded that the main reason the systems of simultaneous

equations failed was that in order for them not to be underidentified, assumptions had

to be made and restrictions imposed which are not always easily justified and which

may lead to \\'fong results if incorrect. Furthermore, the reduced form of the system

will be more or less the same no matter which restrictions have been imposed: All

variables will enter each and every equation of the reduced form even if removed from

the structural form for reasons of (over)identification. So why not avoid the unrealistic

assumptions and restrictions altogether and move directly to a reduced forms system in

which each endogenous variable enters every equation, since that is where one ends up

anyway. As Christopher Sims, often referred to as the "inventor" of VAR modelling,

declared in 1980, "[---] large-scale models do perform useful forecasting and policy

analysis functions despite their incredible identification; [but] the restrictions imposed

in the usual style of identification are neither essential to constructing a model which

can perform these functions nor innocuous; an alternative style of identification is

available [---]" (Sims 1980a). Other pioneers of early VAR modelling include names

like Thomas Sargent, William Phillips and Cheng Hsiao. Sargent and Sims (1977)

argued in favour of so-called index models (which are essentially just VAR models)

when the objective is to benefit from the coherence between almost all economic

variables; Sargent (1979a) formalised the VAR concept mathematically; Sargent

(1979b) set up the framework for VAR analysis; Phillips (1978) derived maximum

likelihood estimates for different VAR models; and Hsiao (1979) devised a procedure

for identification of VAR models. Finally, in these circumstances it would be unjust

not to mention Henry Mann and Abraham Wald, who proposed in apaper as early as
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in 1943 that without additional information, the only justifiable model is a system of

linear autoregressive equations, i.e. a vector autoregression (Mann and Wald 1943).

The "alternative style" Sims (1980a) was referring to was unrestricted

VAR models, but it was not long before they too turned out to require restrictions and

assumptions in order to be informative and give good results not only within the

sample but for out-of-sample observations as well. Without such restrictions or

assumptions, the in-sample fit is likely to be good but the out-of-sample fit poor due to

a lack of degrees of freedom, since the number of parameters to estimate in an

unrestricted VAR rapidly grows out of proportion and, hence, several parameters will

not be accurately estimated. Another way to express this is that without restrictions,

posterior likelihood distributions will be very flat. The only way to overcome this

problem of overpararneterization is to estimate VAR models subject to restrictions or

using Bayesian priors. Important advances with respect to Bayesian VAR modelling

have been made by Robert Litterrnan, Thomas Doan and others. Litterman (1986a)

presented the technique; Litterman (1986b) evaluated its predictive performance as

compared to unrestricted VAR models; and Doan et al. (1984) introduced the so-called

Minnesota prior distribution to handle nonstationary processese

Unrestricted as well as restricted VAR models rapidly gained massive

popularity among empirical economists testing theories and hypotheses in economics,

for instance in order to test hypotheses of rational expectations (e.g. Keating 1990). In

recent years they have also emerged as the chief instrument for cointegration analysis.

James Stock, Mark Watson, Robert Engle, Clive Granger, Anders Warne and S0ren

Johansen are just some of the many scholars behind important research into integrated

and cointegrated systems. Engle and Granger (1987) introduced the concept, derived

least-squares estimates of cointegrating vectors and suggested a simple test; Stock

(1987) derived the asymptotic properties of estimated cointegrating vectors, Stock and

Watson (1988) and Warne (1990) derived tests for so-called common trends; and

Johansen (1988) derived ML estimates of cointegrating vectors. Cointegrated and

other unit-root systems will be treated briefly in Section 3.3.

2.2 Different VAR Representations

Vector autoregressive models can be represented in a number of ways depending on

the application and the preferences of the user. Here are some of the guises in which

they occur most frequently:
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The VAR(P) representation x t = v + A1x t - 1+... +A pXt _ p + E, forms the

basis for all other representations. Here XI is a Kx 1 vector of endogenous variables,

where K is the dimension of the system; v is a Kx 1 vector of constants; Aj is the jth

KxK matrix of parameters; p is the autoregressive order; and Et is a Kx 1 vector of

errors (also known as disturbances or shocks). The variance-covariance matrix of E, is

KxK and will be referred to as G later on. Estimation of the model requires data for the

time periods t = 1,...,T, where T is the sample size, and start-up values for t = -p+1,.. ,0.

If the disturbance vector E t is also allowed to have a lag structure of

order q the model will not be VAR(P) but VARMA(p,q), and if in addition there are

exogenous variables Zt affecting the endogenous variable vector XI' the result will be a

VARMAX model. Though only VAR(P) models will be studied here, there is every

reason to expect the results to extend to VARMAX(p,0) as well (i.e. to VAR models

with exogenous variables), but probably not as far as to VARMA or VARMAX

models in general.

Every VAR(P) model can also be expressed as a VAR(1) model

* * A* * * b ta ki d tx, = Y + xt - l + E t Ys c ng xt on xt- l , xt_2 ,·.o,Xt_p+1 an xt- l on xt- 2 ' X'_3' ••. 'Xt_p a

form x; and X;_l' respectively; stacking v and E( on zero vectors to obtain y. and E;;

and collecting all the A nlatrices in A* together with an identity matrix and a zero

matrix in the following manner:

XI V AI··· A p - l ~ A p X t - 1 C,
-. -- -- -- -.. -- "". -- -- ... -- ...--- -- ..

X t - 1 0 : 0 X t - 2 0:
= + : +

I :
:
:

0 0X t - p+1 0 : X
t
_

p:

This VAR(I) representation will be used extensively in the chapters to follow.

Closely related to the VAR(P) representation is the lag polynomial

representation (I-A(L))xt= v + E( where L is the lag operator and A(L) is a KxK matrix

polynomial of order p. Provided that I-A(L) has an inverse, a vector moving average

representation also exists. In its lag polynomial form it will be X t= (I-A(L))-l (v + Ef ) =

v* + B(L)E t where B(L), the inverse of I-A(L), is a KxK matrix polynomial of possibly

infinite order and v* is the new constant vector B(L)v. These two representations will

not be used in the chapters to follow.
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The error correction representation (ECM) is frequently used for

cointegration analysis. It is obtained by taking differences throughout the standard

VAR(P) model introduced above; Llxt =v + D1Llx t - I +···+Dp-1Llx t -
P

+1 +ITxt - 1 + E f for

instance for a first-order integrated process, where ~Xl= X,- xt_ 1 and the new parameter

matrix n is the product of the loading matrix and the matrix of cointegrating vectors.

Unit-root and cointegrated systems will be briefly discussed in Section 3.3, however

without use of the error correction representation. Simulation studies by James LeSage

(LeSage 1990) suggest that ECM models outperform VAR models in the presence of

cointegration.

Occasionally it is desirable to write the VAR model on a form in which

the errors are uncorrelated, i.e. in which the variance-covariance matrix of the errors is

diagonaL Cholesky decomposition of the variance-covariance matrix G into PP',

where P is a triangular matrix, is but one of many possible ways to achieve this.

Premultiplying the original VAR(P) model by p-l produces a new VAR(P) model with

orthogonal errors. Even though this orthogonal representation forms the basis for the

computed impulses and responses and for the forecast error decomposition in Chapter

5, it will not be explicitly referred to anywhere in the remaindero

2.3 Criticisms of VAR Methodology

It would be unfair to present vector autoregressive models without also presenting at

least some of the points on which they, particularly in their unrestricted form, have

been criticised. First of all, they are after all only a set of related linear difference

equations, and as such they cannot be more than mere approximations of economic

relationships which are far more complicated - nonlinear rather than linear, for

instance.

The second point is the overparameterization described in the previous

section, frequently leading to much better in-sample than out-of-sample fit, which in

turn may seduce analysts to have more faith in their results than they ought to.

A third criticism concerns the interpretation of results, especially with

regard to estimated responses to impulses and forecast error variance decompositions.

Even though no analyst would seriously propose that a VAR model of fairly low

dimension can correctly represent an entire economy in which everything depends on

everything else, its estimates are frequently regarded as complete and ultimatee
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Whereas this may not be a very big issue for parameter estimates and short-term

forecasts, it may seriously distort the interpretation of impulse-response analyses and

variance decompositions, both of which are statistical techniques with no connection

to underlying economic factors. Variables which are omitted from the model for

practical reasons will obviously have no impact on these results even if there is a

causal relationship but, as Runkle (1987) demonstrates, marginally altering the

specification may lead to radically changed estimated responses and decompositions.

Thus the impulse-response functions and variance decompositions should be thought

of as instruments for very partial analysis, limited to the variables included in the

model and to the chosen model specification.

Another important inadequacy of vector autoregressive models, which

incidentally applies to structural models as well, is that no distinction can be made

between long-run and short-run dynamics. All results concerning dynamics are based

on the estimated variance-covariance matrix, which is of course an average over the

entire sample and therefore the modelling of short-term effects in particular will be

hazardous. In fact, using the average variance-covariance matrix for such analysis

implies an assumption of constancy with respect to the state of the system. Irrespective

of how far the system is from its equilibrium and of where it is headed, the effects of

shocking one of the variables are assumed to be the same at every instant - a very

naIve idea at best.

Another important point, stressed by Tjalling Koopmans and others, is

that even if a good fit has been obtained in a VAR model, there is no way to decide

whether that fit is due to the suitability of the chosen model or to the regularity of data

(cf. Koopmans 1947). This may seem like a matter of little importance, some may

even question the difference between the two, but it is a vital point provided it is in the

interest of the model user to make statements about the future. As an extreme example,

whilst it is possible to model a series perfectly by estimating a polynomial of the same

order as the length of the series, such an exercise would reveal nothing about the

nature of the series and the analyst would be unable to say anything about its future.

Equivalently, if the good fit of an estimated VAR model can be ascribed solely to the

flexibility of the model and not at all to data properties, the model is useless for

projections into the future 0 In part, this applies to structural models as well, but since

they are (normally) based on some sort of economic theory and assumptions, the

policy makers will at least be able to make conditional statements based on the results.
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Even though the critique against imposing "unrealistic" restrictions in

order to identify the structural model may be justified in many cases, it has the benefit

of revealing which assumptions are unrealistic0 When confronted with data, some

restrictions and assumptions will appear untenable, and in that respect this procedure

reduces the ignorance of the analyst, urging him or her to replace the least realistic

restrictions by new and more realistic restrictions and assunlptions. VAR models, on

the other hand, offer no such guidance. As suggested above, they will most often fit

well to data, and even when they do not there is no way of knowing how to improve

the model. The user will have to respecify the model intuitively or, lacking intuition, at

random.

Furthermore, Thomas Cooley and Stephen LeRoy question the use of

VAR models for anything else than forecasting, tests for Granger-causality atld

searching for hypotheses, arguing that VAR results strictly speaking cannot be

extended to other models than (observationally equivalent versions of) the estimated

model. In their view, estimated VAR models must not be used to test economic

theories, nor for innovation analysis, for instance.

To summarise the above points, VAR models have become an all

purpose tool for econometric analysis in spite of their shortcomings. This would not be

a major cause for concern provided users took these limitations into account when

interpreting their results, but this is rarely the case. In addition, VAR modelling can in

certain respects be said to represent an undesirable step away from a deeper

understanding of economic realities since it blurs rather than emphasises some aspects

of those realities in order to explain otherso As Epstein (1987) writes, "the challenge

for econometrics will continue to be to devise accurate and powerful statistical tests to

test the hypotheses that will be suggested in [more detailed] research. As a return to

the special case which minimises the extent to which the more general structural

system is able to model such detail, the VAR is a research strategy that is particularly

ill-suited for this task of macroeconomics."

Another shortcoming of VAR models highlighted here is the uncertain

properties of VAR parameter estimates, more precisely their bias and low efficiency.

There are at least two reasons for this neglect; firstly analysts do not want to question

their results on such grounds; and secondly, the critique applies to structural models as

well. The reduced form of a system of structural equations will, in general, also

contain atltoregressive elements, causing biased parameter estimates. Here however, at

least the bias will be treated as a real problem, moreover one that requires a remedyo
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3. Monte Carlo Experiments

In this chapter the results of extensive Monte Carlo experiments will be reproduced.

These experiments were carried out for two reasons; firstly, to assess the magnitude of

the bias and variance and to investigate their dependence on eigenvalues, sample sizes,

etc.; and secondly, to evaluate the performance of some asymptotic approximations to

the bias. Whereas the evaluation of the bias approximations can be found in Chapter 4,

the present chapter describes the experiments and the main results of the simulations.

3.1 Experiment Design

Two bivariate VAR models, XI = V + A 1x 1- 1 + £ I and XI = V + AIx'_l + A 2x t - 2 + E I ,

where Xl is a 2x 1 vector of variables; v is a 2x1 vector of constants; Al and A2 are 2x2

parameter matrices; and £( is a 2x 1 vector of disturbances, have been Monte Carlo

simulated for different parameter combinations and different sample sizes. For each of

the 10,000 replications the parameter matrices were OLS estimated, and after the final

replication means, variances and covariances were computed. The resulting average

parameter estimates are taken to represent each estimate's expected value since the

number of replicates is so large.

The VAR(I) representations of the two models are,

for p =1, [XI] = [ VI ] +[ °1 °2 IXt-l ]+[ el,l ]

Yt V2 G 3 a4 Yt-l 8 2,1

and,

Xl VI all Q l2 aI3 G l4
X

I
_

1 £1,(

forp = 2,
Yl v2

+
Q 21 Q 22 a23 Q 24 Yt-l

+
8 2,1

=
X t - 1 0 1 0 0 0 X

I
_

2 0

Yt-l 0 0 1 0 0 YI -2 0

(1)

(2)

9



where the elements of the x vectors have been defined as x and y rather than Xl and X 2

in order to simplify the notation. The elements ofv and of E, however, are indexed by

1 and 2 for the two equations of each system. The vectors x, v and E should also have

indices distinguishing those of (1) from those of (2) since the two systems are different

and therefore have different parameters, but since that distinction will never be crucial

in the experiments, it is never made. The distinction between the elements of different

A matrices, on the other hand, will be of interest in the remainder, and therefore the

four parameters of A of the first-order system (1) are assigned single-digit indices and

the eight parameters of A of the second-order systenl (2) double-digit indices.

Consequently, G1 and a4 are first-order autoregressive parameters, as are all and a22 of

(2); a2 and a3 of (1) and a 12 and a21 of (2) are first-order cross-term parameters; a13 and

a24 are second-order AR terms, and aI4 and a23 are second-order cross terms.

Apparently, four parameters in the first-order case and eight for the

second-order model can vary in the experiments. But these numbers can be reduced to

two and four, respectively, by expressing the A matrices of (1) and (2) in terms of their

eigenvalues (the solutions to the equations IAI-AI = 0), by first generating data

according to one of the following pairs of autoregressive processes:

Zt = P1Zt-l + £Z,t

W t = P.2 wt - l + EW,t

Zt =(Pu + P12 )Zt-I - PllP12Z t-2 + EZ,t

W t =(Pt3 + PI4 )wt - 1 - Pt3Pt4 wt - 2 + EW,t

(3)

(4)

where EZ,t and EW,t are ioi.d. with zero means. The generated z and w series are then

transformed as xt= aYt - W t and Yt = xt+ Zt where a is a constant set by the experimenter

(O<a<l). This way, the relation between (3) and (1) is that PI and P2 are the

eigenvalues of A in (1), and likewise the eigenvalues of A in (2) are PII' PI2' PI3 and P14

which can be seen by first substituting Yt into the x, equation:

(5)

which means that (l-a)xt =az,- w, so that X t will be a linear combination of the two

generated series. That this holds for Yt as well can be seen by first multiplying the Yt

equation by (1-a) and then inserting the expression for (l-a)x, just obtained:

10



and so Yt is also just a linear combination of the two generated series.

The implications for the first-order system are that if (3) is inserted into

(5) and (6), the following system obtains:

[
Xt ] =[0] +_1[P2 - ap! aPl - aP2 ][Xt - l] +_1[aE Z,1 - EW,t ]
Yt 0 I-a P2-Pl PI-UP2 Yt-l I-a EZ,t-EW,t

[ ] ( [

2 2 2 ]J· h - _1_ aEZ,t -EW,t ..- 0 1 a O"z +crw
WIt E t - '2 2 2 2 2

I-a EZ,t -EW,t (I-a) aO'z +O"W O"z +ow

where cr~ and (j'~ are the variances of EZ,t and CW,t' respectively. As can be seen, a first

order VAR model formulated in terms of the constant u, the two eigenvalues and the

two error variances of the generated processes obtains. It should also be noted that it is

a model without constants v, which must not be the case but is desirable here. If the v

vector in (1) or (2) were to hold non-zero elements, this could easily have been

achieved by generating the z and w series with non-zero constant terms.

For the second-order system, inserting (4) into (5) and (6) yields

X t Pl3 + PI4 -a(PIl + PIz) a(PIl + 14.z - PI3 - PI4) Up! lPIZ - P13Pt4 U(P13Pt4 - PI lPIZ) X t-1 aEZ,t -EW,t

Yt 1 PI3 + Pt4 - Pll - Ptz Pll + P12 - a(p13 + Pt4) PI 1Pt2 - P13Pt4 aPt3Pt4 - PI IPt2 Yt-l 1 £Z,t - EW,t
- +-

x t- 1 I-a I-a 0 0 0 x t- 2 I-a 0

Yt-l 0 I-a 0 0 Yt -2 0

UEZ,t -EW,t a 2 cr 2
+0

2
Z W

-h 1 EZ,t -EW,t o 1 acr 2 + 0'2 0'2 + 0 2
Wit E =-- Z W Z W

t I-a 0 ' (1-0,)2 0 0 0
0

0 0 0 0

The resulting model is similar to the first-order system (the zero constant vector is not

reproduced here), but whereas the first-order parameters are linear combinations of all

eigenvalues (as they are in the first-order system as well), the second-order parameters

are linear combinations of the eigenvalue products Pll P12 and P13 P14-

These transformations, while reducing the number of parameters to be

varied by half, also have the more important effect of highlighting the eigenvalues of

A rather than its parameters. This is important because the time-se~ies properties of a

system depend on its characteristic roots (or, equivalently, its eigenvalues), and since
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different A matrices may have identical eigenvalues it is more efficient and more

relevant to use the eigenvalues rather than the elements of A as the experiment

variables. Ideally in a Monte Carlo study such as this, one would also like to allow for

different a. values and error variances cr~ and ()~. Due to the scope of such an

exercise, however, the possibility of a varying (x, (J'~ or cr~ is ruled out by the

following setting:

a=O.2

The effects of assigning the value .2 to a are to impose a relation 1 to -5 on each pair

of cross terms, and, in combination with the value .01 of the two variances (j~ and cr~,

to fix the variance-covariance matrices of the error vectors (and hence the correlation).

Specifically, it means that the first-order system will be

( [
001625 ])with E 1 ~ NO, , and it is clear that subject to these restrictions the
001875 .03125

error correlation will always be .J9/13 ~.83 in this bivariate system. So no matter how

many different eigenvalues and sample sizes are tried, the result will be a partial

analysis only, strictly speaking applicable only to bivariate systems in which the

correlation is around .83.

For the second-order system the following parameters obtain:

(8)
.01625
.01875 .03125

withe,-N 0, 0 0

o 0

o
o o

12

and again the correlation is .J9/13 °



Each eigenvalue is assigned the values {1.O, .9, .5, .3 .0, -.3, -.5, -.9},

where of course p=1.0 is a unit root, causing frrst- or second-order integration and,

possibly, cointegration. Unit roots will be treated expressly in Section 3.3 and complex

eigenvalues are not considered at all. The remaining seven eigenvalues are all less than

one in absolute terms, hence they lead to stationary systems (but special attention will

be paid to the "near-integrated" case of p=.9). As a result there are 82 = 64 distinct

eigenvalue combinations to simulate in the case of (7), 15 of which include one or two

unit roots and 49 of which are stationary. For (8), though, there are not 84 = 4096

distinct eigenvalue combinations since Pil and P12 on the one hand, and P13 and P14 on

the other, always appear in pairs and are intercl1angeable. Instead, there are ~·8·9 = 36

ways to combine Pll and P12 and 36 ways to combine P13 and P14' hence the total

nunlber of eigenvalue combinations to simulate will be 362 = 1296 for (8), 512 of

which include one or more unit roots and 784 of which are stationary. All 64 first

order combinations have been simulated as well as all 784 stationary second-order

combinations, but only 98 of the unit-root processes since they turned out to be not

very interesting (and because one of the three bias approximations to be introduced in

Chapter 4 turned out to be sensitive to unit roots).

For each eigenvalue combination, Zt and WI series of lengths 125, 150,

200 and 300 were generated according to (3) or (4). The first hundred observations

were tllen discarded in order to alleviate the effects of start-up values, so the sample

sizes are in effect 25, 50, 100 and 200. Transfonnations (5) and (6) (with 0,:=.2)

produce series X t and Yt' the two variables of either (7) or (8), depending on whether

data are generated by (3) or (4). When estimating a model, its structure is then

assumed to be known, in particular that its dimension K is 2; its orderp is 1 or 2; XI and

Yt are the two endogenous variables; and no exogenous variable enters. The constant

vector v is also estimated even though it is a zero vector in (7) and (8). Estimation is

done by multivariate least squares, a technique known from econometric theory to

produce biased and inefficient but consistent and asymptotically normally distributed

estimates in autoregressive systems such as these. Here, these estimates coincide with

maximum likelihood estimates (conditional on initial values) because the shocks to (7)

and (8) are normally distributed, and consequently the following results apply to ML

as well as to least-squares estimates.

For each eigenvalue combination and for each of the four sample sizes,

the parameters of A and v are estimated in each of the 10,000 replications. In addition,

the variance-covariance matrix G and the vector of eigenvalues p are also estimated

each time since they enter the three bias approximations to be introduced in Chapter 4.
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The three approximations are also computed for each generated data set, and then,

after the last of the 10,000 replications, means and variances are computed for the

parameter estimates and for the approximations. These are taken to represent expected

values since the number of replications is so large. It should also be observed that the

variances are computed over the 10,000 estimates rather than as the average of the

10,000 estimated variances, since the latter would be biased.

3.2 Bias and Variance: Stationary Cases

In this section the results from the stationary Monte Carlo experiments will be

discussed, mainly by modelling the observed biases and variances as functions of the

eigenvalues and fitting surfaces by distance-weighted least squares. To prove that the

observed bias is significant in most cases, relative biases will also be computed and

plotted. All figures and tables in this section are based on 49 eigenvalue combinations

for (7) and on 784 combinations for (8), all of which were simulated 10,000 times.

To start with the estimate of the autoregressive parameter a l of the first

order system (1), Figures 1 through 4 display fitted bias surfaces and Figures 5 through

8 fitted variance surfaces.

0. 1

0.0

_02

_,,0

Figure 1: Bias ofa1 ; sample size 25

As Figure 1 shows, the bias of til forms an almost perfect plane when plotted against

the two eigenvalues PI and P20 Only in the (.9,.9) corner in the foreground and in the
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back (-.9,-.9) comer does the plane bend a little. The bias is negative for most

eigenvalue combinations and ranges from about -.2 (when the eigenvalue on the right

hand scale is .9) to about .1 (when it is -.9), crossing zero around -.3. The other

eigenvalue appears to have only marginal impact; smaller in fact than the 5-to-1 ratio

between the eigenvalues prescribed by (7). But at least the linearity is there: al is a

linear function of PI and P2 in (7), and here the bias £(al -a I ) appears to be almost

linear in PI and P2 as welL (As will be seen in Chapter 4 however, the approximations

to E(al-a t ) are non-linear functions of the eigenvalues.)

Next, let us see what happens to the bias of at as the sample size

increases to 50 (Figure 2), 100 (Figure 3) and 200 (Figure 4).

Figure 2: Bias of al ; sample size 50

As expected, the bias is reduced as the sample size increases. For T=50 it ranges from

about -.1 to about .05, for T=100 from -.05 to .03, and for T=200 approximately from

-.025 to .014. It appears to decrease more or less by the same rate as the sample size

increases, as it should according to theory. Furthermore, for all four sample sizes it

appears to be a linear function of the two eigenvalues (mainly of the right-hand

eigenvalue), since the plane shape stays the same as the sample size increases.
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Figure 3: Bias of £11 ; sample size 100

Furthermore, it comes as no surprise that by each doubling of the sample size, the bias

is reduced approximately by half. This is consistent with asymptotic theory for

stationary processes, according to which A should converge to A at the rate liT, i.e.

bias should be inversely proportional to sample size, as it appears to be for al •

_0.02

_,,0

Figure 4: Bias ofa1; sample size 200

When it comes to the variance ofaI' the reader should be reminded once

again that what is referred to here is the sample variance of all 10,000 estimates and

not the mean variance.
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Figure 5: Variance ofG1; sample size 25

As Figures 5 through 8 demonstrate, the sample variance of £11 is a quadratic function

of both eigenvalues. For the smallest samples (Figures 5 and 6) it is not completely

symmetric though; in the (.9,.9) comer the variance is higher than in the other three

corners, but for sample sizes 100 and 200 it is almost perfectly symmetric around its

maximum.

Figure 6: Variance ofa1; sample size 50

The variance ranges from .06 to .15 for the smallest sample size, from .02 to .07 for

T=50, from .01 to .035 for T=100, and from .004 to .017 for T=200. As in the case of

bias, the rate of convergence should theoretically be T, but in practice it appears to be

higher than that in many cases, in particular as one or both eigenvalues approach unity

(in absolute terms). Another interesting feature about the variance figures is that the

smallest variance is obtained in the four comers (±.9,±.9) and along the lines

connecting thenl. Since the previous figures showed how the (absolute) bias reaches its
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maxima in the same regions, this is where the most serious bias problems will arise in

practice, since users are likely to obtain not only very biased estimates, but estimates

they will treat as very reliable since standard errors will be small.

Figure 7: Variance ofa1; sample size 100

On the other hand, analysts are less likely to be misled in the central region of the

figures, within the (±.3,±.3) comers, say. At the same time as the bias is close to zero,

the variance reaches its peak, and consequently we can expect the bias to be

insignificant for at least some eigenvalue combinations. Without preceding the

computation of relative bias at the end of this section, it can be said that based on these

figures, it is reasonable to expect more significant biases in regions far from the (0,0)

point than around it.

Figure 8: Variance ofa1; sample size 200
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As for the bias of the cross-term estimates a2 and a3, the most

interesting comparison to make is between the two for each sample size. One of the

consequences of the way the experiments were designed is to impose the relation a
3
=

- 5 a2 between the parameters, and therefore it is of interest to see whether some sort of

parallel relation can be detected between G2 and ll3 as well. If so, it should also show in

the bias plots, and therefore they are displayed pairwise below.

Figure 9: Bias of Q2; sample size 25 Figure 10: Bias ofQ3; sample size 25

0°

__",0 .... "'9

0.00

Figures 9 through 16 display fitted bias surfaces for ti2 and ll3; Figures 17 through 24

give the corresponding variances. Like the bias of QI' the bias of ti2 as well as the bias

of a3 are relatively linear and thus fonn planes when plotted against the eigenvalues.

Here however, they appear to be functions of both eigenvalues rather than mainly of

one, as the bias of QI (and of a4 below). This is no surprise since a2 and a3 are defined

as equally weighted linear functions of PI and P2 in (1), a property which apparently is

carried over to the estimates and their bias.
009 02

02-0.

_0.01

Figure 11: Bias ofa2 ; sample size 50 Figure 12: Bias of Q3; sample size 50
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Figure 13: Bias of £22; sample size 100 Figure 14: Bias ofa3 ; sample size 100

As for the comparison between the bias ofG2 and the bias ofa3, the 5-to-1 relatiol1 with

opposite signs between a3 and a2 also seems to apply to their estimates; the G3 bias

surfaces are reciprocal to the a2 bias planes, and always about five times their size. The

bias of li2 ranges from -.05 to .05 for T=25, from -.025 to .027 for T=50, from -.013 to

.014 for T=100, and from -.007 to .007 for T=200. The corresponding ranges for the

bias of a3 are from -.25 to .25 (T=25), from -.13 to 013 (T=50), from -007 to .07

(T=100), and from -003 to .03 (T=200).
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Figure 15: Bias of Q2; sample size 200 Figure 16: Bias ofa3 ; sample size 200

Finally, two differences between these biases and the bias of £11 should be noted.

Firstly, whereas the bias of ell is zero when one of the eigenvalues is around -.3, az and

a3 are estimated without bias when the two eigenvalues coincide. Since it is clearly the

case that in such cases a2 and a3 in (7) cancel out, the comforting consequence is that if

a2 and a3 do not enter the model their estimates will be zero or close to zero (whether
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they are also insignificant will be explored later in this section), a conclusion which

should hold generally and not only for this specific experiment design. The special

case of coinciding eigenvalues will be returned to in Section 3.4.

Secondly, ti2 and a3 are positively and negatively biased in more or less

equal proportions, not predominantly negatively biased as a1 (and a4 below). These

results also hold for more general settings than the present; autoregressive parameter

estimates on the whole tend to be negatively biased, cross-term estimates do not.

Figure 17: Variance of02; sample size 25 Figure 18: Variance of £23 ; sample size 25

When it comes to the variances of a2 and a3, the 5-to-1 relation imposed

on a3 and a2 should have some effect, but probably not the same as on biases. And

indeed, as Figures 17 to 24 show, it does make the variance of t13 greater than the

variance of a2, but apart from that it is difficult to discern any pattern within the pairs

of variances. In fact, whereas the surfaces fitted to the variances of ti2 form quadratic

functions of only the eigenvalue of the left-hand scale, the sample variance of a3

appears to be a quadratic function of both eigenvalues, like the variance of a1 above.

That a1 and a3 have similar variance functions (except for a scale factor) is probably

specific to this Monte Carlo study and may be related to the fact that a l and a3 are

parameters for xt- 1 in (1) and that with the chosen value of the constant a, eigenvalues

are given equal weights in the Yt equation (6) but not in the xt equation (5). Later on it

will be shown that ti2 and G4 also have similar variances (again, except for a scale

factor). These results are not likely to hold more generally though.

Like in previous variance plots, each surface is slightly bent around the

(.9,.9) corner for the smaller sample sizes, but with increasing_ sample size this

irregularity vanishes.
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Figure 19: Variance ofa2 ; sample size 50 Figure 20: Variance ofa3 ; sample size 50

Variances range from .02 to .08 for a2 and from 011 to .29 for a3 when Tis 25; from .01

to .04 for ti2 and from .04 to .14 for a3 when T=50; from .004 to .018 for 02 and from

.017 to .066 for G3 when T=100; from .002 to .009 for ti2 and from .007 to .032 for G3

when T=200. Like in the case of aI' in several cases variances appear to converge at a

faster rate than by T.

Figure 21 : Variance of Q2; sample size 100

22

Figure 22: Variance ofa3 ; sample size 100



Figure 23: Variance of c22 ; sample size 200 Figure 24: Variance of c23 ; sample size 200

When it comes to £24, the same sort of bias planes as for a1 can be

expected since they are both autoregressive estimates. The weights of a4 are reversed

though, 1.25 for PI and -.25 for P2' and therefore the bias of a4 should be a linear

function mainly of the left-hand eigenvalue Pl.

Figure 25: Bias of c24 ; sample size 25

And, as Figures 25 through 28 show, the bias of a4 is indeed an almost linear function

of the left-hand eigenvalue, whereas the other eigenvalue appears to have virtually no

influence (smaller than the 1:5 influence it has on Q4 according to (7)). As in the case

of aI' the bias ranges approximately from -.2 to .1 for T=25, from -.1 to .06 for T=50,

from-.OS to .03 for T=100, and from-.02S to .015 for T=200.
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Figure 26: Bias of £14 ; sample size 50

Also parallel to the case ofaI' there is virtually no bias around the value -.3 of the left

hand eigenvalue. Yet another parallel is the extra-ordinary behaviour in the (.9,.9) and

(-.9,-.9) comers. In the (.9,.9) comer a1 and a4 are more negatively biased than in its

vicinity, causing the fitted plane to bend downwards, and in the (-.9,-.9) comer they

are more positively biased, causing it to bend up.

ODA- 0.02

0.02 0.01

0.00 0.00

_0.02 ...0.01

~0.04 ...0.02
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Figure 27: Bias of Q4; sample size 100 Figure 28: Bias of £24 ; sample size 200

Since a4 is the parameter for Yt-l in the Yt equation, the same sort of variance shape as

for t12, i.e. a quadratic function of one of the eigenvalues, can be expected. Figures 29

to 32 confmn this; the variance of £14 is identical to that ofa2 except for the fact that the

latter is about half the size. But exactly as for the variance ofa1 versus the variance of

a3, this is merely an effect of the experiment design and thus not to base general

conclusions upon.
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Figure 29: Variance of Q4; sample size 25

For a4 sample variances range from .04 to .15 for T=25, from .02 to .07 for T=50, from

.008 to .03 for T=100, and from .004 to .016 for T=200. An important point to make

here is that the smallest variances obtain as the left-hand eigenvalue is ±.9, i.e. in

exactly the same cases as G4 is the most biased (negatively or positively). Therefore the

same conclusion as for al holds; analysts are most likely to be seriously misled in the

two regions where the (absolute) bias reaches its maximum at the same time as the

variance is small.

Figure 30: Variance of Q4; sample size 50
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Figure 31: Variance of £24; sample size 100

Just like for the three previous parameter estimates, sample variances tend to be more

than inversely proportional to T, and as always an irregularity can be detected around

the (.9,.9) comer, which disappears however as the sample size increases.

0.020

Figure 32: Variance of Q4; sample size 200

Let us now leave (7) for a moment in order to investigate if the same

sort of simple relationships can be established for the bias and variance of the

parameter estimates of (8). When describing these, the first problem to be solved is of

course that now there are fOlIT rather than two eigenvalues, and therefore it is not

possible to plot biases and variances against all eigenvalues as for (7). But since the

first-order parameters in (8) are really functions of the eigenvalue sums Pll+P12 and

P13+P14 rather than of each individual eigenvalue, it should be possible to plot biases

and variances against the sums instead. Similarly, three-dimensional plots of the bias
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and variance of the second-order estimates against the eigenvalue products Pll P12 and

Pl3 Pl4 should prove useful. Therefore the scales represent Pll+P12 and P13+P14 in

Figures 32 through 40 (all) and Pll P12 and P13 P14 in Figures 41 through 48 (d14). Thus

only two of the eight estimates are shown here, but like in the first-order case a

symmetry exists between the parameter estimates of the two equations of (8), so that

all and a22 have similar bias functions and all and a21 have similar variance functions.

~'7-

Figure 33: Bias of all; sample size 25. Scales represent eigenvalue sums Pll+P12 and P13+P14

Furthermore, the bias of al2 and the bias of a21 are similar, as are the variances of aI2

and a22• The same holds for the second-order estimates; whereas tl13 has a similar bias

function as a24 and a similar variance function as G23 , Q14 has a similar bias function as

a23 and a similar variance function as a24 - Results for more estimates in (8) than GIl and

a14 can be found in Brfumstrom and Karlsson (1~93).

~'7-

Figure 34: Bias of all ; sample size 50. Scales represent eigenvalue sums PII+P12 and P13+P14
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Figure 35: Bias ofall; sample size 100. Scales represent eigenvalue sums Pn+P12 and P13+P14

The plane-like bias surfaces in Figures 33 through 36 are similar to those of al and a4,

only less regular here. The bias of all appears to be more or less linear in (Pll+PI2) and

(P13+P14)' the latter sum (right-hand scale) having the greater impact (which is in line

with (8)), but contrary to the first-order case the first eigenvalue sum (left-hand scale)

also has some influence. In the comers, the same effect as in the first-order case arises:

In the (1.8,1.8) comer in the foreground, all four eigenvalues being .9 leads to

additional negative bias. In the opposite comer all four eigenvalues are -.9 and as a

consequence all is more positively biased in than around that comer.

Figure 36: Bias ofall; sample size 200. Scales represent eigenvalue sums PIl+PU and P13+P14
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But contrary to a1 and Q4' the same effects occur in the remaining two comers as well,

which can be seen more clearly as the sample size increases. In the right-hand comer

the eigenvalue vector is (.9,.9,-.9,-.9), and since the sum of P13 an P14 dominates, this

again adds to the already positive bias of all. In the left-hand comer the eigenvalue

vector is (-.9,-.9,.9,.9), and this time the stronger influence of Pl3 an P14 causes extra

negative bias.

In the following four figures surfaces are fitted to the variance plots of

all against the eigenvalue sums (PIl+P12) and (PI3+PI4). If the parallel with the first

order system were to hold, the resulting surfaces would be shaped like quadratic

functions of the two eigenvalue sums, but, as can be seen, the result is far from

quadratic, even for the largest sample size. In fact, when the sample size is 25 the

variance surface does not bend at all at the (1.8,1.8) and (-1.8,-1.8) comers, only

around the (1.8,-1.8) and (-1.8,1.8) comers, forming a clearly non-quadratic function

of the eigenvalues. For T=50 the surface bends in all four directions, although still not

as much at the (1.8,1.8) and (-1.8,-1.8) comers as at the other two, and in its interior

the graph is nearly flat and not quadratic at alL This could be due to the "trenches"

appearing for the three largest sample sizes along the lines PII+PI2=O and P13+PI4=O in

which the variance is actually lower than around them. The reason the variance drops

there is that Pll+P12=O and PI3+PI4=O obtain for a number of eigenvalue combinations

satisfying Pl1= -PI2 or P13= -P14' for instance by the combination (.9,-.9), which should

lead to a very low variance, and by (0,0), which should lead to considerably higher

variance. The fitted surfaces represent a weighted average along these lines, and

therefore projecting the variance on the eigenvalue sums might not be such a good idea

after all.
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Figure 37: Variance of all; sample size 25. Scales represent eigenvalue sums PIl+P12 and PI3+P14
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Figure 38: Variance ofall; sample size 50. Scales represent eigenvalue sums Pll+P12 and P13+P14

As the sample size increases to 100 and 200, the variance surface assumes an

increasingly smoother shape around and between the four comers, but in its interior it

is still very flat, with "trenches" along the zero lines. This in fact makes it look like

four overlapping functions rather than one. Whereas the trenches may be due to poor

representation in three dinlensions of a five-dimensional function, the flatness is more

difficult to reconcile with. However, that does not alter one of the principal

conclusions of this section, that the eigenvalue combinations leading to the most

biased estimates (basically combinations involving ±.9) also produce the least variable

estimates, and that therefore they are the most treacherous to VAR analysts. It should

also be noted that the variance function, as well as the bias function, of all always

assumes higher values than the corresponding functions of ala As the following table

shows though, this is not the case for every parameter estimate in (8).
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Figure 39: Variance of all; sample size 100. Scales represent eigenvalue sums Pll~P12 and P13+P14
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Figure 40: Variance of all; sample size 200. Scales represent eigenvalue sums Pll+PI2 and P13+P14

Before proceeding to the bias and variance of 614, the following table gives the bias

and variance ranges for all eight parameters. The same sort of bias symmetry as in the

first-order case can be found; whereas autoregressive estimates (all vs. a22 and 613 VS.

a24) are roughly as biased in the x, as in the Yl equation; cross-term estimates (a12 vs. £121

and a14 vs. a23 ) are about five times as biased in the Yt than in the Xl equation.

Ranges of T=25 T=50 T=100 T=200
Bias(dl1 ) -.34 to .22 -.14 to .09 -.057 to. 041 -.025 to. 020
Var(d ll ) .080 to .188 .029 to .077 .012 to .036 .006 to .017

Bias(a12 ) -.053 to .053 -.022 to .021 -.009 to .009 -.004 to .004

Var(a1? ) .034 to .104 .014 to .039 .006 to .018 .003 to .009

Bias(a13 ) -.45 to .27 -.22 to .13 -.105 to .052 -.049 to .024

Var(al~ ) .079 to .179 .028 to .072 .012 to .034 .006 to .016

Bias(aI4 ) -.12 to .12 -.056 to .058 -.026 to .027 -.012 to .012
Var(a14 ) .034 to .103 .014 to .040 .006 to .019 .003 to .009

Bias(a21 ) -.26 to .26 -.11 to .11 -.042 to .046 -.018 to .020

Var(a?l ) .162 to .335 .058 to .140 .024 to .067 .011 to .033

Bias(a22 ) -.35 to .22 -.14 to .09 -.054 to .039 -.024 to .017

Var(d?? ) .070 to .194 .028 to .076 .012 to .035 .006 to .017

Bias(a23 ) -.61 to .60 -.27 to .28 -.13 to .13 -.062 to .061

Var(a?~ ) .151 to .352 .055 to .140 .024 to .066 .011 to .032

Bias(a24 ) -.44 to .35 -.22 to .13 -.103 to .055 -.049 to .024
Var(Q?4 ) .068 to .182 .027 to .073 .012 to .034 .006 to 016

Let us now focus on the bias and variance of G14• Since it is the

estimated parameter for Yt-2 in the Xl equation, it can be expected to have similar bias

and variance functions as t12 in (7), the only difference being that bias (variance)

should now be a linear (quadratic) function not of the eigenvalues but of the

eigenvalue products PIt PI2 and P13 P14° Therefore scales represent these two products in

Figures 41 through 48.
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Figure 41: Bias ofa14; sample size 25. Scales represent eigenvalue products PII PI2 and PI3 P14

As can be seen in Figures 41 through 44, the bias of tl14 really forms a plane when

plotted against PIl PI2 and P13 P14· For all four sample sizes though, in the foreground

quarter the plane is somewhat distorted. This is where all four eigenvalues are

relatively large and of opposite signs within pairs. Nevertheless, the linearity of bias

cannot be disputed.

Figure 42: Bias of QI4; sample size 50. Scales represent eigenvalue products PIt P12 and P13 PI4

The bias of a14 is around zero when a14 is zero, which it will be when PII P12=P13 P14

(this holds for all four cross-term estimates), which is again a parallel with a2 and 03.

However, the discussion of the significance of a14 (aI2 , a21 , £223) will have to be

postponed until the end of this section.
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Figure 43: Bias of £114 ; sample size 100. Scales represent eigenvalue products PIt PI2 and Pl3 P14
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Figure 44: Bias of aI4 ; sample size 200. Scales represent eigenvalue products PIt Pl2 and P13 P14

The sample variance of £114 should be a quadratic function of either PIlP12 or P13P14 if

the parallel with 112 were to hold, but none of that can be traced in Figure 45. For the

smallest sample size the variance is a highly irregular function, not at all supporting

the idea of variance projection upon eigenvalue products. In fact, even though the

sample variance ofall also appeared completely different based on 25 observation than

when longer series were used, at least then there was some sort of dependence on the

eigenvalues, btlt here a statistical test would probably reject such a dependence (upon

the eigenvalue products, at any rate). But, just like in the all case, a considerably

brighter picture emerges once a sample of twice that size is used, i.e. T=50. In Figure

46 the same pattern as for t12 can be detected, in this case a quadratic function of PII Pt2

(left-hand scale), whereas the value of P13 PI4 (right-hand scale) has very little effect.

Increasing the sample size to 100 (Figure 47) and 200 (Figure 48) leads to increasingly

smoother quadratic functions.
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Figure 45: Variance of QI4; sample size 25. Scales represent eigenvalue products PII P12 and PI3 P14
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Figure 46: Variance ofa14 ; sample size 50. Scales represent eigenvalue products PI1 P12 and PI3 P14

Figure 47: Variance ofa14 ; sample size 100. Scales represent eigenvalue products PI1 P12 and PI3 P14
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Figure 48: Variance of°14 ; sample size 200. Scales represent eigenvalue products PII P12 and P13 PI4

Since all biases (variances) have been found to form fairly regular linear

(quadratic) functions of the eigenvalues (at least for sample sizes 100 and 200), it is

possible to estimate such functions very accurately. The estimated functions can be

found below (with t ratios beneath each estimate), where biases and variances have

been aggregated over sample sizes since both should be inversely proportional to

sample size. Recall that the simulation results support this in the case of bias, whereas

they suggest that variances be more than inversely proportional to sample size. Thus

the aggregation ofvariances over sample sizes is not completely justified by data.

Bias(t11) =1.(-1.07- .241 PI - 3.77 P2) Ji2 ,;::;.97
T (-41.7) (-5.40) (-84.5)

Bias(t12) =1.(.0055- .602 PI +.569 P2 ) R2 ,;::;.91
T (52) (-32.5) (30.7)

Bias(t13) = 1.. (.0041+ 2.99 PI - 2.94 P2 ) R2~. 95
T (.11) (44.2) (-43.5)

Bias(t14) =1.(-1.07- 3.82 PI - .259 P2) "R 2 ~.97
T (-42.6) (-872) (-5.92)

Var(t11) = 1.(3.33- 1.56 P12 - 1.36 Pi +.177 PtP2)
T (162) (-42.6) (-37.1) (5.03)

Var(t12 ) =1.. (1. 76- 1.54 PI2 - .036 Pi + .114 PIP2 )
T (136) (-66.9) (-1.56) (5.17)

Var(t13) =1..(6.51- 2.89 Pt2 - 2.86 Pi + .347 PIP2 )
T (149) (-37.2) (-36.9) (4.65)

Var( t14) =1.(3.33- 2.81 p? - .111 pi +.186 P1P2 )
T (142) (-67.3) (-2.67) (4.64)

The estimated bias equations are based on 4.72 =196 observations for at' a2 , t13 and a4

and on 4.282 =3136 observations for all and a14 , while the corresponding figures for

the estimated variance equations are 3·72 = 147 and 3.282 =2352, respectively, since the
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variance in a sample of 25 observations proved too irregular to allow any equation to

be fitted with reasonable accuracy.

Bias(all) = 1. (-1.18- 1.00 (PIl + P1z ) - 1.50 (P13 + PI4 )) "R z ~.85
T (-103) (-75.4) (-113)

Bias(aI4) = 1.(-.0029+ 1.32 PllPtZ - 1.29 PJ.3PJ.4) liZ ~.86
T (-.62) (99.3) (-97.2)

Var(all ) =1.(3.49- 1.47 Pl21P?Z - 1.43 pf3P1~ +.255PtlP12PJ.3Pt4) RZ ~.79
T (634) (-52.6) (-51.3) (359)

Var(a )=1.(181-144 22_ 035 22_ 054 ) RZ~.87
14 T (610) (":126) PllPi2 {-3.05) Pi3Pi4 {-Z.94) PIIPJ.2PJ.3Pt4

Some of these estimates merit comments. First of all, the symmetry between the bias

functions of al and a4 is striking; their estimated equations are virtually identical

except for the roles played by PI and pz. Between the bias functions of az and a3 a

different type of symmetry can be found; each (significant) estimate in the a3 equation

is of the opposite sign and about five times greater than the same estimate in the a2

equation, completely in line with the consequences on (7) of assigning the value .2 to

the constant Cl. The same kind of symmetries can be found in the eight bias equations

of (8) as well, though six of them are not sho"Wll here.

The symmetry between variances is less apparent since they are also

affected by a scale factor, viz. the ratio between the variance of EXt (.01625) and the

variance of Ey ,! (.03125). But except for that scale factor (.52) each estimate in the al

variance equation is very close to the same estimate in the Var(t13 ) equation, as are the

estimates in the az and a4 variance equations. Thus the variance symmetry is between

al and t13 and between a2 and tl4 while the bias symmetry is between al and a4 and

between a2 and a3- As already stated in connection with the variance figures, this is

probably because al and a3 are estimates for xt- l in the two equations while t12 and G4

are the estimates for Yt-l.

Unfortunately, despite the apparent appropriateness and accuracy of

these equations they are completely useless for practical purposes since they require

inaccessible information about the values of each eigenvalue. Even though it is of

course possible to estimate eigenvalues, it is impossible to decide which eigenvalue is

which. This is no vital matter for the bias of cross-term estimates since the eigenvalues

have approximately equal weights there, but for the bias of autoregressive estimates it

is crucial not to insert the wrong eigenvalue. Thus the above equations cannot be used

for bias (or variance) approximation or reduction. Instead, that challenge will be faced

by the three bias approximations to be introduced in Chapter 4.
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At this stage one might question how serious the bias problem is and

whether it is at all worthwhile to devote time and energy trying to reduce it. These

questions will be answered below by the same kind of three-dimensional plots as

before, but this time showing the relative bias, i.e. the ratio between bias and its

standard error. In other words, each obtained bias E(ti-a) in the bias figures is divided

by the square root of the corresponding sample variance of adivided by 10,000, after

which DWLS swfaces are fitted as before. The surface is actually less interesting than

each relative bias here because the latter can be used to test whether or not there really

is a bias for that eigenvalue combination. On the 5 per cent significance level, for

instance, the possibility of no bias can be ruled out whenever the relative bias exceeds

1.96 in absolute tenns, whereas for ratios between -1.96 and 1.96 it is not possible to

rule that out.

Figure 49: Relative bias of £11; sample size 25 Figure 50: Relative bias of £11; sample size 200

There is very little to be gained from displaying the relative bias for all

four sample sizes since for each estimated parameter it remains relatively unchanged

as the sanlple size changes. Thus only the relative bias functions based on 25 and 200

observations will be taken to represent all four sample sizes. In Figure 49, for instance,

the relative bias of a1 when T is 25 is shown, and in Figure 50 when it is 200. The

same sort of planes as in Figures 1 and 4 obtain except for in the corners, where the

extremely small standard errors (cf. Figures 5 and 8) add to the already sizeable

relative bias, ranging from -85 to 40 for T=25 and from -40 to 25 for T=200. It is 5

per cent insignificant (i.e. between -1.96 and 1.96) only when the right-hand

eigenvalue P2 is -.3 (also for some combinations involving P2=0 when T=200), which

the reader may recall to be when the bias planes in Figures 1 to 4 cross the zero plane.
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Turning to a2 (Figures 51 and 52), relative bias can again be seen to

form basically the same planes as in Figures 9 and 15. It ranges from -25 to 35 for

T=25 and from -15 to 16 for T=200, but a wide range of small relative biases along the

line connecting the (.9,.9) comer with the (-.9,-.9) comer make a2 the most frequently

unbiased estimate of all (at the 5 % level). It is clear from (7) that whenever the two

eigenvalues are equal, a2 will cancel out (as will a3 ), and in all these cases ti2 (a3 ) is

insignificant for all four sample sizes. But even when PI and P2 are as wide apart as -.3

and -.9 (as well as for numerous other combinations) the two estimates cannot be said

to be significantly biased.

Figure 51: Relative bias of ti2 ; sample size 25 Figure 52: Relative bias of Q2; sample size 200

~"'o

Furthermore, as the sample size is increased to 200, a number of combinations are

added for which il2 (but not a3) appears to be unbiased. In fact, the differences between

the relative biases of ti2 and a3 are surprising given the relation between a2 and a3 and

the close resemblance between the bias functions of ti2 and a3 in Figures 9 through 16

o a

Figure 53: Relative bias of G3; sample size 25
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(but then of course the variance functions are radically different). Just like ti2 , a3 is

insignificantly biased whenever the two eigenvalues coincide and for some eigenvalue

combinations in which they are close, but there are several such combinations for

which £13 is significantly biased but t12 is not, and in the case of a3, increasing the

sample size adds no new eigenvalue combinations to the list of combinations for

which there is no significant bias.

Figure 55: Relative bias ofa4 ; sample size 25 Figure 56: Relative bias ofQ4; sample size 200

Finally, the relative bias of a4 (Figures 55 and 56) is parallel to the

relative bias of a1 in the same way as the bias of a4 is the reciprocal of the bias of aI'
i.e~ this time the left-hand eigenvalue PI plays the role P2 does in Figures 49 and 50.

Thus a4 will be significantly biased except for a few cases in which PI is -.3. Only for

four eigenvalue combinations is this the case for T=25 though (in three more cases

when T is 200), so the two autoregressive estimates are not completely parallel.

Another difference is that whereas al is insignificantly biased for some eigenvalue

combinations involving P2=O as well, this is not the case for G4 when PI=O.

At this point it may be interesting to learn that it appears to be possible

to estimate all four parameters of (7) without bias, but only under very special

circumstances. If both eigenvalues are -.3 aI' t12 and a3 appear to be unbiased for all

four sample sizes, but since t14 is biased for sample sizes 25 through 100 it will

probably take long series and eigenvalues close to -.3 (the farther from -.3, the longer

the series have to be) for all four estimates to be unbiased. (But as the sample size

tends to infinity, the bias will of course disappear, since consistency is a property of

least-squares estimates.)
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Figure 57: Relative bias ofall; sample size 25 Figure 58: Relative bias ofall; sample size 200

The relative bias of all in Figures 57 and 58 is essentially the same as

the planes in Figures 33 and 36, but with slight kinks in the four comers due to very

small variances (cf. Figs 37 and 40)0 As for the relative bias ofa14 (Figures 59 and 60),

no such kinks can be found; the relative bias planes in fact look exactly like the

corresponding bias planes in Figures 41 and 44 (except for a scale factor).
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Figure 59: Relative bias of a14; sample size 25 Figure 60: Relative bias ofa14; sample size 200

The relative bias of all ranges from -80 to 60 when the sample size is 25 and from -30

to 25 when it is 200. It appears to be unbiased (smaller absolute relative bias than 1.96)

whenever Pll+P12 or P13+P14 is slightly negative. Corresponding ranges for Q14 are from

-40 to 40 when the sample size is 25 and from -20 to 20 when it is 200. 014 appears to

be unbiased whenever PI1 P12 equals or is close to P13 P14·
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Both parameter estimates appear to be unbiased in quite a few additional cases as the

sample size increases to 200.

To summarise the comptltation of relative biases:

(i) Autoregressive estimates (aI' £14, all' a 13, a 22 and a 24 ) are negatively biased for the

majority of eigenvalue combinations. Only by exception are they unbiased (notably for

intermediate eigenvalues).

(ii) Cross-term estimates (a2, a 3, a 12, Q14' a2l and ti23 ) are more or less as likely to be

positively biased as they are of being negatively biased. They are unbiased for a

number of eigenvalue combinations causing the underlying parameter (a2, G3, a12, a 14,

a21 and a23 ) to be zero or close to zero. Thus if a cross term does not enter the model it

seems very unlikely that its parameter should be significantly estimated, however the

opposite case (a non-zero parameter being insignificantly estimated) is plausible.

(iii) As the sample size increases (in particular from 100 to 200 observations) the

number of eigenvalue combinations yielding unbiased estimates grows. This is the

case to a greater extent for cross-term estimates than for autoregressive estimates.

(iv) For both types of estimates the t ratios of the most significant biases decrease very

slowly as the sample size increases, thus series of considerably longer length than 200

are needed for Ato be unbiased (at least at the 5 % significance level).

Finally, in Brfumstrom and Karlsson (1993) mean square errors ofA are

computed and plotted, but since they turn out to be completely dominated by the bias

of A (i.e. its MSE is, to a close approximation, equal to the square of the bias) and

therefore not very interesting they are not reproduced here. In Chapter 4, however,

MSE comparisons will be used to evaluate the bias-reduced estimates.
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3.3 Bias and Variance: Integrated Cases

Theoretically at least, integrated cases (where at least one eigenvalue is at unity)

represent an interesting class of special cases. Integrated and - more recently 

cointegrated processes have gained massive attention in theoretical as well as applied

work, and several important advances have been made. Therefore it is reasonable to

expect integration and cointegration to affect estimates in a different way than in the

previous sectiono

First of all five important propositions regarding the theoretical effects

of unit roots in these Monte Carlo experiments are presented:

CD If there are no unit roots in (7) or (8), XI andYt will be stationary, which follows from

the definition of stationarity.

~ If there is exactly one unit root, XI and Yl will be first-order cointegrated, C/(l,1),

because if both variables are /(1), the system must contain a cointegrating vector in

order for there to be only one unit rooto

@ If there are exactly two unit roots, Xl andy, will be /(1) but not cointegrated since in

that case both equations are /(1) and there is no cointegrating vector. However, in the

second-order system two unit roots may also correspond to XI and Yt being Cl(2,2) if

the two unit roots pertain to the same equation. Thus if PII and PI2 are at unity but not

P13 and PI4' or if P13 and P14 but not PI1 and P12 are unit roots, (8) will be second-order

cointegrated for the same reason as under @o For every other allocation of the two unit

roots, Xl and Yt will be /(1) but not cointegrated in (8) as well.

@ If there are exactly three unit roots in (8), XI and Yl will be CI(2,1) for the same

reason as before: In order for both variables to be 1(2) at the same time as there are

only three unit roots, the system must contain a cointegrating vector..

@ If there are exactly four unit roots in (8), Xl and Yt will be 1(2) but not cointegrated.

Both equations are 1(2) and there is no cointegrating vector.
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Bearing these properties in mind, it is reasonable to expect different bias

functions when unit roots are involved than for stationary processes, and in addition,

cointegrated systems may lead to different biases than merely integrated systems.

Whether or not this is the case will show in the bias plots below. For the first-order

system they are based on sixty-four eigenvalue combinations; the same forty-nine

stationary combinations as in the previous section plus fifteen unit-root conlbinations,

fourteen of which leading to first-order cointegration and one (PI=P2=1) to first-order

integration only.

Figure 62: Bias ofa1; sample size 200
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Figure 61: Bias ofa1; sample size 25
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Here again, results are shown only for sample sizes 25 and 200. In the case of Ql the

bias of the new eigenvalue combinations (along the sides closest to the reader)

correspond well with the forty-nine stationary combinations. When the influential

right-hand eigenvalue P2 is at unity, this only adds to the already negative bias ofal in

_,,0

Figure 63: Bias of t22 ; sample size 25 Figure 64: Bias of ti2 ; sample size 200
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Figures 61 and 62, but not in such a way as to distort the plane shape. Nor is the plane

affected at all by the less important left-hand eigenvalue PI assuming a value of one.

Figure 65: Bias ofQ3; sample size 25
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Figure 66: Bias of 63 ; sample size 200
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That this holds for the cross-term estimates 02 and G3 as well should be

clear from inspection of Figures 63 through 66, which again are each others'

counterparts. More importantly, the same plane shapes as in the previous section can

be found in these figures as well, thus the bias in estimated integrated and cointegrated

systems is in no way different from that of stationary systems. In particular, when both

eigenvalues are at unity (the 1(1) but not cointegrated case) and a2 = a3=0, then their

estimates are also very close to zero. This special case of "spurious regression" (cf.

Granger and Newbold 1974) will receive more attention in the following section.

Figure 67: Bias ofa4; sample size 25
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Finally, the bias functions of a4 in Figures 67 and 68 also suggest that

unit roots affect tIle estimates no differently than stationary systems. When the left

hand eigenvalue, which completely dominates this bias, is at unity (pl=l), G4 is more

negatively biased than when it is .9, but still in line with the plane. The right-hand

eigenvalue P2 has almost no effect on this bias, thus increasing it to unity does not alter

the plane.
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Figure 69: Bias of all; sample size 25 Figure 70: Bias ofall; sample size 200

More interesting effects occur when the parameters of the second-order

system (8) are estimated subject to unit roots. The most spectacular effect is on all in

1(2) cases with or without cointegration, i.e. along the two edges closest to the reader

in Figures 69 and 70. To the right of the (2,2) comer, cointegration has a positive

effect on bias; to the left the effect is sharply negative.

0.2 0.02

_,,0_,,0

Figure 71: Bias of a14; sample size 25 Figure 72: Bias of a14 ; sample size 200
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The same effects can be seen (slightly less clearly) in Figures 71 and 72 as well, where

the bias of aI4 is much higher when Pll P12=1 on the left-hand scale (recall that scales

represent PIl PI2 and P13 Pl4 in Figures 71 and 72) than when PII P12 is less than unity,

and slightly smaller when P13 P14 on the right-hand scale is at unity than when PI3 P14 is

smaller. It should also be noted that no such effects could be detected in the CI(l,l)

cases along the edges of Figures 61 to 68, nor for first-order cointegrated cases in the

second-order system.

To summarise the effects on bias of introducing unit roots, it appears

that if (7) or (8) is only 1(1) (with or without cointegration) the bias of their estimates

is. not dramatically affected, whereas profound effects can be observed on (8) if it is

1(2), with or without cointegration. If there is second-order (co-)integration (PI1 =P12 = 1

and/or P13 =P14 =1) the resulting bias is far more negative or positive than in the

absence of such (co-)integration.

One important effect of unit roots not described until now and not easily

detected in the figures above is that if (7) and (8) are 1(1) or 1(2), the bias of their

estimates appears to be more persistent. Judging by these four sample sizes at least, it

diminishes at a somewhat slower rate than T (in conflict with asymptotic theory),

whereas the rate of convergence is slightly higher than by T for "near-integrated"

combinations. An effect of this can be found in Figures 70 and 72, where the bias

deflects much more sharply along the edges than in Figures 69 and 71. The reason is

that as the sample grows eight times larger (from 25 to 200), most biases shrink at

least by the same factor, except for along the edges.

Sample variances are smaller when the system is (co-)integrated than

when it is "near-integrated", however they still correspond well with each estimated

parameter's quadratic function as introduced in the previous section. Since it is

probably more useful to derive tIle asymptotic variances from the information matrix,

no results are provided here though. Instead, interested readers will find more details in

Brfumstrom and Karlsson (1993).
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3.4 Overparameterization

Another class of special cases falls under the heading of overparameterization, defined

as the estimation of parameters which are not in the model. One such case was

considered in connection with the discussion of relative bias in Section 3.2, where it

was suggested that when cross terms do not enter the model, the risk of obtaining

significant cross-term estimates is relatively small. Thus one (in that respect harmless)

form of overparameterization is when cross tem1S cancel out, as they will in the first

order model (7) whenever eigenvalues are equal. In the second-order system (8) it will

be the case whenever Pll=P13 and P12==PI4' because only then are the two requirements

Pn+P12=P13+P14 and PII PI2=PI3 P14 fulfilled.

Here interest focuses on the remaining, autoregressive estimates, more

specifically on their bias and variance, because if cross terms do 110t enter, the model

should not be estimated as a VAR but as seemingly umelated regressions (SUR),

which the following simple example demonstrates for (7): If PI =P2 =P, the cross terms

cancel out and (7) reduces to [XI ]=[p O][XI-I]+EI where Sf __ N[O,[o01625 '" ]),
Yt 0 P Yt-l .01875 .0.,125

i.e. two AR(l) equations with contemporaneous correlation.
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Figure 73: Bias of 61 when Pl=P2; sample size 25
Solid line VAR estimate, dashed line SUR estimate

In Figures 73 through 76 the bias of G1 when estinlated as a VAR parameter is

compared with its bias when estimated as a SUR parameter (based on the same

replications). Similar figures would obtain for a4 as well, therefore a1 is taken to

represent both.
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Figure 74: Bias of £1 1 when P1=P2; sample size 50
Solid line VAR estimate, dashed line SUR estimate

As the figures show, aVAR is more biased than GSUR for all values of p except for in a

small region where both biases are small (and mainly insignificant). No doubt

overparameterization is the reason for the inflated VAR bias; estimating two

parameters (a2 and a3) which are not in the model reduces the degrees of freedom and

blurs tIle estimatioll of a1 and Q4" The general features are the same though; both

estimates are positively biased for the most negative values of p, unbiased for

intermediate negative values, and negatively biased for all remaining eigenvalues 0

Both biases are more or less linear, which is consistent with the figures in Section 302.
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Figure 75: Bias of a1 when Pl=P2; sample size 100
Solid line VAR estimate, dashed line SUR estimate
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It should also be noted that tlVAR is far more biased when Pl=P2= 1, i.e. in

the Granger and Newbold (1974) "spurious regression" case, than when Pl=P2=.9.

Spurious regression has a similar effect on GSUR as well, but on a much smaller scale.
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Figure 76: Bias of Q1 when PI=P2; sample size 200
Solid line VAR estimate, dashed line SUR estimate

For variances, the same sort of comparisons as above can be found in

Figures 77 through 80 below. Like previously in this chapter, the variance of al is

more or less quadratic, irrespective of method of estimation. However, the variance of

aVAR is several times greater than the variance of aSURo Again, this imprecision is

probably due to overparameterization; estimating parameters which are not in the

model mal{es remaining parameter estimates less accurate.
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Figure 77: Sample variance of £21 when P}=P2; sample size 25
Solid line VAR estimate, dashed line SUR estimate
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Figure 78: Sample variance ofa1 when Pl=P2; sample size 50
Solid line VAR estimate, dashed line SUR estimate

It should also be noted that the superior biases and variances are in no way limited to

SUR estimates. Estimating without use of the covariance structure, i.eo as two separate

AR(l) equations, leads to very similar results.
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Figure 79: Sample variance ofa1 when Pl=P2; sample size 100
Solid line VAR estimate, dashed line SUR estimate

The same differences between VAR and SUR estimates obtain in the second-order

model (8) as well, as seen in Brfumstrom and Karlsson (1993). However, these results

are not reproduced here.
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Figure 80: Sample variance ofal when PI=P2; sample size 200
Solid line VAR estimate, dashed line SUR estimate

Now let us turn to another form of overparameterization, more precisely

one which obtains if (8) is estimated when in fact (7) is the correct model. This will be

the case whenever PI1 or P12 and P13 or PI4 are zero, because then the data-generating

processes (4) will coincide with (3), and consequently (8) will reduce to (7). If a

second-order system is estimated nevertheless in such a situation, then four parameters

(a13, a 14, a23 and a24) are estimated which are not in the model, a redundancy which

should affect the properties of all other estimates. As for the four incorrectly included

parameters, it should be clear by now that the bias of the cross-term estimates a14 and

a23 is highly likely to be insignificant since a14 and a23 are zero. On the other hand, Q13

and G24 are autoregressive parameter estimates, and as such unbiased only by exception

(for intermediate eigenvalues). Thus analysts relying too hard on t ratios risk being led

to believe that the VAR model is of higher order than it is, since autoregressive

parameters which are zero will be significantly estimated for most eigenvalue

combinations.

Here however, interest will be concentrated on the first-order estimates

in an incorrectly specified second-order model, Leo on the bias and variance of all' a12,

a2l and a22, and in particular on how they compare to the bias and variance of the

corresponding estimates in the (correct) first-order model. In particular, this form of

overparameterization may also be expected to add to the bias and variance of the four

first-order estimates since it is again a question of estimating parameters which should

not have been included, just like previously in this section.
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Figure 81: Abs. bias(all)-Abs. bias(al); T=25

_",0

Figure 82: Abs. bias(aI1)-Abs. bias(a l ); T=200

But, as Figures 81 and 82 show for the fITst autoregressive estimate, the difference

between the absolute bias of all in (8) and the absolute bias of a1 in (7) is negative for

most eigenvalue combinations, which means that al is more biased than all in those

regions. Only in the interior are the two estimates more or less equally biased or is all
more biased than ale (It should however be pointed out that the results are based on

two different sets of generated data, one for (7) and another for (8), but this should

affect the results only marginally since the number of replications is so large.)

Figure 83: Abs. bias(a12)-Abs. bias(a2); T=25 Figure 84: Abs. bias(aI 2)-Abs. bias(a2); T=200

The corresponding differences for the cross-term estimates a2 and a12 are given in

Figures 83 and 84. Only along a line connecting the (1,1) with the (-.9,-.9) corner are

the two estimates equally biased or does the bias of £112 exceed the bias ofa2 0 Recalling

Section 3.2, that comes as no surprise since both of them are more or less unbiased
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along that line. On both sides of the line, however, G2 is apparently more biased than

a12 • It is also no surprise that Figures 85 and 86 below are very similar to Figures 83

and 84, since 113 and a21 are also cross-term estimates. Since 63 and a21 are

approximately unbiased along the line from (1,1) to (-.9,-.9) they are also more or less

equally biased there, whereas a3 is more biased than a21 off that line.

_,,0

Figure 85: Abs. bias(a21 )-Abs. bias(a3); T=25 Figure 86: Abs. bias(a21 )-Abs. bias(a3); T=200

Finally, the difference between the absolute bias of a22 and the absolute bias of a4 can

be found in Figures 87 and 88. Like for the first pair of autoregressive estimates, G4

appears to be more biased than G22 except for in a small region in the interior, where

the difference is positive and thus a22 is more biased than 64• The only difference

between these figures and Figures 81 and 82 are the reversed roles played by the

eigenvalues.

Figure 87: Abs. bias(a22)-Abs. bias(a4); T=25
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Figure 89: Variance(all)-Variance(al ); sample size 25 Figure 90: Variance(all )-Variance(a1); sample size 200

Thus, estimating a VAR(2) model when the correct model is in fact

VAR(l) has an effect on the bias of estimated first-order parameters, but only by

exception the expected effect of increasing the bias. Instead it leads to less biased

estimates for most eigenvalue combinations. But since estimating (8) when (7) is the

correct model also produces four second-order estimates, two of which (a14 and a23 )

are likely to be unbiased and the other two (a13 and £124 ) probably biased, the total bias

of an estimated second-order model may still exceed that of a first-order model.

Nevertheless, if bias reduction is the only objective (as it will be in Chapters 4 and 5),

estimating a model of higher order than the "true" order (or, in practice, than the order

suggested by information criteria) and then discarding higher-order estimates appears

to be a way to achieve thiso
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Figure 91: Variance(a12)-Variance(a2); sample size 25 Figure 92: Variance(a12)-Variance(a2); sample size 200
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Figure 93: Variance(a21)-Variance(a3); sample size 25 Figure 94: Variance(a21)-Variance(a3); sample size 200

Before trying to reduce bias by deliberately estimating models of too

high an order, it is of course vital to know the effects on variance as well. These effects

are illustrated in Figures 89 through 96, in which the sample variance of each first

order estimate in (7) is deducted from the variance of the corresponding first-order

estimate in (8). The resulting functions are approximately quadratic functions of both

eigenvalues (Figures 89, 90, 93 and 94) or of one eigenvalue (Figures 91, 92, 95 and

96), which is not surprising given that the underlying variance functions were found in

Section 3.2 to depelld on eigenvalues in that way as well. Since the quadratic curvature

is stronger for estimates in (7) than for the estimates in (8), the difference will also be

more or less quadratic. However, the most important property of the difference plots is

Figure 95: Variance(a22)-Variance(a4); sample size 25 Figure 96: Variance(a22)-Variance(a4); sample size 200
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that they are always positive, thus estimating a second-order model when the correct

model is VAR(!) increases the variance of all four first-order estimates for all

eigenvalue combinations, ill particular in peripheral regions. Bearing in mind that the

second-order estimates of (8) have sizeable variances as well, the total variance of (8)

is likely to considerably exceed the variance of (7). So whereas this particular form of

overparameterization mayor may not increase the bias of first-order estimates, it

appears to increase their variance almost surely..

3.5 Chapter Summary

The Monte Carlo results accounted for in this chapter are so ample and various that it

is reasonable to summarise the most important of them before evaluating the bias

approximations in Chapter 4.

(i) The bias of first-order estimates is a roughly linear function ofeigenvalues; for
second-order estimates it is roughly linear in the products of eigenvalues.
In most cases it converges by the rate of T (the sample size); possibly faster for
"near-integrated" systems and slower for unit root systems.

(ii) The sample variance of first-order estimates is a roughly quadratic function of
eigenvalues and eigenvalue cross products; for second-order estimates it is a
quadratic function ofproducts of eigenvalues. For xt parameter estimates the
variance functions are quadratic in both horizontal dimensions; for Yt estimates
only in one dimension. The rate of convergence is higher than T in most casesa

(iii) Biases appear to be highly significant for most eigenvalue combinationsa

Autoregressive estimates are urlbiased only for a few intermediate
combinations; cross-term estimates only if their parameters cancel out.

(iv) Unit roots not only affect the rate of convergence but also the size of bias;
second-order (co-)integration in particular adds to the bias of all estimates in
the second-order modeL First order (co-)integration has no discernible such
effects.

(v) Incorrectly estimating a VAR model when the true model is two single
equations (without cross terms) adds to the bias as well as to the variance of
estimates. Estimating a second-order VAR model when the true model is first
order adds to the variance of estimates, but mayor may not reduce their bias.
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4. Bias Approximation and Bias Reduction

Bearing in mind the huge relative biases in Chapter 3, bias should be considered a real

problem, and consequently bias reduction ought to lie in the interest of VAR analysts.

In this chapter three similar bias approximations will be introduced, evaluated and

used to construct bias-reduced estimates. All results in this chapter are based on the

same generated data as in Chapter 3 in order to enhance comparison.

Bias approximations have a long history for univariate process

estimates, e.g. Leo I-Iurwicz's asymptotic expansion for the bias of an estimated

parameter in a univariate AR(l) process (Hurwicz 1950), or Maurice Kendall's parallel

derivation for a univariate AR(l) with non-zero drift (Kendall 1954). John White

extended Hurwicz's results even further by deriving expressions for the bias as well as

for the variance of the parameter estimate subject to two different initial conditions for

the process (White 1961), and L. Shenton and Whitney Johnson used moment

generating functions in order to try to replicate Hurwicz's results (Shenton and Johnson

1965). They arrived at a different, basically inferior approximation though, but one

which appears to perform better for "near-integrated" processes, and they managed to

derive a variance approximation as well. Peter Phillips approximated the entire sample

distribution in the AR(l) case (Phillips 1977). Katsuto Tanaka, like Kendall in 1954,

examined the case of a univariate AR(l) process with a drift, and also derived the

properties of some test statistics in that situation (Tanaka 1983), and finally Koichi

Maekawa used Edgeworth expansions to derive approximate expressions for the

expectations of estimates in a univariate AR(l) model with exogenous variables

(Maekawa 1983, Maekawa 1985).

When it comes to multivariate processes, however, much less is known

because only a few results have been published. Dag Tj0stheim and Jostein Paulsen

bridged the gap between univariate and multivariate AR processes by deriving the

small-sample properties of Yule-Walker estimates for univariate AR(l) and AR(2)

processes as well as for multivariate AR(p) processes, and in their article (Tj0stheim

and Paulsen 1983) they also suggest how to modify the Yule-Walker results in order to
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apply them to least-squares estimates as well (see Section 4.1). Similar (but not

identical) results were obtained by Des Nicholls and Adrian Pope even though they

attacked the problem in a different way, focusing exclusively on least squares

(Nicholls and Pope 1988)0 Also, Jan Kiviet and Garry Phillips have developed a

technique to derive bias approximations in the multivariate case with exogenous

variables (Kiviet and Phillips 1991, Kiviet and Phillips 1993) which can be applied to

the same problem as Tj0stheim-Paulsen's and Nicholls-Pope's approximations addresso

In addition, they have recently derived a second-order bias approximation for the

situation with exogenous variables (Kiviet and Phillips 1995).

4.1 The Bias Approximations

The three bias approximations (Tj0stheim and Paulsen 1983, Nicholls and Pope 1988,

and Brfumstrom 1995a) to be evaluated in Section 4.2 are very similar since they are

all derived from the Yule-Walker relationship A = C_IC~l, where A is the parameter

matrix in the VAR(1) representation of a VAR(p) model, Co is the autocovariance

function of x, and C_1 is the covariance function of XI and XI-I' i.eo Ck=E(x/-IJ)(xt+k-J.l)'

for k=O or -1, where E(xt)=E(xt_I)=J.,L

Tj0stheim and Paulsen (1983) started from the Yule-Walker estimate

A = C_IC~l, where Co and C_1 are sample estimates of Co and C_1• Following a

number of Taylor expansions around Co and C 1 they managed to approximate

E(Ck - Ck ) and E(Ck - Ck )C~l (CI - C,) (k,l=O,l) in order to eventually arrive at

the following approximation for the bias of the Yule-Walker estimate A:

where T is the sample size (25, 50, 100 or 200 in the Monte Carlo experiments); I is

the identity matrix of order Kp, where K is the dimension of the process (2 in the

experiments) and p is the autoregressive order (lor 2 in the experiments); G is the

variance-covariance matrix E(EtE't) of the white noise vector £/; and Pi (i=l,ooo,Kp) are

the eigenvalues of A, ioe. the solutions to the characteristic equation IAI-AI=O. (In the

original paper though, the summation runs only from 1 to K, which is surely an error

since a K-dimensional VAR(p) system will have Kp eigenvalues.) Like the two

approximations to follow, it includes true parameters, matrices and vectors, which of
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course limits its use since these will rarely be known by analysts (except of course for

the sample size). However, when evaluating the performance of the approximations in

Section 4.2, estimates will also be inserted into the expressions to assess their use

under more realistic circumstances. Furthermore, they are all limited to stationary

processes, i.e. to eigenvalues Ipl<l, but that restriction will also be eased by using unit

root processes to generate data and then trying to approximate the resulting bias.

Even though it is valid only for Yule-Walker estimates, Tj0stheim and

Paulsen suggested that their approximation could be extended to apply to least squares

as well following a slight modification, more precisely by adding the first K rows of

(T-p+ l)-lA to the above expression. The approximation to the bias of the least-squares

estimate Awould thus be

E(A - A) ~ - ~(A + (I - A)Co(I - A,)-l C~I + GA'(I - A'A,)-l C~l + G~Pi (I - PiA,)-1 C~l)

(9a)

for first-order models (p=l), and

E(A-A) ~ - ~( ~=~ A+(I-A)Co(I-A'rIC~1 +GA'(I-A'A')-IC~l +GtPi(I-PiA')-lC~l)

(9b)

. 1 (T-2 P +2for second-order models (p=2). In general, the first term IS -- A+··· for
T T-p+l

a VAR(p) model, and then the same consecutive terms as above follow. Whereas the

first term of the approximation is 2A for Yule-Walker estimates, it never exceeds A for

least-squares estimates; in fact an increasingly smaller portion of A enters the

expression as the atltoregressive orderp grows higher.

In their paper, Tjestheim and Paulsen also performed relatively limited

Monte Carlo experiments on univariate AR(2) processes in order to compare the bias

of Yule-Walker and least-squares estimates and to assess the properties of (9b) in its

univariate version. The only finding they reported, however, is that Yule-Walker

estimates are more biased than least squares.

The scope of Nicholls and Pope (1988) was to replicate Tj0stheim and

Paulsen's results in a mathematically more rigorous manner. They started by defining

the two auxiliary matrices P and Q so that P = (Cl - C 1)C~l and Q = (Co - Co )C~l.

It is then easily verified that the least-squares estimate A can be written as
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A=(A + P)(I + Q)-l (the original paper incorrectly reports I+P instead of I+Q,

though), and since (I + Q)-l =1-Q + Q2 - Q3 +... , Acan be expressed as the infinite

sum (A + P)2::/_1)i Qi . This representation is very useful since it illustrates how

the quality of the derived approximation can be improved by including more Q terms.

Nicholls and Pope chose to include and derive expectations for all terms up to AQ2,

neglecting PQ2 and all terms of higher order.

The resulting approximation was found to be

which is similar, but apparently not identical, with (9). It can be shown that (10) is in

fact identical with (9a) when p is 1 but not with (9b) when it is 2, nor for any other

higher order p. The reason is the modification of the Yule-Walker bias approximation

described above. For first-order systems (p=l) its denominator will be T, like it is for

the 2A term of the original Yule-Walker approximation. Therefore only A remains in

(9a), and then the sum of its first two terms equals the first term of (10), G(I-A')C~l.

But for systems of order 2 or higher the denominator in the modification term will be

smaller than T, and consequently the sum of the first two terms of (9b) will not equal

the first term of (10). One important effect of this difference is that Tj0stheim and

Paulsen's approximation will diverge from Nicholls and Pope's approximation nlore

the higher p is. Yet it is unclear why they should differ at all, if only marginally.

Nicholls and Pope set out to solve the same problem as Tj0stheim and Paulsen did,

and even though they used different techniques they should have reached the same

result (provided of course that the derivations are correct). One possible explanation is

the different sample mean corrections used in the computation of sample covariance

functions Co and C_1; where Tjestheim and Paulsen used T-p in the denominator,

Nicholls and Pope used T-10

A common feature of these two bias approximations is that they include

no O(T-2
) terms; in that sense they are first-order approximations only. This is a

consequence of Tj0stheim and Paulsen using first-order Taylor expansions only when

approximating E(Ck -Ck)C~l(CI -C/) and E(Ck -Ck ), and of Nicholls and

Pope's decision to 11alt at the PQ2 term. But, as Sections 3.2 and 3.3 suggested and

Section 4.3 will make clear, even though inverse proportionality to sample size

appears to be reasonably correct for most eigenvalue combina!ions, it becomes

increasingly inadequate as eigenvalues approach unity. These situations being too
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for, presumably one involving second-order terms as well. Such a term was derived by

Brfumstrom (1995a) using the same technique as in Nicholls and Pope (1988) but

extending the analysis to include the next two terms in their infinite sum, PQ2 and

AQ3, as welL The expectation of the difference between these two terms turns out to

be not too difficult to compute:

E(pQ2 - AQ3) =E((P - AQ)Q2) =E[(C_IC~I - A - A(COC~I - 1))Q2 ] =E[(C_1 - ACo)C~IQ2]

= E(C_1 -ACJC~IE(Q2)+E[(C_I -E(C_1)-A(Co -E(CO)))C~I(Q2 _E(Q2))]

Nicholls and Pope (1988) show Ck - E(Ck ) (where k=O,-l) to be o/r-I
) and

Q2_E(Q2) to be Op(T-2
), thus the second term on the last row will be Op(T-3

) and can

be ignored from this point. Decomposition of the first term into E(C_1)C~IE(Q2)_

AE(CO)C~IE(Q2)makes it clear that the expectations of C_1' Co and Q2 must be

approximated. Fortunately, these approximations can all be found in Nicholls and

Pope (1988) since they were needed for the derivation of(10):

E(C_1 ) =ACo- ~ (I - At G(I - A't l
+ o(r-2

)

E(Co) =Co - !(I - AtG(I - A't! + o(r-2
)

T

(r -l)E(Q2) = (K + 1)1 + A2(I - A2rl
+ CoA'A'C~I (I - CoA'A'C~Irl

+
Kp

+LPi (A(I - PiAt
i
+ COA'C~I (I - PiCoA'C~I t) + o(r-I

)

i=1

After multiplication of these three expression (and some manipulations), tIle following

second-order terms result:

The denominator should really be T(T-1) rather than T 2 for some terms in this

expression. Incidentally, this is the case for (10) as well (althougll Nicholls and Pope
C-1 C-1

pretend not); (10) ought to be -G(I-A')-I_O-G{A'(I-A'A,)-I+2:Pi(I-pA,)-l }_o_,
T T-l

but as Brfumstrom (1994b) demonstrated, using Tthroughout in (10) has only marginal

effects on the results, at least for samples of 25 observations or more. Therefore using

T 2 where it would be more correct to use T(T-1) would appear to be justified as welL

It should also be emphasised that the second-order expression camiot be expected to
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contain all second-order terms of the bias of A, but presumably it includes the leading

terms. In fact, along the way towards the derivation of (10) Nicholls and Pope obtained

a number of O(T-2
) remainders, at which they stopped since their objective was a first

order approximation, but which would have to be analysed for a full second-order

approximation. Furthennore, it cannot be ruled out that at least some of the tenns

succeeding PQ2_AQ3 may also have second-order expectations, thus it would be

necessary to compute expectations for all subsequent terms until finding only terms of

lower order.

Even though the second-order term was derived from (10) and using the

results and the technique of Nicholls and Pope (1988), it is probably applicable to

Tj0stheim and Paulsen's first-order approximations as well. In the remainder however,

we will not deal with second-order versions of (9a) or (9b), only of (10):

E(A - A) ~ - ~G((I - A,)-l + A'(I - A'A,)-l +t Pi (I - PiA,)-1 )C~l

-:2 G(I-A'tlc~I[(K+l)I+CoA'A'C~I(I-CoAIAIC~lrl + (11)

A 2 (I_A2 r
1

+ L:Pi(A(I-PiAt1 +CoA'C~I(I-PiCoA'C~lrl)J

It is obviously a more complicated expression than (10), but more importantly, it

requires exactly the same information as the two first-order approximations. In other

words, if it is possible to compute (9) and (10), it will always be possible to compute

(11) as well. The question of whether or not it is worth the extra computations will be

answered in the next two sections.

4.2 Performance of Approximations

The most important distinction to make when evaluating (9), (10) and (11) is between

their performance based on true parameters and based on estimates. All three bias

approximations were derived and formulated in terms of the true parameter matrix A,

the true autocovariance function Co, the true variance-covariance matrix G, the true

eigenvalue vector p and the sample size T. Except for the sample size, none of these is

very likely to be known in real situations, and if the performance of an approximation

would turn out to hinge on these matrices and vectors, it would of COillse be useless for

all practical purposes. Therefore, comparisons will be made between bias and
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approximations based on true parameters as well as between bias and approximations

based on estimates. Another important distinction is between stationary and (co-)

integrated systems. As indicated in Section 4.1, although all three approximations are

intended for stationary processes only, unit roots will be allowed when evaluating

them. However, in unit-root cases there can be no evaluation based on true parameters,

since (I-A) will then be non-invertible, causing (9), (10) and (11) to break down.

Therefore only evaluations based on estimates will be possible.

In order to evaluate the performance of the bias approximations, simple

linear regression equations of the type Bias = a + ~·Approximation + E will be used.

OLS estimates of a and f3 will be computed and reported together with the squared

sample correlation R2
, the idea being that for an approximation to work well, not only

should it correlate strongly with the bias, but the estimated intercept a should also be

insignificantly close to zero and the estimated slope parameter b insignificantly close

to unity. The standard OLS assumptions are invalidated by a correlation between error

terms, and probably also between the approximation based on estimates and error

terms, but lacking better alternatives evaluations will be based on G, b and R2 anyway.

Results will be reported for each sample size and will be based on 49 observations for

(7) if only stationary eigenvalue combinations enter; if the 15 unit-root combinations

are also taken into account the number of observations is 64. The corresponding

figures for (8) are 784 and 882 observations, respectively.

Table 1 shows the results of regressing the average bias obtained when

simulating (7) on the corresponding approximate bias. As indicated before, (9a) and

(10) are equivalent in this case, therefore the table evaluates both approximationse

When based on true parameters (left), the approximations perform excellently,

explaining around 98 per cent of the variation in biaso Judging by the t ratios, the "zero

intercept-unit slope" requirement is fulfilled (using 5 % significance, t ratios smaller

than 1.96 in absolute terms) for all four sample sizes in the cases of G2 and G3 and for

sample sizes greater than or equal to 50 in the cases of at and a4 • Analysts applying

(9a) or (10) to (7) can therefore expect to approximate its bias perfectly provided it is

stationary, the sample is not too small, and A, G, p and Co are all known. But since

these are highly unrealistic assumptions, the excellent left-hand results are merely an

academic exercise. Instead, more relevant results can be found in the right-hand part,

where the average bias has been regressed on the average bias approximation based on

estimates. For each of the 10,000 replications, not only was the least-squares estimate

A stored, but it was also used to compute p as the vector of solutions to IAI-AI=O and,

together with the least-squares estimate G, to compute Co. All four-were then inserted
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into the bias approximation formulre and the results were stored until the end of the

simulations, upon which means, variances and covariances were computed. The great

benefit of this rather tedious process is that approximations and biases are based on

exactly the same generated data in order to make comparisons meaningful.

Based on true parameters Based on estimated parameters

Parameter Sample size a b k- a b R2

25 -.0069 .9683 .985 -.0084 1.1328 .983
(-4.04) (-1.80) (-4.78) (6.18)

a l 50 -.0019 1.0090 .989 -.0021 1.0919 .989
(-2.56) (.59) (-2.89) (5.55)

100 -.0004 1.0174 .992 -.0004 1.0582 .991
(-1.18) (1.27) (-1.27) (4.03)

200 -.0002 1.0186 .989 -.0002 1.0385 .989
(-1.23) (1.20) (-1.28) (2.40)

25 .0002 .9580 .975 .0002 1.0936 .978
(.38) (-1.87) (.41) (3.94)

a2 50 .0000 1.0023 .986 .0000 1.0730 .988
(.07) (.13) (.07) (4.20)

100 .0000 1.0115 .987 .0000 1.0463 .987
(.24) (.69) (.25) (2.69)

200 .0000 1.0157 .987 .0000 1.0328 .986
(.66) (.91) (.68) (1.85)

25 -.0008 .9580 .975 -.0008 1.0936 .978
(-.38) (-1.87) (-.41) (3.94)

Q3 50 -.0001 1.0023 .986 -.0001 1.0730 .988
(-.07) (.13) (-.07) (4.20)

100 -.0001 1.0115 .987 -.0001 1.0463 .987
(-.24) (.69) (-.25) (2.69)

200 -.0001 1.0159 .987 -.0002 1.0316 .986
(-.59) (.93) (-.79) (1.74)

25 -.0062 .9610 .984 -.0078 1.1222 .983
(-3.57) (-2.18) (-4.43) (5.73)

a4 50 -.0020 1.0008 .990 -.0022 1.0834 .991
(-2.82) (.06) (-3.29) (5.52)

100 -.0004 1.0081 .991 -.0004 1.0481 .991
(-1.07) (.58) (-1.17) (3.29)

200 -.0001 1.0055 .991 -.0001 1.0251 .991
(-.76) (.40) (-.79) (1.77)

Table 1: OLS estimates of a and Pin the model Bias = a + p·Approx. + E, where the approximation to the bias is
(9a) or (equivalently) (10), based on true (left) and estimated (right) parameters. t ratios in brackets are tests of zero
intercept and unit slope, respectively. Based on the 49 stationary eigenvalue combinations of (7), each simulated

10,000 times.

When based on estimates, (9a) and (10) perform clearly worse,

especially in the unit-slope sense. Sample correlations are still very high, in some

cases actually higher than before, but the estimated slopes significantly exceed unity

for all, four parameters when T is smaller than 200. The interpretation of b being

significantly greater than unity is that the approximation understates the bias; if it had

been significantly smaller than unity the approximation would have exaggerated it.

Thus analysts using (9a) or (10) based on estimates to assess the bias of (7) should

beware that in samples of less than 200 observations, they will approximate the bias

only in part.
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Impressive as the results in the left-hand part of the table may be, they

apply only to stationary processes (49 eigenvalue combinations). Next we will include

the 15 unit-root combinations as well, since an approximation capable of handling

integrated and cointegrated cases as well is much more interesting than one whose use

is limited to stationary systems only. The results can be found in the following table,

giving regression results for all 64 eigenvalue combinations based on estimates.

(No comparison based on true parameters can be made since all three approximations

break down if unit roots are inserted, as pointed out earlier. Basing approximations on

estimates is possible though, at least as long as no eigenvalue estimate is exactly at

unity.)

Based on 49 estimates Based on 64 estimates

Parameter Sample size a b R2 a b R2

25 -.0084 1.1328 .983 -.0115 1.2708 .955
(-4.78) (6.18) (-3.61) (7.69)

Q 1 50 -.0021 1.0919 .991 -.0032 1.2163 .961
(-2.89) (5.55) (-2.07) (7.00)

100 -.0004 1.0582 .991 -.0008 1.1814 .988
(-1.27) (4.03) (-1.02) (6.02)

200 -.0002 1.0385 .989 -.0000 1.1610 .983
(-1.28) (2.40) (-.00) (5.03)

25 .0002 1.0936 .978 .0000 1.1742 .956
(.41) (3.94) (.08) (5.42)

Q2 50 .0000 1.0730 .988 .0002 1.1588 .954
(.07) (4.20) (.51) (4.91)

100 .0000 1.0463 .987 .0001 1.1481 .950
(.25) (2.69) (.47) (4.20)

200 .0000 1.0328 .986 -.0000 1.1224 .912
(.68) (1.85) (-.13) (2.76)

25 -.0008 1.0936 .978 -.0009 1.1867 .970
(-.41) (3.94) (-.36) (7.06)

Q3 50 -.0001 1.0730 .988 -.0002 1. 1791 .970
(-.07) (4.20) (-.12) (6.86)

100 -.0001 1.0463 .987 -.0001 1.1636 .962
(-.25) (2.69) (-.10) (5.54)

200 -.0002 1.0316 .986 -.0001 1.1471 .954
(-.79) (1.74) (-.27) (4.62)

25 -.0078 1.1221 .983 -.0086 1.2187 .971
(-4.43) (5.73) (-3.38) (8.24)

a4 50 -.0022 1.0834 .991 -.0023 1.1873 .974
(-3.29) (5.52) (-1.79) (7.53)

100 -.0004 1.0481 .991 -.0005 1.1627 .967
(-1.17) (3.29) (-.64) (5.93)

200 -.0001 1.0251 .991 -.0002 1.1369 .963
(-.79) (1.77) (-.54) (4.82)

Table 2: OLS estimates of a and Pfor (9a) and (10) based on estimates, without (49 observations; left) and with
(64 observations; right) unit-root combinations. t ratios in brackets refer to tests of zero intercept and unit slope,

respectively.
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The left-hand half of the table holds the same results as before, i.e. OLS results for bias

regressed on (9a or 10) based on estimates for 49 stationary eigenvalue combinations,

and the right-hand half holds the same results for all 64 combinations. It is clear that

the results deteriorate considerably when the 15 unit-root observations enter the

regressions; sample correlations are smaller and all slope estimates significantly

exceed unity, even for 200 observations. However, that does not mean that bias

approximations cannot be used in such situations. The approximations are likely to

perform reasonably but inadequately in unit-root cases since estimates will then be

severely biased (the same effect can be seen on a smaller scale for eigenvalues of .9).

The mainly insignificant estimates of a indicate that the entire problem

could be solved by simply inflating the bias approximations by some unknown factor

in (co-)integrated cases, thereby placing them on the same unit-slope line as for

stationary combinations.

(9a) and (10) (11)

Parameter Sample size a b R2 a b R2

25 -.0069 .9683 .985 -.0027 .9641 .996
(-4.04) (-1.80) (-2.95) (-3.95)

a l 50 -.0019 1.0090 .989 -.0008 1.0077 .994
(-2.56) (.59) (-1.43) (.69)

100 -.0004 1.0174 .992 -.0001 1.0178 .993
(-1.18) (1.27) (-.31) (l.45)

200 -.0002 1.0186 .989 -.0001 1.0183 .989
(-1.23) (1.20) (-.78) (1.17)

25 .0002 .9580 .975 .0002 .9616 .994
(.38) (-1.87) (.75) (-3.44)

Q2 50 .0000 1.0023 .986 .0000 1.0044 .993
(.07) (.13) (.10) (.35)

100 .0000 1.0115 .987 .0000 1.0124 .990
(.24) (.69) (.27) (.82)

200 .0000 1.0157 .987 .0000 1.0157 .987
(.66) (.91) (.67) (.91)

25 -.0008 .9580 .975 -.0003 .9414 .989
(-.38) (-1.87) (-.21) (-4.12)

a3 50 -.0001 1.0023 .986 -.0001 1.0007 .994
(-.07) (.13) (-.11) (.07)

100 -.0001 1.0115 .987 -.0001 1.0118 .991
(-.24) (.69) (-.28) (.82)

200 -.0001 1.0159 .987 -.0001 1.0156 .987
(-.59) (.93) (-.59) (.90)

25 -.0062 .9610 .984 -.0015 .9674 .995
(-3.57) (-2.18) (-1.52) (-3.24)

a4 50 -.0020 1.0008 .990 -.0008 1.0049 .995
(-2.82) (.06) (-1.49) (.46)

100 -.0004 1.0081 .991 -.0001 1.0095 .993
(-1.07) (.58) (-.27) (.76)

200 -.0001 1.0055 .991 -.0001 1.0056 .992
(-.76) (.40) (-.32) (.42)

Table 3: OLS estimates of a and (3, where approximations (9a) and (10) (left) as well as (11) (right) are based on
true parameters for 49 stationary eigenvalue combinations, each simulated 10,000 times. t r-atios in brackets refer to
tests of zero intercept and unit slope, respectively.
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Bearing in mind the superb performance of (9a) and (10) based on true

parameters as reflected in Table 1, there may not appear to be a need for a second

order approximation to model the bias ofAin (7). On the other hand, even though (11)

was derived by Brfumstrom (I995a) to handle irregularities in cases where first-order

approximations would fail, it is vital that it also has no detrimental effect when first

order approximations are adequate, as they appear to be in Table 1. Furthermore, the

performance of (9a) and (10) based on estimates could definitely be improved.

As expected, adding second-order terms to (10) has only small effects

on estimates and sample correlations in Table 3 above. Correlations increase from

already high levels, but in terms of inference about intercepts and slope parameters

basically the same results as before emerge. Contrary to (9a) and (10) though, (11)

significantly overstates the bias of el2 and a3 for T=25. On the other hand (11) appears

to be the better bias approximation when the sample size is 50 since the intercept

estimate is insignificant for all four parameters, which it is not for (9a) and (10).

(9a) and (10)
R2

(11)
R2Parameter Sample size a b a b

25 -.0084 1.1328 .983 -.0054 1.0262 .973
(-4.78) (6.18) (-2.39) (1.05)

at 50 -.0021 1.0919 .991 -.0013 1.0326 .991
(-2.89) (5.55) (-1.83) (2.23)

100 -.0004 1.0582 .991 -.0002 1.0161 .993
(-1.27) (4.03) (-.59) (1.33)

200 -.0002 1.0385 .989 .0003 1.0127 .989
(-1.28) (2.40) (1.55) (.82)

25 .0002 1.0936 .978 .0008 .8703 .961
(.41) (3.94) (1.39) (-5.07)

a2 50 .0000 1.0730 .988 .0003 .9663 .962
(.07) (4.20) (1.11 ) (-1.21)

100 .0000 1.0463 .987 .0001 .9765 .956
(.25) (2.69) (.59) (-.77)

200 .0000 1.0328 .986 -.0000 .9585 .959
(.68) (1.85) (-.39) (-1.41)

25 -.0008 1.0936 .978 -.0042 .8876 .983
(-.41) (3.94) (-2.35) (-6.67)

Q
3 50 -.0001 1.0730 .988 -.0003 .9857 .995

(-.07) (4.20) (-.54) (-1.35)

100 -.0001 1.0463 .987 -.0001 .9950 .991
(-.25) (2.69) (-.29) (-.36)

200 -.0002 1.0316 .986 -.0002 1.0040 .986
(-.79) (1.74) (-.78) (.22)

25 -.0078 1.1222 .983 -.0038 .9988 .989
(-4.43) (5.73) (-2.64) (-.08)

a4 50 -.0020 1.0834 .991 -.0010 1.0180 .996
(-3.29) (5.52) (-2.12) (1.92)

100 -.0004 1.0481 .991 -.0000 1.0054 .994
(-1.17) (3.29) (-.14) (.48)

200 -.0001 1.0251 .991 -.0000 1.0019 .992
(-.79) (1.77) (-.26) (.14)

Table 4: OLS estimates of a and (3, where approximations (9a) and (10) (left) as well as (11) (right) are based on
estimates for 49 stationary eigenvalue combinations, each simulated 10,000 times. t ratios In brackets refer to tests
of zero intercept and unit slope, respectively.
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Next the performance of (11) based on estimates will be evaluated. As

Table 4 above demonstrates, estimated intercepts and slopes are much improved by

adding second-order terms to the approximation. Unfortunately (11) overadjusts in the

case of a2 and a3 for T=25, leading to slope estimates significantly smaller than unity,

but for series of more than 50 observations the second-order approximation based on

estimates appears to model the bias perfectly.

Before looking at the same table but with the 15 unit-root cases added, a

word of warning is due. It appears that (11) is much more sensitive to eigenvalues

estimated close to unity than (9a) or (10), because occasionally the sample mean over

the 10,000 replications turned out to be extremely large even though all other

simulation results were normal. Most likely this is a consequence of inverting more

complicated functions of A and p in (11) than in (9a) and (10). Such obviously

implausible results have been discarded from Table 5 below (a total 12 out of 4-15=60

unit-root combinations, although there are probably less obvious cases which have not

been discarded but may distort the results below) and for reasons of comparison the

same observations were discarded in the reference left-hand part of the table as well.

Therefore the reference results on the left are not identical with those presented in

previous tables 0 The most important consequence though is for analysts wishing to

approximate or reduce the bias of estimated unit-root systems. Apparently (11) is not

altogether reliable in these cases, sometimes yielding strange results, and in a real

situation it will of course be impossible to use only regular results, as has been done

here.

Bearing these reservations in mind, (11) does seem to remedy most of

the bias not approximated by the constantly understating approximations (9a) and (10).

For a2 and a3 the estimated slopes in Table 5 differ significantly from unity for all four

sample sizes when (9a) and (10) are applied, but only for the smallest sample size

when (11) approximates the bias. (Once again (11) exaggerates the bias in the T=25

case, causing b to be significantly smaller than one.) For al and a4 slope estimates

significantly exceed unity at least for the three smallest sample sizes (for all sample

sizes in the case of a1), thus there is still some bias left after (11) has been applied but

much less than in the case of (9a) and (10). Consequently the simulation results favour

using (11) rather than (9a) and (10) to reduce the bias of (7) in stationary as well as in

unit-root cases, at least as long as the sensitivity of (11) to underlying unit roots does

not manifest itself in nonsensical results.
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(9a) and (10) (11)
Parameter Sample size a b K- a b R2

25 -.0117 1.2564 .953 -.0060 1.0362 .970
(-3.58) (6.91) (-2.25) (1.54)

at 50 -.0026 1.2000 .963 -.0016 1.0666 .981
(-1.76) (6.40) (-1.45) (3.41)

100 -.0009 1.1662 .960 -.0004 1.0504 .984
(-1.13) (5.24) (-.70) (2.90)

200 .0001 1.1151 .967 .0002 1.0335 .989
(.23) (4.04) (1.15) (2.29)

25 .0004 1.1425 .956 -.0010 .8505 .954
(.73) (4.34) (-.90) (-3.29)

a2 50 .0000 1.1448 .948 .0004 .9901 .963
(.02) (4.05) (1.22) (-.39)

100 .0001 1.1044 .934 .0000 .9872 .935
(.34) (2.68) (.01) (-.38)

200 -.0000 1.1093 .917 -.0001 .9953 .931
(-.01) (2.06) (-.80) (-.13)

25 -.0023 1.1533 .970 -.0037 .9304 .983
(-.93) (5.66) (-1.77) (-4.14)

a3 50 .0009 1.1552 .971 -.0009 1.0023 .988
(.65) (5.82) (-1.01) (.16)

100 -.0002 1.1157 .957 -.0000 1.0159 .981
(-.31) (3.70) (-.02) (.84)

200 .0001 1.1057 .959 -.0002 1.0168 .990
(.28) (3.35) (-1.02) (1.21)

25 -.0089 1.2099 .971 -.0043 .9958 .984
(-3.41) (7.71) (-2.16) (-.25)

a4 50 -.0020 1.1723 .975 -.0009 1.0455 .992
(-1.62) (6.93) (-1.25) (3.68)

100 -.0007 1.1601 .969 -.0001 1.0342 .989
(-.92) (5.83) (-.25) (2.34)

200 -.0002 1.0899 .971 -.0001 1.0164 .991
(-.54) (3.55) (-.40) (1.26)

Table 5: OLS estimates of a and p, where approximations (9a) and (10) (left) as well as (11) (right) are based on
estimates for around 60 stationary eigenvalue combinations, each simulated 10,000 times. t ratios in brackets refer
to tests of zero intercept and unit slope, respectively.

The following two tables concern the eight estimates of the second

order system (8). As already stated, Tj0stheim and Paulsen's approximation will differ

from Nicholls and Pope's for every order p greater than one, but for p=2 the difference

is smaller than for higher-order systems. In fact, comparing (9a), (9b) and (10) makes

it clear that the difference between (9b) and (10) is just the difference between the

T-2 A term in (9b) and A in (9a) since (9a) is equivalent with (10). Thus (9b) and
T-l
(10) will differ only by (T-I)-lA, which can be sizeable in very small samples but not

really for the four sample sizes chosen here. Nevertheless, it is of course of interest to

see what effects (if any) this difference has on the accuracy of the two approximations,

and whether it is possible to say that one of them performs better than the other.

Therefore there are three columns of regression results in Table 6 below, in which

approximations are based on true parameters; one for (9b), one for (10) and one for

(11). Table 7 holds corresponding results for approximations based on estimates.
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Sample (9b) (10) (11)
Parameter size a b K- a b K- a b R2

25 -.0010 1.3998 .886 -.0017 1.3798 .896 .0027 1.2092 .905
(-.83) (22.3) (-1.57) (22.7) (2.54) (15.0)

all 50 -.0003 1.2489 .937 -.0005 1.2387 .940 .0008 1.1662 .951
(-.77) (21.5) (-1.33) (21.3) (2.32) (17.6)

100 -.0001 1.1309 .964 -.0002 1.1259 .965 .0001 1.0934 .971
(-1.17) (16.8) (-1.57) (16.4) (.98) (13.8)

200 -.0000 1.0684 .959 -.0000 1.0659 .959 .0000 1.0501 .961
(-040) (8.71) (-.59) (8.42) (.57) (6.67)

25 -.0002 1.0944 .424 -.0002 1.1365 .478 .0001 .8943 .642
(-.79) (2.07) (-.83) .(3.23) (.50) (-3.87)

a 12 50 -.0001 1.1051 .599 -.0001 1.1088 .618 .0000 .9895 .733
(-.62) (3.26) (-.63) (3.50) (.11) (-043)

100 -.0000 1.0628 .579 -.0000 1.0604 .584 .0000 1.0017 .670
(-.26) (1.94) (-.25) (1.89) (.36) (.06)

200 -.0001 1.0158 .432 -.0001 1.0131 .433 -.0000 .9736 .490
(-1.68) (.38) (-1.68) (.32) (-.60) (-.65)

25 .0252 1.1664 .971 .0243 1.1572 .971 .0262 1.0699 .952
(28.1) (23.1) (27.2) (22.0) (22.5) (8.16)

a 13 50 .0075 1.1135 .984 .0073 1.1092 .984 .0080 1.0720 .982
(23.7) (22.6) (23.1) (21.8) (23.5) (13.7)

100 .0016 1.0534 .990 .0016 1.0514 .990 .0018 1.0349 .991
(14.0) (14.4) (13.5) (13.9) (15.5) (9.67)

200 .0003 1.0186 .986 .0003 1.0176 .986 .0004 1.0098 .986
(4.54) (4.28) (4.37) (4.06) (5.21) (2.28)

25 .0000 1.1820 .965 .0000 1.1728 .965 .0008 1.0879 .947
(.21) (22.6) (.21) (21.6) (3.23) (9.53)

a14 50 -.0001 1.1170 .967 -.0001 1.1128 .967 .0001 1.0783 .966
(-.70) (16.0) (-.70) (15.5) (1.31) (l0.8)

100 .0000 1.0473 .957 .0000 1.0454 .957 .0000 1.0306 .958
(.07) (5.95) (.07) (5.72) (.98) (3.96)

200 -.0000 1.0102 .924 -.0000 1.0093 .924 -.0000 1.0024 .924
(-.72) (.99) (-.72) (.90) (-.38) (.24)

25 .0005 1.0877 .457 .0005 1.1293 .516 -.0025 .8852 .664
(.38) (2.08) (.39) (3.31) (-2.57) (-5.11)

a21 50 .0002 1.1015 .691 .0002 1.1064 .714 -.0007 .9828 .806
(AI) (3.86) (.43) (4.26) (-2.16) (-1.00)

100 .0000 1.0782 .821 .0000 1.0761 .828 -.0002 1.0122 .868
(.14) (4.35) (.14) (4.35) (-1.70) (.87)

200 .0000 1.0321 .796 .0000 1.0299 .797 -.0001 .9958 .809
(.03) (1.72) (.03) (1.61) (-.75) (-.24)

25 -.0009 1.4134 .887 -.0017 1.3931 .898 .0063 1.1931 .902
(-.80) (23.0) (-1.56) (23.4) (5.58) (13.7)

a22 50 -.0003 1.2569 .939 -.0005 1.2465 .942 .0017 1.1653 .954
(-.93) (22.5) (-1.51) (22.4) (5.20) (18.0)

100 -.0001 1.1370 .968 -.0002 1.1318 .969 .0004 1.0963 .975
(-1.11) (18.6) (-1.54) (18.2) (3.50) (15.3)

200 -.0001 1.0619 .964 -.0002 1.0594 .964 -.0000 1.0425 .966
(-2.46) (8.45) (-2.67) (8.15) (-044) (6.08)

25 -.0002 1.1887 .976 -.0002 1.1794 .976 -.0040 1.0935 .957
(-0.26) (28.7) (-.26) (27.4) (-3.64) (11.3)

G23 50 .0001 1.1227 .986 .0001 1.1184 .986 -.0008 1.0833 .984
(.44) (25.9) (.44) (25.1) (-2.54) (16.8)

100 -.0000 1.0601 .990 -.0000 1.0581 .990 -.0002 1.0428 .991
(-.08) (16.1) (-.08) (15.6) (-2.07) (12.0)

200 .0000 1.0223 .986 .0000 1.0213 .986 -.0000 1.0141 .987
(.70) (5.19) (.70) (4.97) (-.12) (3.36)

25 .0258 1.1710 .967 .0248 1.1618 .967 .0285 1.0478 .929
(26.9) (22.2) (26.5) (21.2) (19.7) (4.61)

a24 50 .0073 1.1136 .984 .0070 1.1093 .984 .0085 1.0632 .976
(22.9) (2204) (22.4) (21.7) (21.8) (10.7)

100 .0016 1.0550 .990 .0016 1.0530 .990 .0020 1.0333 .989
(13.7) (14.3) (13.3) (13.8) (15.9) (8.52)

200 .0003 1.0218 .986 .0003 1.0209 .986 .0004 1.0117 .986
(4.29) (4.97) (4.11) (4.76) (5.63) (2.69)

Table 6: OLS estimates of a and Pin the model Bias = a + p·Approx. + t, where the approximations to the bias
are, from left to right, (9b), (10) and (11), all based on true parameters. t ratios refer to tests of zero intercept and
unit slope, respectively. Based on 784 stationary eigenvalue combinations, each simulated 10,000 times.
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The regression results for the approximations based on true parameters

applied to (8) are much less impressive than when applied to (7). Recall that (9a), (10)

and (11) appeared to model the bias of (7) almost perfectly for sample sizes 50, 100

and 200, while overadjusting in a sanlple of 25 observations. Here however, all three

approximations severely understate the bias of autoregressive estimates (all' a13, 622

and a24) for all four sample sizes. Judging by the high t ratios even for T=200, it would

appear that much longer series than 200 are required for the bias approximations to

achieve the desired unit slopes and zero intercepts. Still, the strong correlation between

approximation and bias for autoregressive estimates indicates that the approximations

may nevertheless be apt, except for the fact that they need scaling up. In the case of tIle

second-order autoregressive estimates G13 and a24 there is also the problem of highly

significant intercept estimates G, meaning that the approximations will incorrectly

indicate al3 and a24 as biased when in fact they are urtbiased, and vice versa.

The performance of the approximations with regard to the second-order

cross-term estimates t1 14 and a23 is very similar to their performance for all and G22, i.e.

high correlations, insignificant intercept estimates and slope estimates significantly in

excess of unity (although for G14, b is not significantly greater than one when Tis 200)0

The most serious failure of the approximations in Table 6 is for the first-order cross

terms a12 and a21 though. In particular, squared correlations are alarmingly low, only

between 40 and 80 per cent for (9b) and (10). Though they are considerably higher for

(11), indicating that the failure may in part at least be due to second-order effects, they

are still considerably lower than for the other six estimates. It is no comfort that the t

ratios of some slope estimates do not differ significantly from unity, since that is

mainly an effect of the poor explanatory power of the three approximations. Why they

should perform so much worse for G12 and £121 than for a14 and a23 (or, for that matter,

for a2 and a3 of the first-order system) remains a puzzleo

As for the relative performance of (9b), (10) and (11), the first two yield

very similar regression results, which is consistent with the small differences between

(9b) and (10) whenp is only 2. Therefore it is difficult to decide which one is better,

but since the high t ratios of b are slightly smaller for (10) than for (9b) and the

correlations generally are stronger for (10) as well, (10) appears to be preferable to

(9b) for second-order bivariate VAR models (to obtain stronger evidence, models of

much higher order than 2 would have to be simulated). The comparison between (10)

and (11) is more obvious, and basically in favour of the latter. Slope estimates as well

as their t ratios are much smaller for (11), thus it understates the bias less on average,

and correlations are also higher in most cases.
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Sample
Parameter size a

(9b)

b a

(10)
b a

(11)
b

25 -.0005 1.8254 .913 -.0024 1.7455 .936 .0039 1.5217 .931
(-.44) (38.2) (-2.85) (44.2) (4.29) (34.0)

all 50 -.0002 1.4119 .942 -.0006 1.3875 .952 .0012 1.2932 .962
(-.40) (30.6) (-1.80) (34.2) (4.06) (31.3)

100 -.0001 1.2032 .962 -.0001 1.1950 .968 .0003 1.1516 .975
(-.55) (22.2) (-1.19) (24.9) (2.93) (22.7)

200 .0000 1.1049 .959 .0000 1.1045 .958 .0001 1.0836 .960
(.02) (11.1) (.04) (11.1) (1.82) (10.6)

25 -.0006 1.6468 .592 -.0004 1.6748 .689 -.0002 1.0226 .618
(-2.40) (12.5) (-2.05) (16.1) (-.96) (.75)

a l2 50 -.0002 1.2846 .625 .0000 1.2958 .656 .0001 1.0646 .684
(-1.91) (7.55) (.27) (8.62) (.80) (2.44)

100 -.0001 1.1443 .564 -.0000 1.1633 .583 -.0000 1.0605 .596
(-1.31) (3.78) (-.33) (4.63) (-.39) (1.93)

200 -.0001 .9617 .375 -.0000 1.0788 .429 -.0000 1.0350 .434
(-1.85) (-.81) (-1.48) (1.77) (-1.48) (.83)

25 .0254 1.6272 .945 .0219 1.6026 .939 .0244 1.4794 .907
(18.7) (41.6) (16.6) (39.9) (14.7) (27.4)

a l3 50 .0069 1.3080 .979 .0067 1.3143 .970 .0078 1.2672 .964
(17.3) (41.5) (15.2) (37.5) (16.1) (30.1)

100 .0014 1.1414 .989 .0016 1.1603 .980 .0020 1.1392 .979
(10.8) (30.9) (9.78) (27.0) (11.6) (23.4)

200 .0003 1.0607 .986 .0004 1.0802 .974 .0005 1.0698 .974
(3.85) (12.4) (4.49) (12.6) (5.47) (11.1)

25 .0003 1.6522 .935 .0001 1.5714 .937 .0003 1.3789 .881
(1.05) (38.4) (.35) (38.0) (.76) (20.3)

a 14 50 -.0000 1.3146 .964 -.0001 1.2809 .962 -.0001 1.2072 .950
(-.14) (31.7) (-1.60) (30.2) (-1.23) (20.6)

100 -.0000 1.1386 .958 -.0000 1.1342 .956 -.0000 1.1134 .955
(-.05) (14.9) (-.84) (15.3) (-.87) (13.0)

200 -.0000 1.0524 .928 -.0001 1.0583 .924 -.0001 1.0499 .924
(-1.24) (4.59) (-2.33) (5.38) (-2.32) (4.64)

25 .0012 1.6204 .625 .0003 1.6843 .766 .0001 1.2864 .821
(1.21) (13.2) (.34) (19.6) (.08) (12.8)

a21 50 .0004 1.2746 .743 -.0002 1.3002 .798 -.0004 1.1366 .874
(1.25) (9.78) (-.79) (12.5) (-1.52) (8.63)

100 .0001 1.1513 .834 -.0000 1.1687 .850 -.0000 1.0873 .886
(.86) (7.88) (-.21) (9.56) (-.28) (6.23)

200 .0000 1.0702 .800 .0000 1.0714 .804 .0000 1.0301 .816
(.49) (3.51) (.14) (3.79) (.16) (1.73)

25 -.0016 1.8551 .908 -.0029 1.7335 .934 .0042 1.5148 .938
(-1.33) (37.3) (-3.51) (43.1) (4.94) (35.7)

Q
22 50 -.0007 1.4225 .941 -.0008 1.3649 .954 .0011 1.2749 .970

(-1.59) (30.4) (-2.57) (33.5) (4.20) (33.5)

100 -.0002 1.2065 .966 -.0003 1.1858 .969 .0002 1.1438 .967
(-1.52) (23.6) (-2.29) (24.5) (1.87) (22.4)

200 -.0002 1.0702 .960 -.0002 1.0852 .962 -.0001 1.0642 .964
(-2.46) (3.51) (-2.78) (11.1) (-1.00) (8.79)

25 -.0017 1.6437 .944 -.0002 1.5841 .948 -.0004 1.4305 .914
(-1.27) (41.6) (-.26) (42.6) (-.29) (26.6)

a23 50 -.0002 1.3153 .980 .0001 1.2966 .981 .0004 1.2478 .973
(-.50) (43.3) (.44) (45.1) (1.03) (33.1)

100 -.0000 1.1482 .990 -.0000 1.1420 .989 .0001 1.1235 .988
(-.13) (23.5) (-.08) (23.3) (.63) (20.5)

200 .0001 1.0646 .987 .0000 1.0627 .986 .0001 1.0542 .986
(1.47) (13.6) (.70) (13.6) (1.92) (12.1)

25 .0279 1.6396 .939 .0227 1.5821 .944 .0168 1.3583 .912
(19.3) (40.3) (17.9) (41.0) (l0.8) (23.2)

a24 50 .0072 1.3120 .978 .0054 1.2776 .980 .0060 1.2230 .977
(7.90) (41.7) (15.3) (41.9) (15.7) (32.5)

100 .0016 1.1458 .989 .0013 1.1372 .989 .0016 1.1147 .988
(11.6) (31.4) (10.4) (31.5) (12.4) (26.4)

200 .0003 1.0671 .986 .0002 1.0652 .987 .0003 1.0555 .986
(3.90) 04.I) (3.14) (14.7) (4.57) 02.6)

Table 7: OLS estimates of a. and Pin the model Bias = a + p·Approx. + E, where the approximations to the bias
are, from left to right, (9b), (10) and (11), all based on estimates. t ratios refer to tests of zero intercept and unit
slope, respectively. Based on 784 stationary eigenvalue combinations, each simulated 10,000 times.
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Table 7 holds the more interesting regression results for (9b), (10) and

(11) based on estimates. Not surprisingly, the results are less impressive than in Table

6 because approximations tend to understate the bias more when based on estimates

than when based on true parameters. Slope estimates clearly in excess of unity indicate

that the problem of bias understatement is worse when estimates are used, as it was in

the frrst-order case as well. The t ratios for T=200 are greater than 10 for most

parameters, thus it would appear to take much longer series than that for the

approximations to work well. Estimated intercepts are insignificant in many cases but

are always significant for the second-order autoregressive estimates a13 and G24, as they

are in Table 6 as welL Thus using estimates instead of true parameters does not affect

intercepts. Squared sample correlations are also about the same as in Table 6, but

generally somewhat higher for first-order estimates and slightly lower for second-order

estimates. Though still very low, the correlations for a12 and a21 improve considerably

when estimates are used.

4.3 Bias-Reduced Estimates

As a natural consequence of the relatively successful results in the previous section, it

would appear possible to use the three approximations to reduce the bias of A.. While

such bias reduction ought to lie in the interest of every VAR model user, it is of course

not obvious that the three approximations presented here should be used. In fact, to the

extent that users have applied bias reduction, Bayesian methods have probably been

employed (notably BVAR; cf. Section 201). Other possible means of reducing the bias

include constrained estimation (imposing zero restrictions, for instance) and, as

Section 3.4 indicated, estimating a model of too high an order and discarding

parameter estimates of higher order may, in some cases at least, reduce bias as well.

Ridge regression is another potential way to reduce bias, but one which has not been

pursued and whose qualities are unknown.

Here however, the focus will be on the bias of A. before and after the

approximate bias has been deducted. Since basing the approximations on true

parameters has no meaning in terms of bias reduction, only approximations based on

estimates will be used, and hence it is reasonable to expect some bias to remain even

after the operation, bearing in mind the results presented in the previous section.
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Starting with the first-order model (7), Figure 97 shows the remaining

bias of at after (9a) (or (10), since they are equivalent here) based on estimates has

been subtracted and Figure 98 the remaining bias after (11) based on estimates has

been subtracted from the bias depicted in Figure 61 (since unit-root combinations have

been included here, it is more appropriate to compare with Figure 61 than Figure 1).

Figure 97: Bias ofa1 less value of (9a); sample size 25 Figure 98: Bias ofa1 less value of (11); sample size 25

Notice the change of scales here; whereas the bias of a1 in Figure 61 forms a plane

approximately from -.2 to .1, the remaining bias in Figures 97 and 98 runs

approximately from -.06 to .03, so bias reduction appears to work. Remaining bias is

still mainly significant tll0Ugh; standard errors (now of course composed by the

variance of aI' the variance of the approximation based on estimates, and the

covariance between the two) range from .002 to .004 in this case, therefore only a

small number of eigenvalue combinations in the interiors of Figures 97 and 98 have

insignificant biases. (Later in this section (Figures 129 and 130) this issue will be

addressed specifically.) For most eigenvalue combinations the ratio between bias and

standard error is much smaller now than without bias reduction though (cf. Figure 49).

Unit-root combinations, and to some extent combinations involving

eigenvalues of .9, apparently cause (9a) and (10) some trouble in Figure 97 above, the

left wing of the figure being much more negative than the rest. It is obvious that as the

right-hand eigenvalue approaches unity, it becomes increasingly difficult for (9a) and

(10) to approximate the negative bias of til satisfactorily. Fortunately though, the

second-order terms in (11) appear to handle that problem, almost c0!TIpletely adjusting
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the left wing in Figure 98. The figure still bends though, indicating tllat a fuller

second-order approximation than (11) or perhaps an approximation of even higher

order is called for. It is nonetheless a great success that (11), which was developed

precisely in order to better handle situations where first-order approximations would

fail, has essentially the same effects as (9a) or (10) in regions where the first-order

approximation performs well, but steps in to improve the performance in regions

where it fails, in this case on the left.

Figure 99: Bias of Qlless value of (9a); sample size 50 Figure 100: Bias of Qlless value of (11); sample size 50

As the sample size increases, the effects found in Figures 97 and 98

emerge even more clearly. For a sample of 50 observations, Figure 99 illustrates how

the clearly positive bias ofalan the right is reduced almost to zero by (9a) or (10), but

also that the approximations are only partly successful in reducing the negative bias on

the left, leaving a plane in Figure 99 which declines sharply from zero to -.04 as the

right-hand eigenvalue approaches unity. This is greatly improved by (11) in Figure

100 though, except in the (1,1) corner (the integrated but not cointegrated case) where

much of the bias still remains.
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Fig. 101: Bias of Q1less value of (9a); sample size 100 Fig. 102: Bias of Q1less value of (11); sample size 100

As the sample size increases to 100 (Figures 101 and 102) and 200

(Figures 103 and 104) the same effect can again be found: The positive bias on the

right is approximated almost perfectly by the first-order approximation but the

negative bias on the left is approximated increasingly worse as the right-hand

eigenvalue approaches unity, causing the left-hand sections of the surfaces to bend

down sharply. Using the second-order approximation (11) improves the situation in

that region but still leaves considerable (and significant, as it will turn out) negative

bias, in particular as both eigenvalues are close to or at unity (the case of first-order

integration but no cointegration). Elsewhere, however, the second-order terms of (11)

have little effect, as demonstrated by the ridge of remaining positive (and significant)

bias in the back ofFigure 103 below, which returns virtually unaffected in Figure 104.
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Fig. 103: Bias of Q1 less value of (9a); sample size 200 Fig. 104: Bias of Q1 1ess value of(11); sample size 200
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Figure 105: Bias of Q2 less value of (9a); sample size 25 Figure 106: Bias of Q2less value of (11); sample size 25

A completely different picture obtains as the biases of the cross-term

estimates a2 and Q3 are approximated. Recall that the biases of Q2 and of Q3 have been

found to form more or less linear functions of both eigenvalues rather than of only one,

as in the case of al and G4• The approximations appear to be less able of handling the

bias here than they proved to be for a1; in particular (11) does not prove as effective

here as it did before. Figure 105 depicts the remaining bias from Figure 63 after the

first-order approximation has been applied to reduce the bias. Most of the bias is gone,

but some negative bias remains as the left-hand eigenvalue approaches unity and some

positive bias as the right-hand eigenvalue tends to unity. The second-order

approximation works in the right direction in both these areas, but to such an extent

that in Figure 106 there are in fact two (significantly) positive bias peaks where

negative bias prevailed in Figure 105. On the left as well, whereas there is significantly

positive remaining bias in Figure 105, in Figure 106 the bias is slightly negative, so

(11) appears to overadjust as eigenvalues approach unity.
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Figure 107: Bias of Q2 1ess value of (9a); sample size 50 Figure 108: Bias ofa2 less value of (11); sample size 50
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Figures 107 and 108 illustrate the corresponding remaining biases when

the sample size is 50. Using the first-order approximation to reduce the bias of a2

leaves the bias shown in Figure 107, which is similar to that in Figure 105, with

negative remaining bias at the front and positive bias on the left. Again the second

order approximation appears to overadjust along the edges, leaving partly positive

front bias and partly negative left-hand bias. The second-order terms appear to have

little or no effect elsewhere.

However, in samples of 100 (Figures 109 and 110) or 200 (Figures 111

and 112), using (11) does not appear to cause overadjustment. The same sort of

remaining bias shapes as before can be found in Figures 109 and 111 as well,

significant biases occurring mainly along the front and left-hand edges. Applying (11)

instead of (9a) or (10) reduces most of them to smaller (but in some cases still

significant) levels in Figures 110 and 112, where apparently (11) works in the right

direction without overadjusting the bias.

Fig. 109: Bias ofa2 less value of (9a); sample size 100 Fig. 110: Bias ofa2 less value of (11); sample size 100

Turning to a3 , the other cross-term estimate of (7), similar results are to

be expected since in this particular setting a3 will always be the same function of a2

(a3 =-5a2 ). However, as Figures 113 through 120 indicate, the remaining bias of G3 is

more regular and in a sense more systematic than the remaining bias of a2 presented

above, which ought to improve the bias-reducing performance of (11) here.
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Fig. 111: Bias of el2 less value of (9a); sample size 200 Fig. 112: Bias of ti2 less value of (11); sample size 200

For the smallest sample size (T=25), Figure 113 below reveals that

using a first-order bias approximation to reduce the bias of 63 (depicted in Figure 65)

leaves positive biases when the left-hand eigenvalue approaches (positive or negative)

unity, and negative biases when the right-hand eigenvalue approaches unity, together

fanning a hyperbolic parabola in three dimensions. The second-order approximation

(Figure 114) has very little effect on the rear positive bias and the right-hand slightly

negative bias, but very dramatic effects on the left-hand negative bias, which it reduces

almost entirely, and on the positive bias in the foreground, where again (11)

overadjusts, making it significantly negative in Figure 114. Nevertheless, in this case

the second-order approximation must be said to work as intended, reducing the

remaining bias in regions where one or both eigenvalues approach unity while

virtually not affecting the remaining bias at all elsewhere.

Figure 113: Bias of Q3 less value of (9a); sample size 25 Figure 114: Bias of Q3 less value-of(l!); sample size 25
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Figure 115: Bias ofa3 less value of (9a); sample size 50 Figure 116: Bias ofa3 less value of (11); sample size 50

Basically the same hyperbolic bias shape as before can be found in

Figure 115 for T=50, but this time the second-order approximation does not overadjust

as it did for 25 observations. As Figure 116 demonstrates, (11) now reduces the

positive bias in front to more or less the same levels as the negative bias on the left.

But again it has little or no effect on tIle rear positive and the right-hand negative

biaseso

_,,0

Fig. 117: Bias ofa3 less value of (9a); sample size 100 Fig. 118: Bias ofa3 less value of (11); sample size 100

For T=100 the remaining bias in Figure 117 has a less regular shape

than for the two smaller sample sizes, but regions of negative bias on the left and of

positive bias in the back and in the foreground can still be found. Once again (11)

handles the left-hand negative bias very well, but apparently the second-order bias

reduction is too small in the region of positive bias closest to the reader, since there is

still some positive bias left in Figure 118.
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Fig. 119: Bias of a3 less value of (9a); sample size 200 Fig. 120: Bias of 63 less value of (11); sample size 200

The results of using a first-order approximation to reduce the bias of a3

(depicted in Figure 66) when T is 200 can be found in Figure 119. It has a highly

irregular shape with unexpected positive peaks on the right and in the (-.9,-.9) comer,

but as before there is still a negative bias on the left and regions of positive bias in the

background as well as in the foreground. The second-order approximation reduces the

left-hand negative bias and the positive bias in front, but is of course completely

unable to handle the two positive peaks and the rear positive bias.

Finally, the remaining bias of a4 is very similar to that of ell except for

the interchanged roles of the two eigenvalues. For T=25 , reducing the bias of t14

(depicted in Figure 67) by a first-order approximation leaves the mainly negative bias

found in Figure 121.
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Figure 121: Bias of Q4 less value of (9a); sample size 25 Figure 122: Bias of Q4 less value of (11); sample size 25
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It is positive only around the (-.9,-.9) comer and, parallel to the case of a1 in Figure

97, increasingly negative as the left-hand eigenvalue increases. Thus the potential for

further bias reduction in that region is great, and as Figure 122 shows, using the

second-order approximation indeed reduces the negative bias considerably except for

in and around the (1,1) comer (the first-order integrated but not cointegrated case),

which again is parallel to the case of ale It should also be noted that (11) actually adds

to the negative bias as the right-hand eigenvalue approaches unity in Figure 122, but as

usual the second-order terms have negligible effects elsewhere.

0000 0.000

Figure 123: Bias of £14 less value of (9a); sample size 50 Figure 124: Bias of £14 less value of (11); sample size 50

As the sample size increases to 50 (Figures 123 and 124) and 100

(Figures 125 and 126), using the expanded bias approximation to reduce the bias finds

even stronger support in the graphs. For instance, whereas Figure 123 indicates that

(9a) and (10) reduce the positive bias well but leave considerable negative bias as tIle

left-hand eigenvalue increases, Figure 124 shows that the second-order terms of (11)

are higWy capable of handling that negative bias, again except in the (1,1) comer (and

to some extent around the right-hand comer). Here again (11) appears to add to the

negative bias of a4 as the right-hand eigenvalue approaches unity but leaves the

interior of Figure 123 largely unaffected.

In Figure 125, even though its interior is less regular than for 25 or 50

observations, the same pattern of sharply increasing negative bias can be found as the

left-hand eigenvalue increases. And once again, the second-order terms of (11) handle

this negative bias well, reducing it almost completely except in and around the (1,1)

comer in Figure 126.
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Fig. 125: Bias of Q4 less value of (9a); sample size 100 Fig. 126: Bias of Q4 less value of (11); sample size 100

Finally, the remaining bias of a4 when then sample size is 200 is

depicted in Figures 127 and 128 (cf. Figure 68 for the original bias). It is obviously

much less regular than for the snlaller sample sizes and holds a number of bias peaks

which (11) is as unable to reduce as the first-order approximations are. As expected

though, the second-order approximatiol1 manages to reduce the front negative bias in

Figure 127, and actually does a decent job in the (1,1) corner as well.
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Fig. 127: Bias of Q4 1ess value of(9a); sample size 200 Fig. 128: Bias of Q4 1ess value of (11); sample size 200
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Before turning to the results for two of the estimates in the second-order

model (8), some results concerning the significance of the remaining bias displayed in

Figures 97 through 128 are due. As already indicated in connection with the bias plots,

using (9a), (10) or (11) to reduce the bias normally does not leave unbiased estimates

in the cases investigated here; significantly biased estimates are still to be expected,

but in most cases the ratios between remaining bias and its standard error will be much

smaller than in the corresponding Figures 49 to 56. Computing the standard errors is

more complicated than in Section 3.2 though; since the definition of a bias-reduced

estimate is the original estimate less a bias approximation based on that estimate, the

standard error is no longer a function merely of the sample variance of the 10,000

estimates, but also of the variance of the 10,000 generated bias approximatiol1s and of

the covariances between estimates and approximations based on estimates. Since the

generated approximations based on estimates are less variable than their parameter

estimates, the added variance will be of a smaller order of magnitude than the first

variance. Estimated covariances can be substantial though, and since the

approximations are often positively correlated with the parameter estimates, the

resulting standard errors will sometimes be smaller than in Section 3.2. When the

estimated correlation is negative though, as is often the case if eigenvalues are close to

positive or negative unity, standard errors will of course increase.

Figure 129: Relative of bias a1 less value of (9a); T=25 Figure 130: Relative bias of £11 less value of(11); T=25

The relative biases of the bias-reduced estimates of a l are graphed in

Figures 129 and 130, Figure 129 showing the results of using a first-order

approximation to reduce the bias (cf. Fig 97) and Figure 130 those of the second-order

approximation (cf. Fig 98). Since the sample size is 25 here, both figures may be
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compared with Figure 49, which holds the relative bias ofal (but whereas Figure 49 is

based only on stationary eigenvalue combinations, Figures 129 and 130 include unit

root cases as well). As the figures indicate, the bias-reduced estimate can still be

expected to be significantly biased, but the relative biases are much smaller (between

-30 to 8) than without bias reduction (recall that the corresponding ratios in Figure 49

ranged approximately from -85 to 40). Only for a small number of interior eigenvalue

combinations are the bias-reduced estimates insignificantly biased (at the 5 per cent

level, absolute relative bias not in excess of 1.96), but even if for most combinations a

significant bias remains, it can be expected to be much smaller than without bias

reduction. It should also be pointed out that the differences between Figure 129 and

Figure 130 essentially reflect different remaining biases (cf. Figures 97 and 98). It is

true that tIle denominators, i.e. the standard errors, will also be different since the

second variance and the covariance will differ, but this effect is mucil smaller than the

different numerators.

Like in Section 3.2, relative bias graphs are given for two sample sizes

only, 25 and 200 observations. Figures 131 and 132 show the relative biases of the

bias-reduced estimate of at based on 200 observations, and therefore they relate to

Figure 50. As before, the ranges of relative biases are much smaller than without bias

reduction (-20 to 3 instead of -40 to 25), but more importantly, the majority of bias

reduced estinlates turn out not to be 5 per cent significantly biased. Only along the

edges of Figures 131 and 132 is significant bias still to be expected.
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Figure 131: Relative bias of at less value of (9a); T=200 Figure 132: Relative bias of at less value of (11); T=200

Turning to the bias-reduced estimates of a2, Figures 133 and 134 show

their relative bias based on a sample of 25 observations. Without bias correction, the

relative bias ranges from -25 to 35 and is insignificant only by exception (cf. Figure
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51) but after bias reduction the range of relative biases is reduced approximately to -8

to 8, most of them being smaller than 1.96 in absolute terms. Like in the case of aI'
adding second-order terms tends to reduce the relative bias even more.

_,,0

Figure 133: Relative bias of Q2 less value of (9a); T=25 Figure 134: Relative bias of Q2 less value of (11); T=25
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Increasing the sample size to 200 of course reduces the relative bias in Figures 135 and

136, and more importantly, using the second-order approximation makes the estimate

of a2 insignificantly (at the 5 per cent level) biased in Figure 136 for most of the edge

combinations for which a significant bias remains in Figure 135.
6 6

-2 -2

Figure 135: Relative bias of Q2 less value of (9a); T=200 Figure 136: Relative bias of Q2 less value of (11); T=200

As demonstrated earlier in this section, even though the 5-to-1 relation between

a3 and a2 imposed by the experiment desigl1 can be found in their biases, after bias reduction it

is more difficult to distinguish. As Figures 137 and 138 show, more regularly shaped relative

bias plots than for a2 obtain, but with more significant biases. Nonetheless, the relative biases,

ranging between -15 and 15, are of course smaller than without bias reduction (Figure 53).
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Figure 137: Relative bias of Q3 less value of (9a); T=25 Figure 138: Relative bias of 63 less value of (11); T=25

As Figures 113 and 114 have demonstrated, (11) grossly overadjusts for bias in the

foreground region, making the relative bias in Figure 138 more or less as large as in

Figure 137, but negative instead of positive. On the other hand, the second-order terms

appear to work satisfactorily along the left-hand edge, reducing the negative bias in

Figure 137 to mostly insignificant levels in Figure 138.
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Figure 139: Relative bias of Q3 less value of (9a); T=200 Figure 140: Relative bias of 63 less value of (11); T=200

Increasing tIle sample size to 200 leaves less regular relative bias shapes

in Figures 139 and 140, with the same two distinguishing peaks as in Figures 119 and

120. For tIle majority of eigenvalue combinations the remaining bias appears to be

insignificant though, and using (11) to reduce the bias of a3 dramatically improves the

results along the front and left-hand edges. Its performance around the opposite (1,-.9)

and (-.9,1) comers is particularly impressive; in both cases extrem~ biases in Figure

139 are reduced to more normal and insignificant levels in Figure 140.
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Figure 141: Relative bias of Q4 1ess value of (9a); T=25 Figure 142: Relative bias of Q4 less value of (11); T=25

Finally, the predominantly negative remaining bias of a4 when the

sample size is 25 (cf. Figure 121) turns out in Figure 141 to be highly significant, with

bias-to-standard error ratios close to -20 as the left-hand eigenvalue approaches unity.

Whereas adding second-order terms improves the results considerably along the front,

it actually makes relative biases even more negative along the left-hand edge, and has

little effect elsewhere. It should also be noted that adding second-order terms has

virtually no effect at all in the (1,1) comer, where a highly significant negative bias

still prevails.

Figure 143: Relative bias of Q4 less value of (9a); T=200 Figure 144: Relative bias of Q4 1ess value of (11); T=200

Though much less regular, the bias plots for sample size 200 look far

more encouraging. As Figure 143 indicates, reducing the bias ofa4 by a first-order bias
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approximation leaves 5 per cent significant bias only at a rear bias peak and for some

eigenvalue combinations at the front. The second-order approximation handles most of

them well though, including the (1,1) combination, but is incapable of reducing the

positive bias peak in the rear.

Let us now focus on the corresponding results for all and al4 of the

second-order model (8). As before, those two estimates are taken to represent all eight

in order for the display of results to be relatively compact. Since the autoregressive

order p is now 2, Tj0stheim-Paulsen's and Nicholls-Pope's approximations will no

longer be equivalent, therefore using (9b) or (10) to reduce the bias of Ain (8) will

yield different results, and so for each sample size below there will be three bias plots;

one for (9b) based on estimates, one for (10) based on estimates, and one for (11)

based on estimates.
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Figure 145: Bias of all less (9b) Figure 146: Bias of all less (10) Figure 147: Bias ofall less (11)
Based on estimates; sample size 25. Scales represent eigenvalue sums Pll+P12 and P13+P14

Figures 145, 146 and 147 depict the remaining bias ofall to be expected

after bias reduction using (9b), (10) or (11), respectively, all based on estimates.

Comparing these bias plots with Figure 69 (since unit-root combinations are included

here, Figure 69 provides a better illustration than Figure 33 of the bias before bias

reduction) verifies that all three approximations perform well in the sense that they

reduce the bias of all in a sample of 25 observations. But their performance is less

impressive than in the case of (7) because they significantly understate the bias of all

(as demonstrated in Section 4.2), leaving considerable (and significant) unadjusted

bias. This is particularly true in and around the (2,2) corner (where all four eigenvalues

are at unity, so that the two series are 1(2) but not cointegrated) and along the CI(2,2)

edges, where on the left a negative bias remains, on the right a positive bias. Whereas

(9b) and (10) perform almost identically, (11) handles second-order (co-)integration
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better, reducing the left-hand negative as well as the right-hand positive bias. At the

same time it is clear that much bias remains even after the second-order approximation

has been applied, and this remaining bias will turn out to be significant in Figure 170.
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Figure 148: Bias ofall less (9b) Figure 149: Bias of Q11 1ess (10) Figure 150: Bias ofall less (11)
Based on estimates; sample size 50. Scales represent eigenvalue sums Pll+P12 and PI3+P14

The same results obtain even more clearly as the sample size increases

to 50, 100 and 200 observations. Figures 148, 151 and 154 show the bias left

unadjusted by (9b) for these three sample sizes, revealing its inability to handle the

negative bias at and left of the (2,2) comer as well as the positive bias in the Cl(2,2)

situations on the right. Once again, the performance of (10) in Figures 149, 152 and

155 is very similar to that of (9b), whereas (11) appears to have less trouble with

second-order cointegration, reducing the left-hand negative and the right-hand positive

bias considerably. In the (2,2) comer, where there is no cointegration, (11) perfonns as

badly as the first-order approximations. The three approximations also perform more

or less equally well in the interior, in absence of any second-order (co-)integration.

They are all relatively successful in reducing the bias, and as the sample size increases,

more of the remaining bias turns out to be insignificant.
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Figure 151: Bias of alI less (9b) Figure 152: Bias ofall less (10) Figure 153: BiaS of all less (11)
Based on estimates; sample size 100. Scales represent eigenvalue sums PII+P12 and P13+P14
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Figure 154: Bias of all less (9b) Figure 155: Bias ofall less (10) Figure 156: Biasofall less(ll)

Based on estimates; sample size 2000 Scales represent eigenvalue sums Pll+P12 and P13+Pl4

At the end of this section it will be shown that for the larger sample

sizes, the bias of all can in fact be expected to be insignificant for some eigenvalue

combinations, but as the previous section demonstrated, all three approximations tend

to severely understate the bias when based on estimates, thus their bias-reduced

estimates are more likely to be significantly biased than the estimates of (7).

Figure 157: Bias of Q14 less (9b) Figure 158: Bias ofQ14 less (10) Figure 159: Bias of a14 less (11)

Based on estimates; sample size 25. Scales represent eigenvalue products PIl PI2 and P13 P14

In the case ofa14, one of the second-order cross terms in (8), its bias has

previously been found to form a fairly linear function of the eigenvalue products PII P12

and P13 P14' which is also the projection used in the bias plots to follow. The first three

above illustrate the effects of bias reduction using approximations (9b), (10) and (11),

respectively, in a sample of 25 observations. As in the case of all' most of the bias

depicted in Figure 71 is indeed reduced, however as the eigenvalue products tend to

unity (signifying second-order cointegration) the bias approximations perform slightly

worse, leaving unadjusted positive bias at the back as well as negative bias on the

right.
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Also parallel to the case of all' the remaining bias plots of (9b) and (10)

are almost identical, whereas (11) reduces more of the bias arising in cases of second

order cointegration. Even so, it will become clear that most of the remaining bias is

higWy significant for all three approximations.

Figure 160: Bias of £114 less (9b) Figure 161: Bias of £114 less (10) Figure 162: Bias ofa14 1ess (11)
Based on estimates; sample size 50. Scales represent eigenvalue products PII P12 and P13 P14

Doubling the sample size to 50 and then again to 100 has little effect in

terms of conclusions. Figures 160 through 165 indicate that (9b) and (10) again

perform almost identically, understating the positive bias at the back as well as the

negative bias on the right. As Figure 164 suggests though, (10) leaves more negative

right-hand bias unadjusted than (9b). Figures 162 and 165 also confirm that the

second-order approximation olltperforms (9b) and (10) but still leaves considerable

bias in these two regions.
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Figure 163: Bias of £114 less (9b) Figure 164: Bias ofa14 1ess (10) Figure 165: Bias of QI4 1ess (11)

Based on estimates; sample size 100. Scales represent eigenvalue products PII PI2 and P13 P14

When the sample size increases to 200 (Figures 166, 167 and 168)

slightly different results obtain. The approximations again appear to perform more or

less identically, but this time the remaining bias has a less regular shape in the interior

than for the smaller sample sizes, no doubt because the approximations do not
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understate the bias of 1114 as severely as before" The two regions of second-order

cointegration display the same sizeable positive and negative bias as before though, in

particular for (9b) and (10) but to some extent for (11) as well. Figures 175 and 176

will reveal that the remaining bias is higWy significant in these regions. They will also

show whether or not any insignificant bias is likely to remain along the main diagonal,

where a I4 cancels out. So far, the figures have indicated that little bias remains along

that line, in particular for T=200.

Figure 166: Bias ofal4 less (9b) Figure 167: Bias of Ql4 1ess (10) Figure 168: Bias ofa14 less (11)
Based on estimates; sample size 200. Scales represent eigenvalue products PII Pl2 and P13 Pl4

But first Figures 169 and 170 depict the relative bias of all based on 25

observations, after bias reduction using (10) and (11), respectively (since it should be

clear by now that (9b) and (10) perform almost identically, no relative bias plots are

provided for the former approximation). As before, using different approximations to

reduce the bias affects the numerator (the bias) as well as the denominator (its standard

error) of the relative bias, but since standard errors will normally differ only

marginally, differing relative biases will occur mainly as a result ofbias differences.

The remaining bias of all after bias reduction turns out in Figures 169

and 170 to be highly significant for most eigenvalue combinations, relative biases

ranging from -60 to 40 (cf. Figure 57, which includes only stationary eigenvalue

combinations though). At the same time there are quite a few interior combinations for

which the remaining bias is insignificant even when the sample size is only 25, so bias

reduction appears to have at least some positive effect there. Since the second-order

bias approximation was found to outperform the two first-order approximations along

the right-hand and left-hand edges (i.e. in C/(2,1) and CI(2,2) situations) and the

relative bias plots reflect mainly bias differences, Figure 170 generally holds smaller

relative biases than Figure 169.
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Figure 169: Relative bias of all less (10) Figure 170: Relative bias of all less (11)
Based on estimates; sample size 25. Scales represent eigenvalue sums Pll+P12 and P13+P14

Figures 171 and 172 below convey the benefits of bias reduction even

more clearly, because when compared with Figure 58 (the relative bias of all without

bias reduction in a sample of 200, excluding unit-root cases) it is clear that the relative

biases are not only generally much smaller in Figures 171 and 172 (ranging from -25

to 10) but also mostly insignificant. Only along the four edges is the remaining bias

significant, in particular when XI and Yt are 1(2) (with or without cointegration) along

the two front edges.
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Figure 171: Relative bias of Qlliess (10) Figure 172: Relative bias of Qlliess (11)
Based on estimates; sample size 200. Scales represent eigenvalue sums Pl1+P12 and P13+P14
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Figure 173: Relative bias ofQ14 less (10) Figure 174: Relative bias ofa14 less (11)

Based on estimates; sample size 25. Scales represent eigenvalue products Ptt P12 and P13 P14

The corresponding graphs for the remaining bias of a14 can be found in

Figures 173 through 176. Not surprisingly, the remaining rear positive and right-hand

negative bias ofa14 turns out to be highly significant in the above figures (based on 25

observations). Once again a direct comparison with Figure 59 (the relative bias of 614

without bias reduction in a sample of 25) is invalidated by the fact that unit-root

combinations have been included here, but it should be clear that the relative biases are

smaller than without bias reduction.

Figure 175: Relative bias of Q141ess (10) Figure 176: Relative bias of a14 less (11)

Based on estimates; sample size 200. Scales represent eigenvalue products PI 1P12 and P13 PI4

In a sample of 200, most of the relative bias depicted in Figure 60 is

reduced by (10) and (11). However, the failure of (10) to approximate the positive rear

bias as Xl and Yt are CI(2,2) results in enonnous relative biases there. The second-order
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approximation reduces most of the rear bias but still leaves significantly positive bias.

In the interior of Figures 175 and 176, the remaining bias is mainly insignificant,

notably along the main diagonal (where a14=O). But at the same time the dispersion of

biases at each eigenvalue point is so great that significant estimates of a14 along the

main diagonal appear to be highly conceivable, as well as insignificant estimates quite

far away from it.

4.4 Mean Square Error Effects

Some may argue that mean square error rather than bias is the important parameter by

which to evaluate competing estimators. And indeed, little would be gained by bias

reduction if it were to add to the variance so that MSE would increase. However, as

the following figures (Figures 177 to 200) will demonstrate, this is not the case for any

of the three bias reductions nor for any parameter estimate. Mean square errors in fact

turn out to be completely dominated by the bias component for most eigenvalue

combinations because although the variance of bias-reduced estimates is composed of

the original variance, the variance of the approximation based on estimates and the

covariance between the two, the latter two will typically be of a smaller order of

magnitude than the original variance and therefore variances will not be greatly

affected by bias reduction. Since the previous section demonstrated very clearly that

the three bias approximations really do reduce the bias of A, the MSE comparisons

will therefore add very little, mainly reflecting different biases.

The figures in this section depict differences between the MSE before

and after bias reduction, so that positive values reflect MSE reductions resulting from

bias reduction, while negative values indicate that bias reduction increases mean

square errors. MSE difference surfaces will be displayed for sample sizes 25 and 200

only (Brannstrom (1994a) contains more comprehensive MSE tables). For the same

reason as in Section 4.3, approximations are based on estimates rather than true valueso

In the case of the autoregressive estimate a1 of (7), Figures 177 and 178

suggest that there is virtually no MSE difference in a region around p=-.3 on the right

hand scale. This is because al as well as the bias-reduced estimates are unbiased in that

region, thus MSE differences there will reflect mainly differences between the

variance of a1 and the variance of the bias-reduced estimate. As already pointed out,

these differences are of a small order of magnitudee On both sides of that region
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though, the surfaces are clearly positive, indicating sizeable MSE reductions in favour

of the bias-reduced estimates. The slightly higher surface in Figure 178 than in Figure

177 suggests that (11) reduces mean square error more than (9a) and (10) as the right

hand eigenvalue tends to unity, but for all practical purposes the two figures below are

identical.
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Figure 177: MSE(al ) - MSE(a l less (9a) or (10»; T=25 Figure 178: MSE(a1) - MSE(a1 less (11»; T=25

Increasing the sample size to 200 does not lead to any dramatically

different results (Figures 179 and 180). The two surfaces are still virtually identical,

displaying two regions of positive MSE differences and one region of virtually no

difference at all as the right-hand eigenvalue is around -.3. But the important feature

of all these figures is that there is no region of negative MSE differences, thus

reducing the bias appears not to increase mean square erroro

0 0015

0
0010

Figure 179: MSE(aI) - MSE(aI less (9a) or (10); T=200 Figure 180: MSE(a1) - MSE(aLless (11); T=200
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Figure 181: MSE(a2) - MSE(a2 1ess (9a) or (10)); T=25 Figure 182: MSE(a2) - MSE(a2 less (11)); T=25

Turning to the MSE of ti2 before and after bias reduction, its difference

surfaces can be found in Figures 181 and 182 for T=25 and in Figures 183 and 184 for

200 observations. They differ from previous difference plots in that the regions of zero

difference now follow the main diagonal, which is not surprising considering that a2 is

zero and a2 (before as well as after bias reduction) was found to be unbiased along that

diagonaL On the other hand, ti2 is severely biased around the two opposite (-1,1) and

(1,-1) comers, which is also where the MSE difference plots are the most positive.

Thus applying any of the three bias approximations reduces bias as well as mean

square error around these corners.
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Figure 183: MSE(a2) - MSE(a21ess (9a) or (10)); T=200 Figure 184: MSE(a2) - MSE(a21ess (11)); T=200
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Figure 185: MSE(a3) - MSE(a3 less (9a) or (10»); T=25 Figure 186: MSE(a3) - MSE(a3 less (11»; T=25

Not surprisingly, the MSE differences for a3 before and after bias

reduction form surfaces similar to those of a2, with no MSE difference along the main

diagonal where a3 is zero and a3 can be expected to be unbiased. Around the (1,-1) and

(-1,1) comers though, the mean square error of Q3 before bias reduction exceeds that of

the bias-reduced estimates, leaving positive MSE differences in Figures 185 through

188. Slightly greater MSE differences obtain when (11) is used to reduce the bias of G3

than for (9a) or (10), reflecting the advantage of the second-order approximation as

eigenvalues tend to unity.
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Figure 187: MSE(a3) - MSE(a3 1ess (9a) or (10»; T=200 Figure 188: MSE(a3) - MSE(a3 less (11»; T=200
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Figure 189: MSE(a4) - MSE(Q4 1ess (9a) or (10)); T=25 Figure 190: MSE(a4) - MSE(a4 1ess (11)); T=25

Finally, the MSE differences for a4 (Figures 189 through 192) are

similar to those of a1 except for the roles played by the two eigenvaluese The

difference is now close to zero as the left-hand eigenvalue is around -e3 and positive as

it approaches ± 1. The MSE difference plots based on first- and second-order

approximations are virtually identical and always positive, again indicating that bias

reduction does not lead to increasing MSE.

_,,0

Figure 191: MSE(a4) - MSE(a4 1ess (9a) or (10)); T=200 Figure 192: MSE(a4) - MSE(a4 1ess (11)); T=200

Turning to the corresponding difference plots for all and l114 of the

second-order model, only figures based on (10) and (11) will be given here since it

should be clear by now that (9b) and (10) differ only marginally when the order p is 2.
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Figure 193: MSE(a ll ) - MSE(a11less (10)); T=25 Figure 194: MSE(al 1) - MSE(allless (11»); T=25
Scales represent eigenvalue sums PIl+P12 and P13+P14

Using (10) or (11) to reduce the bias of all produces MSE difference

plots similar to those ofal (cf. Figures 177 to 180) only less regular. In a sample of25,

(10) and (11) appear to reduce mean square error in and around the four comers in

Figures 193 and 194, the difference plots being positive there. At the (2,2) comer, for

instance, (10) and (11) appear to reduce mean square error considerably, leaving very

large positive differences in the figures above, despite their only partial success in

reducing the bias (cf. Figures 146 and 147). On the other hand there is a vast region in

the interior where there is virtually no difference between the MSE before and after

bias reduction, typically for intennediate negative eigenvalue sums. That is also where

all was found to be the least biased, before as well as after bias reduction. As always

though, the important point to make is that no negative MSE differences occur.

0002 0 002

Figure 195: MSE(all ) - MSE(a11 1ess (10)); T=200 Figure 196: MSE(all ) - MSE(all less (11); T=200
Scales represent eigenvalue sums Pll+P12 and P13+P14
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The corresponding figures for a sample size of 200 can be found in

Figures 195 and 196$ Again an interior region of little MSE difference is surrounded

by regions of positive differences, in particular around the (2,2) comer, indicating that

bias reduction reduces MSE as welL

Figure 197: MSE(a14) - MSE(aI4 1ess (10)); T=25 Figure 198: MSE(a14) - MSE(a14 less (11)); T=25
Scales represent eigenvalue products P1I PI2 and P13 P14

Finally, the difference plots for Q14 (Figures 197 and 198 for T=25;

Figures 199 and 200 for T=200) are very similar to those of the cross-term estimates Q2

and a3 in that they display no MSE difference along the main diagonal, where a14 is

zero and can be expected to be estimated without bias, but positive differences off that

diagonaL The conclusion, that bias reduction does not increase mean square error but

may in fact reduce it, was also reached by Sastry Pantula and Wayne Fuller for bias

reduced estimates in a univariate AR(2) setting (Pantula and Fuller 1985).

Figure 199: MSE(a14) - MSE(a14 less (10)); T=200 Figure 200: MSE(a 14) - MSE(a~41ess (11)); T=200
Scales represent eigenvalue products PI1 P12 and P13 P14
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4.5 Chapter Summary

By far the most important conclusion of the Monte Carlo-based evaluations in this

chapter is that all three bias approximations are capable of bias approximation and

reduction. Though approximating and reducing the bias perfectly only by exception

(e.g. for sample sizes greater than 25 in a stationary bivariate first-order VAR model

whose parameters A, G, Co and p are known), the three approximations were found to

work in the right direction and correlate strongly (except for al2 and a21 ) with the bias,

thereby providing at least some bias reduction. One line of research not pursued here

but open for future examination is the possibility of further reducing the bias in such

cases by iterating the procedure used in this chapter until some form of convergence

criteria are met, in each iteration deriving potentially less biased estimates of A, G, Co

and p.

To summarise this chapter's other important results, the approximations

appear to perform better:

(i) When based on true parameters rather than estimates.

(ii) When the model is first-order (p=1) rather than second-order (p=2).

(iii) The larger the sample. Nonetheless, even series the length of200 observations
appear to be much too short for them to approximate the bias well based on
estimates in a bivariate second-order modeL

(iv) For stationary eigenvalue combinations rather than for integrated and co
integrated systems. Moreover they appear to work better in cointegrated than
integrated systems.

(v) Based on (11) rather than (9) or (10). Whereas the latter two are equivalent if
p is 1 and were found to be almost equivalent for p=2, (11) improves the
performance considerably as eigenvalues approach unity, causing (9) and (10)
to leave bias unadjusted. If the system is stationary though, (11) is practically
equivalent with (9) and (10). In addition, the bias ofal2 and lI21 of the second
order model is better approximated (though still not well) by (11) than by
the two first-order approximations.
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5. Money Growth and Inflation: An Application

In this chapter the ideas put forward in previous chapters will be tested on a real data

set consisting of quarterly observations on the US monetary base (Ml) and consumer

p~ices (CPI) from 1962 to 1994. First a bivariate VAR model will be estimated, then

its bias will be reduced using the three bias approximations introduced in Cllapter 3

and evaluated in Chapter 4. The bias-reduced estimates will then be evaluated by

comparing the generated impulse-response functions, variance decompositions and

forecasts for the four last years with those obtained without bias reduction.

Models of the demand for money and inflation appear very frequently

in literature, most of the time with other variables, such as output and interest rates,

included in the model as well. Suffice it to mention Sims (198Gb), Litterman and

Weiss (1985), Runkle (1987), Hallman et al. (1991), and Webb (1995). Christopher

Sims (1980b) tried both a four-variable VAR (money, inflation, output and interest

rates) and a model without the interest rate variable, and found the inclusion of interest

rates to make a dranlatic difference. For instance, without interest rates, innovations to

the monetary base were found to explain some 37 per cent of the forecast error

variance of output in the long run, but including interest rates that proportion dropped

to a mere 4 per cent. Robert Litterman and Laurence Weiss (1985) tried to find support

in data for the links between real and nominal variables suggested by real business

cycle theory, but failing to do so they developed an alternative model in which output

is unaffected by money supply changes, and money is supplied with the objective of

stabilising prices in the short run. David Runkle (1987) estimated the same four

variable VAR model as Sims (1980b) in order to demonstrate that the results are very

sensitive to model specification; different variable definitions and sampling periods

may lead to very different results, for instance. John Hallman et al. (1991) advocated

the use of their P* model, linking the inflation rate to the level of money. Roy Webb

(1995) explicitly focused on tIle often poor fit of the inflation equation of the model

and the problems it leads to in terms of out-of-sample performance, etc. His results

indicate that introducing variables to account for policy regime shifts and using

different lag lengths in different equations may reduce the problem. This latter

approach was also found to work satisfactorily in Edlund and Karlsson (1993).
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The model presented in this chapter is far too simple to pretend to

represent any real progress in this realm. It sinlply makes use of the standard quantity

theory notion that a relative change in money supply will, eventually, lead to an

equally large relative change in prices, and of Litterman and Weiss' observation tllat

money supply is controlled so that short-run price stability be maintained.

5.1 Data

The data set used to exemplify the consequences of bias and of bias

reduction involves two US series; quarterly M1 and CPI from 1962 to 1994 (from

OEeD's Main Economic Indicators). Both series were measured by the middle of the

third month of the quarter and both series have been seasonally adjusted. Figure 201

shows the logarithms of the series:
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Figure 201: Logarithms ofMl (top) and CPI (bottom)

Both series appear to grow fairly steadily over this 33-year period, and in the case of

M1 the growth rate does not change much over time (except for some fluctuations by

the end of the period). The growth rate of prices changes though, more precisely there

are three distinct inflation regimes in Figure 201: Until the middle of the 1960s US

inflation was low, then it rose for a couple of years due to the Vietnam war build-up.

The higher inflation rate stayed in effect even after the war was over, and not until

Congress and the Federal Bank jointly decided to pursue a low-inflation policy in the

early 1980s did it change to about the same rate as before the effects of the war build

up. Webb (1995) dates the first regime shift to the end of 1966 and the return to lower

inflation rates to the middle of 1981, but that is an opinion not shared by everybody.

For instance, Balke and Fomby (1991) identified the two regime shifts in 1968 and

1983 instead. Fortunately, that problem can be ignored completely-here, even though

Webb (1995) considered these regime shifts to be a major reason why estimated
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inflation equations perform so badlyo But since the objective here is not to estimate the

best possible model of money and inflation, but a reasonably good benchmark model,

the VAR model to be specified will not explicitly allow for regime shifts.

The first step towards a specified VAR model is a check for non

stationarity in the two series. To that end, the following two Dickey-Fuller equations

were estimated over the full 33-year period (131 observations):

In MIt =.2017+.0007t+.9603 In Mlt_1

/\

In CPl t =.0436+.0002t+.9898 In CPl t _ 1

The hypothesis that M1 is integrated cannot be rejected at the 10 per cent significance

level since 131(.9603-1)=-5.2 (the 10 % critical values for P-c in Fuller (1976) are

-2.62 and -20.7 for 100 observations) and the ratio of (.9603-1) to its standard error is

-2.6 (10 % critical values -.90 and -3.45 for 100 observations). For prices the case is

less clear since 131(.9898-1) = -1.3 exceeds -2.62, whereas the ratio between

(.9898-1) and its standard error is -1.1, which is not significant at the 10 per cent

leveL Since none of the series appears to be 1(2) (the P1: test statistics are -86 and

-131, clearly significant at the 1 % level) both series will be treated as 1(1), which

means that tlley may be modelled in differences rather than in levels, provided M1 and

CPI are not cointegrated (as Holden (1995) points out, it is inappropriate to take

differences of series which are cointegrated in levels). However, the hypothesis of no

cointegrating equation cannot be rejected using Johansen's LR test. The test statistic is

only 1102, which is less than the 5 % critical value of 15.41 (Johansen 1991). Thus the

conclusion must be that Ml and CPI are 1(1) but not CI(l,l) (which is the conclusion

in Webb (1995) as well) and therefore it is justified to use the following differences

henceforth: m t = In Ml t - In M1 t_1 and Pt= In CPlt - In CPT/_I. This operation, whilst

shifting attention fronl the levels of money and prices to their relative changes, also

makes both series stationary, which was seen in Chapter 4 to be a desirable property

for the bias approximations to work well. The renlainder of this chapter will deal

exclusively with the 131 relative changes m t and Pt depicted in Figure 202:
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Figure 202: Quarterly relative MI change mt (left-hand scale) and
quarterly relative CPI change Pt (right-hand scale)

As seen in Figure 202, both growth rates are mainly positive and fluctuate quite a lot,

despite the regular appearance of MIt and CPIt in Figure 201. The money supply

growth rate mt peaked in 1980Q3, when MI grew by 5.7 per cent from the previous

quarter, and in 1986Q4 (by 5.5 per cent). Decreasing money supply occurred in four

quarters; by as much as 1.3 per cent in 1989Q2. Prices dropped in one quarter only,

1986Q2 (by half a per cent), and rose by a record 3.9 per cent in 1980Ql. The mean

quarterly growth rates were about 1.6 per cent for money and about 1.2 per cent for

prices and the standard deviations were about 1.1 per cent for mt and .8 per cent for PI"

If interest is centred on the dynamics between mt and Pt' e.g. how shocks

to one of the two affect the other over time, a bivariate VAR model is a suitable tooL

Such a model will be specified and estimated in the following section.

502 The VAR Model

In order to examine the dynamics between mt and Pt and to generate forecasts, the

following bivariate VAR(p) model will be specified and estimated:

where ~ and St are 2xl vectors and Ai (i=l, ...,p) are 2x2 parameter matrices.

In order to first find the optimal value for the lag length p the following

three information criteria were evaluated for the five lag lengths P = 0,... ,4; Akaike's

(AIC), Schwartz's (SC) and Hannan-Quinn's (HQ, also known as LIb):
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2K2

AIC(p) = lnlG(p )1 +----;j!-
K2

SC(p) = InlG(p )1 + TP InT

2K2

HQ(p) = InIG(p)1 + ----;j!-lnlnT

where G is the least-squares estimate of the variance-covariance matrix G = E(EtE
t
') of

the vector St of disturbances; K is the dimension of the process (K=2 in this case); and

T is the sample size (T=131 here). The objective in all three cases is to minimise the

value of the criterion and to select as the optimal lag length p that value which yields

the minimum.

Estimating the bivariate model above by means of least squares with

increasing lag lengths p results in the following values of Ale, SC and HQ:

p AIC(P) SC(P) HQ(P)
0 -18.69 -18.69 -18.69
1 -19.84 -19.75 -19.79
2 -19.86 -19.69 -19.80
3 -19.90 -19.64 -19.79
4 -19.89 -19.55 -19.75

Unfortunately the three criteria are discordant; whereas Hannan..Quinn's criterion is

minimised by p=2, Akaike's is minimised by p=3 and Schwartz's by p=l. As a

compromise solution p=2 will be used in the remainder. (A first-order model was

estimated as well, but due to its unsatisfactory diagnostics it was rejected.)

Thus the VAR(2) model to be estimated is

which can, as every VAR model, also be expressed as a VAR(l) process:

mt ~m all a l2 a l3 a14 mt - l Em,t

Pr Jl p
+

a 21 a22 a23 a24 Pt-l
+

E p,t
=

mt - l 0 0 0 0 mt - 2 0
(12)

Pt-l 0 0 1 0 0 Pt-2 0

From this point we will deal with (12) only, bearing in mind that all and Q 22 are first

order autoregressive parameters, that a13 and a24 are second-order AR parameters, and

that the remaining parameters of the parameter matrix A are cross-term parameterso
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5.3 Estimated VAR Model

Estimating (12) by means of least squares over the full sample (1962Q2-1994Q4)

yielded the following parameter estimates (with t ratios in parentheses below):

.010 .310 -.050 .133 -.003
(3.81) (3.41) (-.26) (l.45) (-.02)

"
.000 " .031 .617 .058 .235 G- e/e; _ [10.2 -.963] -5

Jl= (.38) A= (.74) (6.91) (1.38) (2.65) - - ·10 (13)
0 1 0 0 0 T -.963 2.14

0 0 0 0

Adjusted R2 is only .12 for the money growth equation and .65 for the inflation

equation. The estimated eigenvalues of A, Le. the solutions to the equation IAI - AI=O,
are .56, -.23, .87, and -.28, which means that the estimated system is stationary since

all eigenvalues are less than one (in absolute terms). Also, all four eigenvalues being

real indicates that no seasonal or cyclical elements remain in the two series. Residuals

are shown in Figure 203 (mr residuals on left-hand scale; PI residuals on right-hand

scale).
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Figure 203: Full-sample residuals of mr (left-hand scale)
and ofPt (right-hand scale) based on (13)

Whereas the inflation residuals look fairly good, the money growth residuals show

clear signs of heteroscedasticity and maybe autocorrelation as well. Nevertheless, the

hypothesis that the two series of residuals are white noise cannot be rejected at the 5 %

significance level in a nine-quarter portmanteau test (X2 =40.4; critical value 41.3).

Furthermore, augmented Dickey-Fuller tests reject the hypotheses that the residual

series are integrated (t ratios 3.41 and 3.45, respectively, while the 5 % critical value

reported in Engle and Yoo (1987) is 3.37 for 100 observations).
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The two most apparent features about (13) are firstly, that mt and p, are

negatively correlated (r~ -.21), which not only contradicts standard quantity theory but

is counterintuitive as well (it is consistent with the Litterman-Weiss model though)

and secondly, that the t ratios of the four cross-term parameter estimates suggest they

are all insignificant, at least at significance levels below 5 per cent. But a word of

warning is due here: All inference in estimated VAR models is obscured by the fact

that neither the parameter matrix A nor the variance-covariance matrix G can be

estimated without bias, so it is not obvious that a23 (for instance) should be zero just

because the t ratio of a23 is merely 1038. Nevertheless, since the F statistic for the test

of al2 and a14 being zero is only .10 (p-value 090), the proposition that inflation does

net Granger-cause money growth appears to be reasonable even given the bias of

Aand G. The test of the hypothesis a21=a23=O has a p-value of only .16 though

(F=1.88), which means that Granger-causality from money growth to inflation is not

as easily dismissed, bearing in mind the bias of Aand G. Nevertheless, the following

model of seemingly unrelated regressions was also estimated as an alternative:

.008 .329 0 .157 0
(4.60) (3.84) (1.83)

A- .002 A- 0 .619 0 .216 G ete; [10.2 -.995] -5
Jl= (2.65) A= (7.31) (2.57) =--= ·10 (14)

0 0 0 0 T -.995 2.21

0 0 0 0

As can be seen, imposing the zero restrictions on (13) has relatively small effects on

remaining estimates. Adjusted R2 also remains largely unchanged, as do the estimated

eigenvalues ofAand the residuals in Figure 204.
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Figure 204: Full-sample residuals of mt (left-hand scale)
and ofP! (right-hand scale) based on (14)
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Before turning to the different bias reductions, let us investigate the

dynamics between m and p implied by the estimated full VAR model (13). The first

main instrument with which to perform such an investigation is the impulse-response

function, in which repercussions of shocks to the estimated system are traced through

time. The second is variance decompositions, which depict to what variable the

forecast error variances are attributable at different forecast horizons.

Figures 205 and 206 show the first 12 responses (three years) to shocks

of one standard deviation to mt and P, respectively, based on the full-sample estimates

in (13) after Cholesky decomposition of the estimated residual covariance matrix G.
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\
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Figure 205: Responses to a shock to m of one
standard deviation (.010) in period 1

Figure 206: Responses to a shock to p of one standard
deviation (.0047) in period 1

Solid lines represent mt responses; dashed lines PI responses

Money growth responses to a shock to mt fade out rather rapidly; from the fifth quarter

after the shock they are smaller than the (not very sizeable) inflation responses, but

because both series are relative changes, the effects on the underlying variables Ml

and CPI can be found in the areas covered by the graphs. These areas being positive

for both variables in Figure 205 (except for inflation immediately after the shock to

money growth) means that a positive shock to the money growth rate raises Ml as

well as prices permanently. In Figure 206, the inflation responses fade out much more

slowly than the money growth responses in Figure 205; after three years considerably

higher inflation can still be found. Also contrary to Figure 205, an inflation shock

aggregates into higher prices but lower money supply since the area under the m t graph

is negative. Recall that impulse-response functions can be criticised for a number of

reasons, though; for example they do not represent a realistic situation but rather some

sort of average responses to isolated shocks, and they can be very sensitive to the

ordering of variables. The effects of ordering Plover m, can be found in Figures 207

and 208 below, but apparently this model is not very sensitive to the ordering, since
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the responses remain largely unchanged. The most obvious effects are on the initial

responses; Pt responds positively from the start in Figure 207 and the first responses of

m, in Figure 208 are clearly larger than when m is ordered overp .

.OlOt--------------------,

.005

ooo'-- --=:::oo.oo..- """"""-"__~

1 2 4

Figure 207: Responses to a shock to m of one
standard deviation (.010) in period 1

Figure 208: Responses to a shock to p of one standard
deviation (.0047) in period 1

Solid lines represent mt responses; dashed lines Pt responses

In the case of (14), because Granger-causality is ruled by the zero

restrictions, impulse-response functions are not very interesting. They will not be zero

though; depending on the ordering, shocks to p, (or m,) will carry over to mt (Pt) in the

same period through instant causality, and then decay.

Turning to the variance decompositions based on (13), Figure 209

shows how much of the variance of the mt forecast errors is due to Pt variability and

how much of the PI forecast error variance is due to uncertainty about m" in both cases

for the first twelve forecasts as well as in the long run (bars left unnumbered)o

2 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Figure 209: Decomposition of forecast error variances: Filled bars represent
inflation's portion of the forecast error variance of mt; unfilled bars_

represent money growth's portion of the forecast error variance ofPt
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Not shown in Figure 209 are of course the proportion of the forecast error variance of

mt due to mt and the proportion of the forecast error variance ofPt due to PI' but since

they are simply 100 per cent less the proportions in Figure 209, it is clear that both

variables are responsible for more than 90 per cent of their forecast error variances in

the short as well as in the long run 0 Apparently, the autoregressive part dominates the

dynamics in (13), which is of course only another aspect of the questionable Granger

causality found previously.

5.4 Forecasts

In this section (13) and (14) will be re-estimated using the first 115 pairs of

observations only, leaving the last sixteen observation pairs (1991Ql-l994Q4) to

evaluate the generated forecasts. Long-term as well as one-step forecasts will be

considered for reasons of comparison.

First, the least-squares estimates corresponding to (13) and (14) are

computed for the sample period 1962Q2-1990Q4 and presented in (15) and (16),

respectively 0

.010 .288 -.042 .099 -.003
(3.91) (2.96) (-.21) (1.02) (-.02)

A .001 A .045 .610 .061 .233 G= [ 9.79 -.956}1O-SJ.l= (.46) A= (.97) (6.43) (1.30) (2.47) (15)
0 1 0 0 0 -.956 2.28

0 0 0 0

As can be seen, leaving out the last sixteen observations has little effect on most

estimates. The estimated parameters in the m, equation are all reduced though, and

particularly in the case of all and a 13 the reductions are sizeable. Adjusted R2
,

estimated eigenvalues and residuals are basically the same as for (13). The F statistic

for the test of Q2l=a23=O is now 2.04 (p-value .13), rather like the F=1.88 for (13), and

for the test of Q I2=a14=O the F statistic is even smaller than before, .07 (p-value .93), so

the conclusion that p does not Granger-cause m still holds. As before, Granger

causality from m to p is more debatable, the p-value being only .13, still in (16) below

the four cross-term zero restrictions have been imposed on (14)0 Again, all and a13 are

more affected by the shorter sample than a22 and a24•
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.009 .310 0 .122 0
(4.72) (3.39) (1.33)

"
.002 '" 0 .616 0 .216 G- [9.82 -.993] -5J..l= (2.69) A= (6.84) (2.41) - ·10 (16)

0 0 0 0 -.993 2.36

0 0 0 0

In terms of forecasts, it is of course unfortunate that the money growth

rate is so poorly modelled. Recall that only about 13 per cent of its variation is

explained by the model, which means that no predictor is likely to perform very well

without some sort of extra information. But since all competing predictors in this

section will face the same challenge, the comparison between them will not be

distorted; the forecast errors will simply increase.

In the following table the h-step (h=I,2,3,ou,16) money growth predictor

based on all information up to 1990Q4 is denoted by Er (mr+h ) and the optimal one

step predictor (including all information up to the previous quarter) by ET+h- 1 (mr+h ).

This predictor is presented in the table in order to assess the performance of Er (mT+h )

since it is the optimal predictor given all available information. The values of the two

predictors based on (15) are also displayed together with mt and approximate 95 0/0

prediction intervals in Figure 2100

(15) (16)
mt Er(mr+h ) Er+h-l (mT+h ) ET(mT+h ) ET+h- 1 (mT+h )

.0146 .0123 .0123 .0123 .0123

.0215 .0133 .0143 .0131 .0139

.0171 .0144 .0175 .0143 .0173

.0286 .0148 .0168 .0148 .0167

.0437 .0150 .0197 .0150 .0199

.0179 .0151 .0263 .0152 .0269

.0355 .0152 .0193 .0152 .0198

.0350 .0152 .0222 .0153 .0225

.0139 .0152 .0247 .0153 .0254

.0356 .0152 .0179 .0153 .0180

.0260 .0152 .0219 .0153 .0219

.0214 .0152 .0224 .0153 .0226

.0110 .0152 .0198 .0153 .0196

.0052 .0152 .0159 .0153 .0155

.0034 .0152 .0128 .0153 .0120
-.0027 .0152 .0112 .0153 .0104

1991: 1
2
3
4

1992:1
2
3
4

1993:1
2
3
4

1994:1
2
3
4

MAD = ~ IE(mT+h)-mt ! =

h = 1 16
.0113 .0100 .0113 .0098

The table as well as Figure 210 below depict how money growth is shocked in a major

way a number of times during the period of interest. Long-term forecasts based on (15)

or (16), i.e. ET(mT+h ), are unable to predict such events since they stabilise around .015

after about a year. On the other hand, the one-step predictors ET+.h-l (mT+h ) also fail

because using information up to and including t-l, they always lag one period behind.
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Figure 210: Long-term (solid line) and one-step (broken line) forecasts of mt
with approximate 95 % prediction intervals. Solid bold line represents mt

This is why the fifth observation of the prediction period (1992Ql) lies clearly above

the upper bound of the two prediction intervals. In addition there are two observations

(1992Q3, 1993Q2) lying virtually on the upper bound of the more static long-term

prediction, but within the bounds of the one-step predictor. But considering the poor fit

for mt in (15) an overall assessment of the predictors, long-term as well as one-step,

must be that they are remarkably accurate over these four years. And, as the above

table demonstrates, the mean absolute deviation (MAD) is .113 for long-term forecasts

based on (15) or (16), only slightly higher than for one-step forecasts (around .10).

Turning to the inflation rate forecasts, the table below holds long-term

and one-step forecasts based on (15) and (16). Long-term and one-step forecasts based

on (15) are also graphed withpt and approximate 95 % prediction intervals in Figure

211.

(15) (16)

Pt Er(PT+h) Er+h-l (PT+h ) Er(PT+h) ET+h-l (PT+h)

.0088 .0160 .0160 .0164 .0164

.0056 .0152 .0108 .0161 .0114

.0063 .0149 .0078 .0158 .0075

.0086 .0147 .0078 .0155 .0073

.0054 .0146 .0097 .0153 .0090

.0085 .0145 .0095 .0151 .0074

.0084 .0144 .0104 .0149 .0087

.0076 .0143 .0102 .0148 .0092

.0075 .0143 .0106 .0147 .0087

.0082 .0143 .0094 .0146 .0085

.0037 .0142 .0095 .0145 .0089

.0067 .0142 .0076 .0144 .0062

.0066 .0142 .0076 .0143 .0071

.0051 .0142 .0077 .0143 .0077

.0102 .0141 .0059 .0142 .0067

.0050 .0141 .0084 .0142 .0096

1991: 1
2
3
4

1992:1
2
3
4

1993:1
2
3
4

1994:1
2
3
4

MAD = I IE(PT+h)-Pt! =

h = 1 16
.0075
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Figure 211: Long-term (solid line) and one-step (broken line) forecasts ofp,
with approximate 95 % prediction intervals. Solid bold line represents Pt

It is clearly much easier to predict inflation than money growth during this period.

Inflation declined slowly with minor perturbations, and so do the predictions, in the

case of Er(PT+h) very slowly though. No extraordinary inflation rates occurred during

the period and it was never outside the 95 per cent prediction intervals. The differences

between mean absolute deviations of long-term and of one-step forecasts is greater for

p, than for mt, no doubt due to the shocks to mt and the more regular shape ofP" but

also because inflation was higher in 1990 than subsequently, leading all four predictors

to forecast too high inflation for the first quarters of 1991. Whereas the one-step

predictors manage to adjust to the lower inflation almost immediately, the long-term

forecasts remained too high throughout the four years. It is also worth noting that the

mean absolute deviation of long-term forecasts is smaller for (15) than for (16),

whereas the opposite applies to the nlean absolute deviation of one-step forecasts.

5.5 Reducing the Bias ofA

The forecasts in the previous section and the impulse-response functions and variance

decompositions in Section 5.3 are based on the biased estimates Aand G, and as such

probably biased estimates of the corresponding "true" forecasts and functions.

Moreover, since impulse-response functions and variance decompositions can be

extremely sensitive to misspecification as pointed out by Runkle (1987), there is

reason to believe they may be sensitive to bias as welL In tllis section the bias of A
will be reduced using the three bias approximations introduced in Chapter 4 after

which new impulse-response functions, variance decompositions and forecasts based

on the bias-reduced estimates will be computed and compared with their counterparts

in the previous section.
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The bias approximations used in this section are (9b), (10) and (11), all

based on estimates. As the regressions in Chapter 4 demonstrate, approximations

based on estimates are prone to severely understate the bias, thus when used to reduce

the bias here they cannot be expected to do so more than in part. Therefore the

resulting bias-reduced estimates will probably not be unbiased, only less biased tllan

before.

In order to approximate the bias of A, the least-squares estimates of A

and G were inserted into (9b), (10) and (11), together with Co derived from Aand G,
and p derived as the solution to the characteristic equation tAl-AI = O. The resulting

"bias approximations were then subtracted from A, after which the estimated residual

variance-covariance matrix G and estimated constant vector it were computed anew.

The results corresponding to (13) based on (9b), (10) and (11) can be found in (17),

(18) and (19), respectively. (13) is reproduced here as a referencee

.010 .293 -.054 .106 -.013
(4.40) (3.32) (-.28) (1.19) (-.07)

""- .001 ""- .031 .603 .059 .216 G ete; [10.2 -.962] -5
J.l= (.73) A= (.77) (6.93) (1.46) (2.50) =--= ·10 (17)

0 1 0 0 0 T -.962 2.15

0 0 0 0

.010 .293 -.054 .106 -.013
(4.40) (3.32) (-.28) (1.19) (-.07)

""- .001 ""- .031 .604 .060 0218 G ete; [10.2 -.963] -5
J.l= (.71) A= (.78) (6.94) (1.46) (252) =--= ·10 (18)

0 1 0 0 0 T -.963 2015

0 0 0 0

.010 .292 -.054 .105 -.014
(4.42) (3.31) (-.28) (1.18) (-.07)

""- .001 ""- .031 .603 .059 .216 G ete; [10.2 -.962] -5
J.l= (.74) A= (.77) (6.93) (1.46) (2.50) =--= ·10 (19)

0 1 0 0 0 T -0962 2.15

0 0 0 0

.010 .310 -.050 .133 -.003
(3.81) (3.41) (-.26) (1.45) (-.02)

""-
.000 ""- .031 .617 .058 .235 G ete; [10.2 -.963] -5

Jl= (.38) A= (.74) (6.91) (1.38) (2.65) =--= ·10 (13)
0 1 0 0 0 T -.963 2.14

0 0 0 0

Bias-reduced estimates corresponding to (14) based on (9b), (10) and (11) can be

found in (20), (21) and (22), respectively. (14) is reproduced as a reference.
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.009
(3.75)

.003
(2.25)

o
o

A

A=

.312
(3.54)

o

o

o .131
(1.47)

.603 0
(6.81)

o 0

o

o
.194
(2.21)

o
o

G
A

_ ete; _ [10.2 -.976] -5
---- -10

T -.976 2.22
(20)

A

Jl=

A

Jl=

.009
(3.75)

.003
(2.29)

o
o

.008
(3.47)

.002
(1.87)

o
o

.008
(4.60)

.002
(2.65)

o
o

A

A=

A

A=

A

A=

.312
(3.54)

o

o

.311
(3.53)

o

o

.329
(3.84)

o

o

o
.602
(6.81)

o

o
.601
(6.82)

o

o
.619
(7.31)

o

.131
(1.47)

o
o
o

.130
(1.46)

o

o
o

.157
(1.83)

o

o
o

o

.194
(2.21)

o

o

o

.192
(2.19)

o
o

o

.216
(2.57)

o
o

G
A

_ ete; _ [10.2 -.976] -5---- -10
T -.976 2.22

G
A ete; [10.2 -.976] -5=-= ·10

T -.976 2.22

G
A ete; [10.2 -.995] -5=--= ·10

T -.995 2.21

(21)

(22)

(14)

Apparently, the choice between (9b), (10) and (11) is not very crucial since they all

lead to very similar bias reductions. This is not surprising since p is only 2 here and

the series are relatively long (T=129). Compared to (13) and (14) though, the bias

reduced estimates have undergone major changes.. The bias of nlost parameter

estimates appears to be positive since the effect of the bias reduction is to reduce the

estimates. Only in the case of a2l and G23 does the reduction work in the opposite

direction. At this point it may also be of some interest to display the Monte Carlo

results for the eigenvalue combination (.5, -.3, .9, -.3), since that is relatively close to

the estimated eigenvalue combination of (13), (.56, -.23, .87, -.28)0 The table below

demonstrates how (9b), (10) and (11) based on estimates approximate the average bias

of the eight estinlates in a sample of 100 observations.

Estimate

Bias
(9b) (based
(10) on
(11) estimates)

-.0284 .0043
-.0191 .0001
-.0192 .0001
-.0218 .0005

-.0286 -.0017 -.0072 -.0169 .0072
-.0282 -.0007 -.0003 -.0188 .0036
-.0282 -.0007 -.0003 -.0188 .0036
-.0307 -.0003 -.0022 -.0191 .0017
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It should come as no surprise that (9b) and (10) perform almost

identically in the table above, approximating the bias of a13 very well, the bias of all'
a22 and G24 less well, the bias of a14 and a23 poorly, and the bias of 612 and a21 very

poorly. The second-order approximation performs better for all' 612 and a21 but worse

for £113, 614, G22 and a23 • This eigenvalue combination is not very characteristic though;

as the regressions in Section 4.2 demonstrate, the approximations on average perform

well for all parameter estimates except a12 and G21 •

It is of course interesting to see whether or not reducing the bias has any

effects on impulse-response functions and variance decompositions. According to

Runkle (1987) both are highly sensitive to specification, and there may be reason to

believe they are sensitive to bias as well. On the other hand, since the estimated

residual covariance matrix is only marginally affected by these operations and the

parameter estimates are not dramatically altered, one would expect similar responses

and forecast error variance decompositions as before. In the following figures, only the

dynamics implied by (18) will be graphed since (18) was found to be virtually

identical with (17) and (19). To facilitate comparisons with Figures 205 and 206, the

same ordering and Cholesky decomposition have been used in Figures 212 and 213 .
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Figure 212: Responses to a shock to m of one
standard deviation (.010) in period 1; based on (18)

Figure 213: Responses to a shock to p of one standard
deviation (.0047) in period 1; based on (18)

Solid lines represent mt responses; dashed lines Pt responses

As Figures 212 and 213 clearly demonstrate, using (10) to reduce the bias of A has

essentially no effect on the responses. More or less identical responses obtain, and the

same responses as in Figures 207 and 208 also obtain ifPI is ordered over mr As for

the effects on the decomposition of forecast variances, that of (18) can be found in

Figure 214. It too is very sinlilar to Figure 209, but at least one difference can be

observed, namely the lower values of the bars in Figure 214 than in Figure 209. It is

only natural that such an effect is more easily detected in variance decompositions than
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in impulse-response functions, since variance decompositions are simply ratios of

sums of squared responses.

4 6 9 10 11 12

Figure 214: Decomposition of forecast error variances based on (18).
Filled bars represent inflation's portion of the forecast error variance of mt;

unfilled bars represent money growth's portion of the forecast error variance ofPt

Thus, based on these results at least, there is little reason for going

through the trouble to reduce the bias since the implied dynamics are hardly affected at

all by such operations. On the other hand, this insensibility may be due to the fact that

no strong dynamics were found between money growth and inflation in the first place;

stronger results might be obtained in a model with stronger dynamics.

506 New Forecasts

In this section forecasts will again he generated for the last sixteen quarters, but this

time based on the bias-reduced systems rather than on (15) and (16). Comparisons will

then be made with actual money growth and inflation, respectively, as well as with the

predictions in Section 5.4.

First of all (9b), (10) and (11) are used to compute bias-reduced

estimates over the first 115 quarters (1962Q2-1990Q4) as alternatives to (15) and (16).

Only the bias-reduced estimates based on (10) are reported in (23) below though; like

in the previous section, the differences between the three bias reductions are

negligible. As a reference, (15) is also reproduced and as before, t ratios are presented

in parentheses.
.269 ~.046 .070 -.015
(2.85) (-.24) (.74) (-.08)

[.011] A. .046 .593 .063 .210 G=[ 9.81 -.954] -5it = (4.47) A= (1.00) (6.37) (1.39) (228) ·10 (23)
.001 1 0 0 0 -.954 2.29
(.79)

0 0 0
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.010 .288 -.042 .099 -.003
(3.91) (2.96) (-.21) (1.02) (-.02)

A .001 A .045 .610 .061 .233 G- [9.79 -.956] -5f.l= (.46) A= (.97) (6.43) (1.30) (2.47) - ·10 (15)
0 1 0 0 0 -.956 2.28

0 0 0 0

Like for the full-sample estimates in the previous section, bias reduction affects all

parameter estimates except GZ1 and a23 negatively, and again the effect is greater for the

four autoregressive parameter estimates than for the cross-term estimates.

It is perhaps worth emphasising that it is not reasonable to expect the

bi.as-reduced systems to predict the shocks to mt any better than (15) does; they may in

fact even perform worse if the shocks are thought of as external to the system and thus

unpredictable. For more "normal" observations, however, less biased may be expected

to perform better than more biased predictors.

In the following table, long-term forecasts ET(mT+h ) based on all

information up to 1990Q4 are presented with the actual money growth rate mt•

Forecasts have been generated by the original model (15) and by three bias-reduced

models based on (9b), (10) and (11), respectively. Thus the column headings (9b), (10)

and (11) do not mean that the forecasts below have been generated by (9b), (10) and

(11), respectively, but by bias-reduced versions of (15), such as (23) above, using these

three bias approximations to reduce the bias.

1991 :1
2
3
4

1992:1
2
3
4

1993:1
2
3
4

1994:1
2
3
4

m, (15) (9b) (10) (11)
.0146 .0123 .0124 .0124 .0124
.0215 .0133 .0136 .0136 .0136
.0171 .0144 .0145 .0145 .0145
.0286 .0148 .0149 .0149 .0148
.0437 .0150 .0150 .0150 .0150
.0179 .0151 .0151 .0151 .0151
.0355 .0152 .0152 .0152 .0151
.0350 .0152 .0152 .0152 .0152
.0139 .0152 .0152 .0152 .0152
.0356 .0152 .0152 .0152 .0152
.0260 .0152 .0152 .0152 .0152
.0214 .0152 .0152 .0152 .0152
.0110 .0152 .0152 .0152 .0152
.0052 .0152 .0153 .0153 .0152
.0034 .0152 .0153 .0153 .0152

-.0027 .0152 .0153 .0153 .0152

.0113.0113.0113.0113MAD = I !E(mT+h)-mt ! =
h = 1 16

Apparently, reducing the bias of (15) has almost no effect at all on predictions. The

three bias-reduced models predict money gro\Vth more or less identically as (15) does;

around .015 from the fourth quarter on. In view of the fluctuations money growth

undergoes, all four predictors are very static and not at all impressive. Mean absolute
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deviations (MAD) are also the same for all four predictors, thus the long-term money

growth forecasts provide no argument in favour of bias reduction.

The picture looks considerably brighter when inflation predictions are

compared, though. Probably due to the lack of extraordinary PI values, reducing the

bias also reduces the mean absolute deviation by some 15 per cent in the table below.

The smaller coefficients of the bias-reduced systems yield smaller PI predictions than

(15), which turns out to be beneficial here since the lower inflation rates in 1991 than

in 1990 cause each long-term predictor to overshoot the inflation rate during the last

four years. Of course, ET{PT+h) based on biased-reduced models is also too high, only

not quite as high as (15). But as Figure 215 also shows, the different predictors differ

by only a fraction of the forecast errors, so even though bias reduction does improve

long-term inflation forecasts, this model is still not very useful for predicting inflation.

Pt (15) (9b) (10) (11 )
.0088 .0160 .0157 .0157 .0157
.0056 .0152 .0147 .0147 .0146
.0063 .0149 .0144 .0144 .0143
.0086 .0147 .0141 .0141 .0139
.0054 .0146 .0139 .0139 .0137
.0085 .0145 .0137 .0137 .0136
.0084 .0144 .0136 .0136 .0134
.0076 .0143 .0135 .0135 .0133
.0075 .0143 .0135 .0135 .0133
.0082 .0143 .0134 .0134 .0132
.0037 .0142 .0134 .0134 .0131
.0067 .0142 .0133 .0133 .0131
.0066 .0142 .0133 .0133 .0131
.0051 .0142 .0133 .0133 .0130
.0102 .0141 .0132 .0132 .0130
.0050 .0141 .0132 .0132 .0130

1991: 1
2
3
4

1992:1
2
3
4

1993:1
2
3
4

1994: 1
2
3
4

MAD = ~ IE(PT+h)-ptl =
h = 1 16

.0075 .0067 .0067 .0066

.018 r-----r-----r---------r-------,-----,

.012

.006

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Figure 215: Quarterly inflation (bold line) with long-term forecasts; original (15)
(top); bias-reduced using (10) (middle); bias-reduced using (11) (bottom).
All observations are inside the 95 % prediction intervals (cf. Figure 2! 1)
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Next, the long-term forecast generated by bias-reduced versions of the

seemingly unrelated regressions (16) will be evaluated. Using (16) to compute the

three approximations (9b), (10) and (11) over the first 115 quarters (1962Q2-1990Q4)

gives the following bias-reduced estimates (again, (10) is taken to represent all three

bias-reduced models in (24), since very similar results obtain for the other two):

.009 .292 0 .093 0
(3.80) (3.09) (.99)

A .003 A 0 .597 0 .190 G- [9.81 -.966] -5J.l= (2.34) A= (6.30) (2.03) - ·10 (24)
0 0 0 0 -.966 2.38

0 0 0 0

.009 .310 0 .122 0
(4.72) (3.39) (1.33)

A .002 A 0 .616 0 .216 G_[ 9.82 -. 993] -5
J..l= (2.69) A= (6.84) (2.41) - ·10 (16)

0 0 0 0 -.993 2.36

0 0 0 0

Like for the full-sample estimates in Section 5.5, all four estimates are smaller in (24)

than in (16), which may indicate a positive biased A in (16). The implications for the

long-term forecasts ET(mT+h ) of using (9b), (10) or (11) to reduce the bias of (16) are

illustrated in the following table. Predictions based on the biased-reduced versions of

(16) can be found under (9b), (10) and (11), depending on which bias approximation

was used. Like in the case of (23) versus (15), reducing the bias has essentially no

effect on predictions; they all stabilise above .015 rather rapidly and fail completely to

predict the shifting growth rate of money. Also parallel to the previous case, the meatl

absolute deviation is .0113 for all four predictors.

m, (16) (9b) (10) (11)
.0146 .0123 .0123 .0123 .0124
.0215 .0131 .0134 .0134 .0135
.0171 .0143 .0143 .0143 .0145
.0286 .0148 .0147 .0147 .0149
.0437 .0150 .0149 .0149 .0151
.0179 .0152 .0150 .0150 .0152
.0355 .0152 .0150 .0150 .0152
.0350 .0153 .0151 .0151 .0152
.0139 .0153 .0151 .0151 .0153
.0356 .0153 .0151 .0151 .0153
.0260 .0153 .0151 .0151 .0153
.0214 .0153 .0151 .0151 .0153
.0110 .0153 .0151 .0151 .0153
.0052 .0153 .0151 .0151 .0153
.0034 .0153 .0151 .0151 .0153

-.0027 .0153 .0151 .0151 .0153

1991:1
2
3
4

1992:1
2
3
4

1993:1
2
3
4

1994:1
2
3
4

MAD = I !E(mT+h)-n;1 =
h = 1 16

.0113
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More interesting are the results for ErCPT+h) generated by (16), shown in

the table below. Like in the case of the unrestricted model (15), smaller bias-reduced

parameter estimates lead to lower predicted inflation rates, and as a consequence the

bias-reduced predictors come closer to Pt than (16) doeso The effect appears to be

smaller for (16) than for (15) though, since MAD is reduced by a mere 10 per cent

here, whereas the reduction was close to 15 per cent in the case of (15). As Figure 216

shows, the difference between the bias reduction based on (10) and the bias reduction

based on (11) is also smaller here than for (15). And again, it deserves pointing out

that the improvement of forecasts is small relative to the renlaining prediction errors.

P, (16) (9b) (10) (11)
.0088 .0164 .0161 .0161 .0161
.0056 .0161 .0157 .0157 .0156
.0063 .0158 .0152 .0152 .0152
.0086 .0155 .0149 .0149 .0148
.0054 .0153 .0146 .0146 .0145
.0085 .0151 .0144 .0144 .0143
.0084 .0149 .0142 .0142 .0141
.0076 .0148 .0140 .0140 .0139
.0075 .0147 .0139 .0139 .0138
.0082 .0146 .0138 .0138 .0137
.0037 .0145 .0137 .0137 .0136
.0067 .0144 .0136 .0136 .0135
.0066 .0143 .0135 .0135 .0134
.0051 .0143 .0135 .0135 .0134
.0102 .0142 .0134 .0134 .0133
.0050 .0142 .0134 .0134 .0133

1991: 1
2
3
4

1992:1
2
3
4

1993: 1
2
3
4

1994:1
2
3
4

MAD = ~ IE(PT+h)-ptl =
h = 1 16

.0079 .0072 .0072 .0071

.018 ...---.--,--------,.------.------r-----,

.012

.006

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Figure 216: Quarterly inflation (bold line) with long-term forecasts; original (16)
(top); bias..reduced using (10) (middle); bias-reduced using (11) (bottom)
All observations are inside the 95 % prediction intervals (cf. Figure 211)
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Computing bias-reduced one-step forecasts is rather a tedious

occupation, since A must first be estimated over T observations, then its bias is

reduced using (9b), (10) and (11), after which predictions can be made for T+1. The

same procedure is then repeated for observations up to T+1, T+2, etc., so that for this

particular application the cycle is repeated sixteen times. Moreover, it is reasonable to

expect the effects of bias reduction to be smaller for one-step forecasts than for longer

term forecasts since in the latter case, small initial effects can aggregate into more

substantial differences over longer prediction periods. One-step forecasts, on the other

hand, are constantly fed with lagged values of actual money growth and inflation rates,

and therefore such aggregation of effects is impossible. All effects (if any) of bias

reduction will be temporary only.

m, (15) (9b) (10) (11)
.0146 .0123 .0124 .0124 .0124
.0215 .0143 .0145 .0145 .0145
.0171 .0175 .0174 .0174 .0174
.0286 .0168 .0166 .0166 .0166
.0437 .0197 .0194 .0194 .0194
.0179 .0263 .0253 .0253 .0253
.0355 .0193 .0185 .0185 .0185
.0350 .0222 .0217 .0217 .0217
.0139 .0247 .0238 .0238 .0237
.0356 .0179 .0174 .0174 .0174
.0260 .0219 .0216 .0215 .0215
.0214 .0224 .0217 .0217 .0217
.0110 .0198 .0195 .0195 .0195
.0052 .0159 .0159 .0159 .0159
.0034 .0128 .0132 .0132 .0132

-.0027 .0112 .0118 .0118 .0118

1991:1
2
3
4

1992:1
2
3
4

1993:1
2
3
4

1994:1
2
3
4

MAD = ~ !E(fI2r+h)-mt l =

h = 1 16
.0100 .0100 .0100 .0100

The above table holds one-step forecasts ET+h- 1 (rnT+h ) based on the

unrestricted model (15) and its bias-reduced counterparts based on (9b), (10) and (11),

respectively. Bias reduction actually appears to have a real effect on individual

predictions since they differ quite a lot from the predictions generated by (15), but in

aggregate it is nonetheless difficult to argue in favour of any of the three bias-reduced

models, seeing that their predictions sum up to the same mean absolute deviation as

the predictions generated by (15). Again, no support for bias reduction can be found.

Next, the same comparison is made between the restricted model (16)

and its three bias-reduced versions using (9b), (10) and (11) to reduce t11e bias. Here as

well, reducing the bias is seen in the following table to affect most one-step

predictions, sometimes bringing them closer to PI and sometimes removing them from

PI' but in aggregate all these effects sum up to zero, or rather somewhat greater than

zero, since mean absolute deviations are actually higher than for (16).
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1991: 1
2
3
4

1992:1
2
3
4

1993:1
2
3
4

1994:1
2
3
4

mt (16) (9b) (10) (11)
.0146 .0123 .0123 .0123 .0124
.0215 .0139 .0140 .0140 .0140
.0171 .0173 .0169 .0169 .0169
.0286 .0167 .0163 .0163 .0163
.0437 .0199 .0194 .0194 .0193
.0179 .0269 .0257 .0257 .0257
.0355 .0198 .0188 .0188 .0188
.0350 .0225 .0218 .0218 .0218
.0139 .0254 .0242 .0242 .0242
.0356 .0180 .0173 .0173 .0173
.0260 .0219 .0214 .0214 .0213
.0214 .0226 .0216 .0216 .0216
.0110 .0196 .0190 .0190 .0190
.0052 .0155 .0153 .0153 .0153
.0034 .0120 .0121 .0121 .0121

-.0027 .0104 .0108 .0108 .0108

.0099.0099.0099.0098MAD = I IE(mT+h)-m,1 =

h = 1 16

Before turning to the one-step forecasts of inflation, Figure 21 7 depicts

eight predictors of money growth: Long-term forecasts ET(mT+h ) generated by the

original full model (15), the original restricted model (16), the bias-reduced full model

based on (15) and (10), and the bias-reduced restricted model based on (16) and (10);

one-step forecasts ET+h- 1 (rnT+h ) generated by the original full model, the original

restricted model, the bias-reduced full model using (10), and the bias-reduced

restricted model using (10). Like in preceding tables, the predictions generated by

bias-reduced models differ only marginally from those generated by the original

models. That the differences are much smaller for long-term than for one-step

forecasts is surprising; one would expect small differences to accumulate into more

sizeable effects by the end of the four-year period, but the four long-term predictors all

rapidly stabilise around .015 and stay there. One-step forecasts, on the other hand,

react to the volatile growth rate of money, shifting the quarter after mt shifts, and the

four predictors appear to diverge more the more abruptly the money growth changes.

.02

fI
/

I

-----------~--

'~\
~'

.01 L- --J

1991 1992 1993 1994

Figure 217: Long-term (smooth) and one-step (oscillating) forecasts of mt based Qn (15) (solid);
(16) (long dashes); (15) adjusted by (10) (short dashes); and (16) adjusted by (10) (broken)

Money growth (not shown) is inside the 95 % prediction intervals except in 1992Q1
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As for the one-step inflation forecasts ET+h- 1(PT+h)' the results of using

(9b), (10) and (11) to reduce the bias of the full original model can be found in the

following table. Recalling that the only positive effects of bias reduction was on the

long-term inflation predictions generated by (15) and (16), one might expect to find a

similar improvement in the short run, but that is not supported by the results in the

table. As in the case of one-step money growth predictions, reducing the bias affects

most predicted values (albeit due to scale effects not as dramatically as in the case of

money growth), occasionally improving them, but most of the time making them

worse by raising the original predictions somewhat. On the whole, the effect of using

(9b), (10) or (11) to reduce the bias therefore appears to be negative, since these

predictors have slightly higher mean absolute deviations than the original one-step

predictor.

PI (15) (9b) (10) (11)
.0088 .0160 .0157 .0157 .0157
.0056 .0108 .0107 .0107 .0107
.0063 .0078 .0080 .0080 .0080
.0086 .0078 .0080 .0080 .0080
.0054 .0097 .0098 .0098 .0098
.0085 .0095 .0097 .0097 .0097
.0084 .0104 .0106 .0106 .0107
.0076 i .0102 .0103 .0103 .0103
.0075 .0106 .0108 .0108 .0108
.0082 .0094 .0096 .0096 .0096
.0037 .0095 .0096 .0096 .0096
.0067 .0076 .0078 .0078 .0078
.0066 .0076 .0079 .0079 .0079
.0051 .0077 .0079 .0079 .0079
.0102 .0059 .0061 .0061 .0061
.0050 .0084 .0085 .0085 .0086

1991 :1
2
3
4

1992:1
2
3
4

1993:1
2
3
4

1994:1
2
3
4

MAD = I [E(PT+h)-ptl =

h = 1 16
.0029 .0030 .0030 .0030

Similar results obtain if (9b), (10) and (11) are used to reduce the bias

of the restricted nl0del, i.e. of the two SUR equations. The bias-reduced models

generate slightly higher one-step forecasts than the original model, which in most

cases is tantamount to distancing them from the actual inflation rate. Consequently, the

mean absolute deviations of three bias-reduced predictors are slightly in excess of that

of the original predictor. Their MADs are still smaller than those in the above table,

though, since the seemingly unrelated regressions model predicts inflation better than

the unrestricted model in the short run.
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PI (16) (9b) (10) (11)
.0088 .0164 .0161 .0161 .0161
.0056 .0114 .0113 .0113 .0113
.0063 .0075 .0078 .0078 .0079
.0086 .0073 .0076 .0076 .0077
.0054 .0090 .0092 .0092 .0092
.0085 .0074 .0076 .0076 .0076
.0084 .0087 .0089 .0089 .0089
.0076 .0092 .0094 .0094 .0094
.0075 .0087 .0089 .0089 .0089
.0082 .0085 .0087 .0087 .0087
.0037 .0089 .0091 .0091 .0091
.0067 .0062 .0064 .0064 .0064
.0066 .0071 .0074 .0074 .0074
.0051 .0077 .0079 .0079 .0079
.0102 .0067 .0069 .0069 .0069
.0050 .0096 .0097 .0097 .0097

1991 :1
2
3
4

1992:1
2
3
4

1993:1
2
3
4

1994:1
2
3
4

MAD = ~ IE(PT+h)-ptl =

h = 1 16
.0025 .0026 .0026 .0026

Finally, the same eight-predictor comparison as for money growth is

presented in Figure 218 below. For a number of reasons (clarity, for one) it is more

interesting than Figure 217. First of all, the superiority of the one-step over tIle long

term predictors is even more evident here than in Figure 211. Furthermore, the

differences between one-step forecasts based on the full model (solid and broken lines)

and those based on the seemingly unrelated regressions model (dashed lines) is

evident, the latter two closer to the rate of inflation most of the time. Thirdly, bias

reduction has very little effect on one-step forecasts; the lines move closely together in

pairs, the bias-reduced predictors (broken line and short dashes, respectively) most of

time higher than the corresponding original predictor. Lastly, the effects of bias

reduction are greater for long-term forecasts, which diverge (solid and broken line;

dashed lines from each other) as expected. But then again, none of the four long-term

predictors is very impressive.

- - - - - - - - ..::......::-:.-..:::.-.::- - -
.014

~
~

\

~
.010 ~

\

.006

1991 1992

---------

1994

Figure 218: Long-term (top) and one-step (bottom) forecasts ofPt based on (15) (solid);
(16) (long dashes); (15) adjusted by (10) (broken); and (16) adjusted by (10) (sbort dashes)

Bold line, representingpt, is inside the 95 % prediction intervals at all times
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6. Concluding Remarks

This thesis, and the papers it is based on, have reached a number of important and

potentially useful conclusions. On the most fundamental level, it can be concluded that

the bias of parameter estimates will normally be a problem in estimated VAR models

since it will often be huge both in absolute terms and relative to standard errors. This is

particularly true when eigenvalues approach unity, i.e. in "near-integrated" and (co-)

integrated and situations. While it should come as a surprise to nobody that estimated

VAR parameters are biased, the size of that bias in these particular Monte Carlo

experiments may astound some, especially since there is every reason to expect these

results to hold more generally than for the two bivariate models simulated here.

There are two strategies to deal with this bias, the more popular being to

ignore it. This thesis represents an argument in favour of the opposite approach of

actively attempting to reduce the bias, although not necessarily by the methods

evaluated here. As pointed out earlier, Bayesian methods, ridge regression, resampling

methods or other bias approximations than the three presented here may in fact serve

equally well or better. A principal conclusion of this thesis must be that doing

something to reduce the bias is always better than doing nothing, though.

The extensive simulations were also used to evaluate the three bias

approximations introduced in Chapter 4. For the bivariate first-order model, all three

were found to approximate the bias well when based on true parameters but

understated it when based on estimates. For the second-order bivariate model the

approximations underachieved when based on true parameters and even more so when

based on estimates, but since they tended to approximate in the right direction they can

be expected to provide at least a partial bias reduction when deducted from the original

estimates. Furthermore, the approximations had increasing difficulties dealing with the

bias as roots approached the unit circle and finally, they performed better in larger than

in smaller samples (which is not surprising considering that they were derived from

asymptotic expansions).
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As far as the performance of the three approximations relative to each

other is concerned, it is very difficult to rank Tj0stheim-Paulsen's approximation ahead

of Nicholls-Pope's or vice versa, their performances being identical for first-order

models and almost identical for second-order models. However, since there is every

reason to expect them to diverge as the order increases, determining which of the two

is the best approximation in systems of much higher order than 2 remains an open and

interesting question. When it comes to the modified approximation (including second

order terms), it seems to perform at least as well as the two fIrst-order approximations

and in many cases considerably better. More precisely, the second-order terms remain

more or less inactive as long as they are not needed, i.e. as long as the first-order terms

approximate the bias well, but step in to play an increasingly important role as

eigenvalues approach unity. The second-order approximation is far from perfect

though; it too will typically understate the bias in many situations, only less so than the

two first-order approximations. In addition, the second-order approximation achieved

better - but still far from good - results for a12 and 621 , where the first-order

approximations failed completely~ Thus the choice between the three approximations

would appear to be a simple one, except for the fact that the second-order

approximation is more sensitive to near-unit roots and is more likely to break down in

their presence. Therefore analysts may have to resort to fust-order approximations in

the very cases when a higher-order approximation would be really useful.

A number of other results have obtained as by-products along the way.

They have already been commented upon in previous chapters, but deserve repeating

here. First of all, whereas first-order integration was not found to add more bias than

could be expected, second-order integration (i.e. two or more unit roots in the second

order model) with or without cointegrating vectors was found to cause extra bias,

before as well as after bias reduction. Secondly, estimating a nl0del with cross terms

when in fact no cross terms enter appears to increase the bias and the variance of the

autoregressive estimates. Estimating a model of too high an order, while severely

increasing the variance of parameter estimates, mayor may not increase their bias.

Thus using a higher value for the order p than that suggested by data may in some

situations be an alternative way to reduce bias than the approximations presented here.

Unfortunately, the bivariate application in Chapter 5 turned out to

provide very little support for the idea of bias reduction. Even though the sample was

not very large and the estimated eigenvalue vector seemed interesting, the effects of

bias reduction were relatively small on paranleter estimates and smaller still 011
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impulse-response functions, variance decompositions and predictions. Nonetheless,

these results do not justify the conclusion that bias reduction does not matter and need

never be applied. While this may be the case for this particular data set, the reason may

very well be that there was little bias to reduce in the originally estimated VAR model.

It is also conceivable that the very weak causality between the two variables makes

bias reduction less useful.

Apart from the need to analyse biases and compare bias approximations

in systems of higher order than 2 as pointed out earlier, it would also be interesting to

increase the dimension K of the model, and to allow for exogenous variables. Another

higWy interesting research field outlined in this thesis is the possible consequences of

iterating the bias-reduction process until some sort of convergence criteria are met.

Questions to answer in this field include: Which criteria should be used? Under which

circumstances will this process converge? Is convergence to something else than

increasingly less biased estimates likely? Finally, as an alternative to using the first- or

second-order approximations evaluated here, it should be possible to expand the

approximation further, adding terms of higher order than 2. The fact that even a

second-order approximation tends to reduce the bias only in part indicates the need for

higher-order approximationso
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